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Preface

This book brings together how we, friends, colleagues, and co-workers, see
the scientist Klaus Hasselmann. We have tried to assess the legacy of his work,
oceanography, climate science, economy, and physics.
The original momentum for this project came from Ola M. Johannessen. Hans von Storch designed the concept of the book, supervised the
composition, and holds the overall-reponsibility of the book.
One group of authors has contributed to various aspects of the book, in
particular to Chaps. 1 and 3; others also to the interviews in Chap. 4, and
the library of MPI to the hopefully eventually complete publication list in
Chap. 5: Ola M. Johannessen, Susanne Hasselmann, Gerbrand Komen, Peter
Lemke, Dirk Olbers, Carola Kauhs, Martin Heimann, Hans von Storch,
Dmitry Kovalevsky, and Lennart Bengtsson.
Another group has provided “personal accounts” in Chap. 3, additional
to the first group, these are (in random order) Hans Graf, Jin-Song von
Storch, Jürgen Willebrand, Achim Stössel, Mojib Latif, Jörg Wolff, Christoph
Heinze, Ulrich Cubasch, Ben Santer, Patrick Heimbach, Robert Sausen,
Gabriele Hegerl, Luigi Cavaleri, Kristina Katsaros, Peter Janssen, Jürgen
Sündermann, Klaus Fraedrich, Hartmut Graßl, and Udo Simonis. These
accounts were provided “upon invitation”, and there are certainly many more
companions of Klaus, whose account would have been interesting and even
entertaining. But obviously, the book must have a limited size; thus, we owe
an apology to those, whom we had not invited.
There was some funding needed for this project; a little for technical
support, but in particular for having the book printed by Springer Publisher.
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Preface

These costs were generously covered by the Max Planck Institute of Meteorology in Hamburg.
Cover-drawing: Victor Ocana. Two significant work contributions need to
be recognized—the final check of the various references by Carola Kauhs, and
the final reading and detecting of glitches of all kinds by Dirk Olbers; quite
possibly Hans von Storch added new glitches when trying to do the final
corrections. After completion, we were informed that Klaus Hasselmann was
awarded the Nobel prize in Physics of 2021.
Hamburg, Germany

Hans von Storch
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1
Klaus Hasselmann—His Scientific Footprints
and Achievements

1.1

Overview

Klaus Hasselmann was born in Hamburg in 1931. His family fled to England
in 1934 because of the Nazis, so he grew up in an English-speaking environment, and returned to Hamburg after the war, where he studied physics,
started a family, and became an innovative researcher. Later, he spent several
years in the United States of America, but always returned to Hamburg,
where he became the founding director of the Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie in 1975. His Institute soon became one of the world’s leading
research facilities in the field of climate science. He retired in 2000, but
continued his work in climate science as a “grey eminence” in the background, whilst his heart and mind turned to particle physics. He recently
turned 90, and we—a group of former co-workers, scientific friends and
colleagues—decided that we had to tell the story of this remarkable man.
One of the challenges we were faced with was the sheer breadth of interest
and commitment of Klaus’s career. In this section, we shall attempt to evaluate his achievements as a Naturwissenschaftler1 (Sect. 1.2), an enabler
(Sect. 1.3), and as a public figure (Sect. 1.4). Klaus himself will have his say
in Chap. 2 in which we reproduce an interview from 2007 as well as a recent
1 We have chosen to use the German word “Naturwissenschaft” (and its derivatives) rather than
“science”, because of an important difference in meaning—the latter refers to “a branch of knowledge
or study dealing with a body of facts or truths systematically arranged and showing the operation
of general laws”, and therefore to the product of scientific endeavor, whilst the former describes the
process of creating knowledge about the character and dynamics of natural systems, i.e., the endeavor
itself.

© The Author(s) 2022
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brief addition to it, and a chat between two Hasselmann acolytes, Dirk Olbers
and Hans von Storch in May 2021. His key scientific achievements, which
are summarised in Sect. 1.2, are discussed and evaluated in some detail in
Chap. 3 in which a number of his original texts, some in German, are reproduced. In Chap. 4, some of Klaus’ former co-workers and colleagues present
their personal accounts and memoirs of what it was like to work with him: the
reader will see a certain amount of overlap between the different accounts—
recurrent themes include his personal friendliness but also his sometimes-rude
insistence on scientific rigour. But the various accounts differ in terms of
content, and the scientific issues addressed. Reading these accounts will give
the reader an insight into the variety of endeavours, interests and successes of
this man. The final Chap. 5 includes an overview of his major publications,
awards and a CV.

1.2

The Naturwissenschaftler

When considering how to survey Klaus Hasselmann’s scientific achievements,
we were reminded of the old Indian parable2 of the wise blind people, who
want to understand what an elephant is. One examines a leg, another the
trunk, the third an ear and so forth. They all understand exactly what they
have in front of then, but none of them sees the whole animal. The authors
of this book are the blind people, and Klaus Hasselmann is the elephant.

2

E.g., https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_men_and_an_elephant.
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We have identified seven major fields, to which Klaus made significant
contributions; there may well be more, which we, the blind, have not yet classified and fully evaluated, one of which could be “internal’ waves”—a subject
with which Klaus probably became involved during his stay at La Jolla and his
collaboration with Walter Munk, and which has much in common with the
surface wave problem (generation, wave-wave interactions and dissipation),
to which he devoted a great deal of his time. At that time, Walter Munk was
working with Chris Garrett to establish the scientific basics of internal wave
research in the form of a unified wave spectrum of the three-dimensional
oceanic wave field. Klaus himself never published any substantial work on the
subject (except for [27]) but he did encourage several PhD students (Kern
Kenyon at La Jolla and Peter Müller and Dirk Olbers later at WHOI and
Hamburg) to work on the question and provided a number of far-reaching
new concepts.
Klaus has always been interested in ocean waves, which gave him his entry
point into mainstream science (see Sect. 3.1). His PhD thesis from 1957
was titled “Über eine Methode zur Bestimmung der Reflexion und Brechung
von Stoßfronten und von beliebigen Wellen kleiner Wellenlänge an der Trennungsfläche zweier Medien “(A method for determining the reflection and
refraction of shock fronts and of arbitrary short wavelength at the interface between two media.) [191]. The first seminal paper he published on
the subject was “Grundgleichungen der Seegangsvorhersage” (Basic sea state
prediction equations) in 1960 ([3], see facsimile in Sect. 3.1). This paper
provided a basic foundation for a reliable, generally applicable method of sea
state prediction based on the basic energy balance equation of the ocean wave
spectrum. He later published 3 papers entitled “On the nonlinear energy
transfer in gravity-wave spectrum” in 1962–1963 [6, 8, 9], and “Propagation
of ocean swell across the Pacific” [18] with Walter Munk in 1966.3
Klaus’ work on remote sensing and the satellite ERS-1 (see Sect. 3.2) was
also related to the field of ocean wave dynamics. He and Manfred Schieler
published a paper on “Radar backscatter from the sea surface” [26] in 1970.
Later papers, beginning with [45] from 1978, addressed aeroplane or satellitebased ocean wave spectra measuring methods. The MARSEN experiment (see
below) led to another breakthrough when Klaus and his co-authors published
the “Theory of SAR ocean wave imaging: A MARSEN view” [75] based on
an imaging model, which was fundamental for SAR imaging of the ocean
3

There was also a movie produced, mostly with Walter Munk, but with Klaus showing up every
now and then–https://youtu.be/MX5cKoOm6Pk.
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surface from future satellites SARs. Another fundamental paper, which he
co-authored with his wife Susanne, was “On the nonlinear mapping of an
ocean wave spectrum into an SAR image spectrum and its inversion” [102],
a reproduction of which is included in Sect. 4.2. This paper serves as an
example of one of the major contributions the Hasselmann couple made to
the future of the retrieval of the ocean wave spectrum from the ERS-1 C
band SAR on the global scale. Klaus’ latest, and perhaps final contribution
to this topic was the extensive review entitled “The ERS SAR wave mode: A
breakthrough in global wave observations” [176].
When Klaus Hasselmann took on the responsibility and challenge of
running the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M) in Hamburg,
most of his time and attention was taken up by the subject of climate
change. His initial thoughts on the subject were set out in his seminal
“stochastic climate model”, which was published in 1976 ([38], see facsimile
in Sect. 3.3), which provided an insight into the formation of long-term
internal variations excited by short term random fluctuations. Although
this approach was not particularly surprising for a theoretical physicist, the
concept did change the way climate scientists thought about the problem.
The stochastic climate model firmly established the concept of a stochastic
climate system, which included the separation of externally provoked variations (“signal”) and unprovoked internal” variability (“noise”). This led to
the emergence of the general concept of “Principal Interactions Patterns”
([86], see facsimile in Sect. 3.4), which included the key idea that the full
infinite state space may be split into a low-dimensional “signal” space in
which deterministic dynamics hold sway, and an infinite higher-dimensional
“noise”-space, which is well approximated by stochastic dynamics. The “Principal Oscillation Patterns” [89] represented a special case. But the most
important aspect of this approach was the question of detection and attribution [54, 110], i.e., of detecting the footprint of anthropogenic climate
change in the empirical record of climate variation. This approach emerged as
a key argument in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC)
assessment that anthropogenic climate change is real and will intensify if
greenhouse gas emissions continue unabated.
When the science of the mechanisms of climate variability and change
had matured [118] in the early 1990s, Klaus Hasselmann became interested in the interaction between climate and society and how mankind could
deal with human-induced climate change. He understood quite early that
the anthropogenic climate change problem goes well beyond the domain of
climate science. It is not nearly enough to frame climate change research
solely within the limits of what is sometimes referred to as “curiosity-driven
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science”. Instead, research into anthropogenic climate change should support
policymaking and coordinated climate action. These ideas prompted Klaus
to create the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research as a matter of
urgency to deal with the economic dimension of climate change. In collaboration with Dmitry Kovalevsky and others, such as Michael Weber and Volker
Barth, Klaus attempted to construct optimal policies to balance the expected
costs of damages with the expected costs of mitigation. Section 3.5 provides
more information about this field.
Following his retirement, Klaus Hasselmann became less interested in
climate science, probably because he thought that he had already contributed
everything that he could to the field and that the remaining challenges, such
as the economic dimension, would be taken care of by others. Instead, he
returned to a topic, which he had been thinking about in his spare time
throughout his career. On his 60th birthday, he surprised his guests with
the announcement that he would present something new—which would also
explain to his family that he had really been thinking about particle physics
(Sect. 3.6), when they falsely believed that he was just trying to get out of
mowing the lawn. His talk took about two or three hours: “You can ask me,
but you cannot stop me!” he said, and most of the audience did not understand a thing but enjoyed the show. Of course, Klaus was serious about the
topic and his Metron concept. His wife, Susanne, volunteered to manage his
schedule and he began to present his ideas to the physics community, the
majority of whom were unfortunately not inclined to listen to him. The full
concept has now been documented in a series of articles and in an unfinished
book whose introduction we have reproduced in Sect. 3.6. All we can do at
present is to wait to see if Klaus ideas’ will eventually rule the waves, as they
often did in the past.

1.3

The Enabler

When we talk about Klaus Hasselmann as an “enabler”, we are referring to
his ability to set things in motion, to create a scientific environment, which
enables individuals to realise their full potential. Enabling activities may not
leave a scientific footprint, but they do make an indirect contribution to
the scientific process whether by creating a well-functioning working environment or by providing access to crucial empirical evidence. Klaus was an
enabler in multiple ways.
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His most important achievement was certainly the Max-Planck-Institut für
Meteorologie, which provided many (at that time) young scientists with an
environment in which to develop their skills. The various personal accounts
included in Chap. 4 illustrate this breeding ground convincingly. “Do something that you consider interesting”—this Klausian request sounds like a
recipe for disaster, an invitation to a hoard of intelligent young scholars
to develop without coordination, without reference to a programme, and
in various directions. But that did not happen. The young researchers all
converged on the same problems but from their own unique angles. Of
course, an Ernst Maier-Reimer would not take orders from anybody, but he
would always have a suitable FORTRAN code for most problems in one of
his desk drawers. In short, the Institute was a marvellous incubator, which was
sometimes compared to an aquatic ecosystem populated with bottom feeders,
primary producers, and gracious predatory fish. At the top of the chain there
was just the one big fish, Klaus himself, who somehow managed to steer the
dynamics within the incubator, with unconditional scientific rigour, personal
friendliness and an endless reservoir of ideas.
One may well ask whether the MPI was organised in any way? There were
a number of “Zwischenkapazitäten” (something like “lieutenants”), such as
Dirk Olbers, Jürgen Willebrand, Mojib Latif, Martin Heimann, Peter Lemke,
Ernst MaIer-Reimer and Hans von Storch, who acted as mentors to the
younger researchers, but ultimately it was Klaus who guided and managed
ideas, often by rejecting, replacing, or rectifying them. Even the management
functioned smoothly. Klaus served as Managing Director throughout most of
1975–2000; only once did he wish to take a short break, and someone else
took the helm and attempted to install a certain amount of administrative
order, counting pens and the like. One of the then unhappy Zwischenkapazitäten went to the elder statesman, Reimar Lüst, at the end of the hallway to
ask if we had misunderstood something? Nope, said Lüst, you’ve understood
perfectly well; don’t give in, it’ll soon be over. And, really, Klaus was back after
just a few days, and there was no more counting pens. Scientific paradise was
re-established. Some of his co-workers, who later became Institute directors
themselves, tried to copy his approach with some success.
As Institute Director, Klaus was also responsible for the financial side of
things and had a special way of looking at this challenge, possibly guided by
his colleague Hans Hinzpeter’s famous dictum “a number is not a number”,
which played upon the empirical fact that any assertion about the financial
situation would be preliminary, and prone to significant changes at short
notice. Klaus spoke of “flying in fog”, to suggest that knowing whether money
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would be available for hiring someone or making a capital purchase was
largely based on a feeling. In a sense it was also a signal-to-noise problem.
It worked out well and broke the potential spell of financial details involved
in running a scientific Institution.
As outlined in his interview (Sect. 2.1) Klaus spent most of the first ten
years trying to clarify the basic dynamic aspects of climate variability and
change. Although the Institute has been founded to conduct research into
climate change, most people there failed to notice this link. He also decided
against purchasing a big computer, as most people had expected him to do
but he worked instead with a relatively small group and a modest suite of
hardware. But when the need for quasi-realistic climate models had become
obvious by the early 1980s, Klaus established a close link to Günter Fischer’s
group at the Meteorological department of the University of Hamburg, which
was located in the so-called in the Geomatikum some 10 m below the MPI.
One member of that group, Erich Roeckner, was the then leading expert on
atmospheric modelling. The first step was to replace the dynamical core that
had been developed in-house with the model of the European Center for
Medium Range Forecast, ECMWF, with parametrizations of the Hamburg
model. The model was dubbed ECHAM—EC + HAMburg.
At about that time, Klaus had decided to set up a separate large computing
centre, the Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ), which was to be led
by Wolfgang Sell. This move made it possible to carry out gigantic simulations using a climate model based on Erich Roeckner’s atmospheric ECHAM
and Ernst Maier-Reimer’s ocean LSG models. The computer system was
updated regularly, with generous funding from the German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research, whilst the costs for running the DKRZ were
shared between a the MPI (the majority shareholder), the University of
Hamburg, the Alfred Wegener Institute in Bremerhaven, and the GKSS in
nearby Geesthacht. This system continues to run smoothly in 2021.
This process was eventually completed when Lennart Bengtsson was
persuaded to become co-director of the MPI, where he would focus on atmospheric modelling (see Sect. 3.7). The ECHAM has become one of just a few
leading quasi-realistic climate models, which are used in various institutions
all over the world.
The incorporation of the DKRZ and the Bengtsson-department within
the MPI were completed in the 1990s when the Potsdam Institute of
Climate Impact Research, headed by Hans-Joachim Schellnhuber, was set up.
This completed Klaus’ original vision. He went on to think about metrons
(Sect. 3.6).
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Gathering data
Although Klaus Hasselmann was really a theoretical scientist, he often got
involved in the practical challenge of gathering the relevant data, whether
in preparation for satellite missions, or for setting-up and managing various
campaigns (in atmospheric and oceanographic science jargon: experiments).
The first experiment he ran as the lead scientist was the JONSWAP project
in 1969 (see Sect. 3.1). Wind stress, atmospheric turbulence and swell attenuation were monitored in the German Bight, and eventually the JONSWAP
spectrum was derived.
Following the success of JONSWAP, Klaus apparently felt secure enough
to initiate the IWEX (Internal Wave Experiment) mooring campaign during
his stay at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) which he
visited alongside Mel Briscoe, Terry Joyce, Claude Frankignoul, Peter Müller
and Dirk Olbers. To our knowledge, the IWEX tripod was the first mooring
capable of measuring current cross-spectra with sensors at horizontal and
slanted separations. The experiment was carried out in the Sargasso Sea in
1973.
This culminated in the international Marine Remote Sensing Experiment,
MARSEN which Klaus coordinated. It was carried out in the North Sea
between the 16th of July and the 15th of October 1979 and was designed
to achieve the following two objectives: (1) to investigate the use of remote
sensing technology for oceanographic applications and (2) to utilise remote
sensing technology in concert with in-situ oceanographic measurements to
investigate oceanic processes in finite-depth water in the near-shore zone.
MARSEN made use of 6 remote sensing aircraft including the NASA CV990 with the JPL SAR. 60 scientists from 6 countries took part in the
experiment, which spawned a plethora of papers, 14 of which were published
in a special issue of the Journal of Geophysical Research in 1983.
In his later career, Klaus no longer participated in long-term empirical observational campaigns, perhaps because his attention was increasingly
focused on the climate issue. Experimental work in ocean science is more
about understanding and parametrizing various processes in ocean models—
and the JONSWAP spectrum is an excellent example of this—whilst climate
science mostly depends upon ongoing monitoring efforts. So, Klaus became
involved in remote sea state monitoring technologies, which also, of course,
had to do with his interest in the predictive potential of ocean waves. By the
1980s he had already become a key member of the ESA High Level Advisory
Committee (EOAS), which had been set up by the ESA DG (Sect. 3.2). His
commitment to the preparation of the ERS-1 satellite among other things
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was honoured by ESA, who invited him to join the launch of ERS-1 on the
17th of July at the Guiana Space Centre in French Guiana.
When Klaus became aware of the societal urgency of the climate problem
in the 1990s, he founded the European Climate Forum (ECF), which was
later expanded to cover a broader geographical range and renamed as the
Global Climate Forum (GCF).4 Klaus made an active contribution to various
ECF/GCF operations, where was vice-chairman and a member of the board
for many years.
The WAM group
In the spring of 1984 Klaus invited a number of ocean wave researchers to
a meeting in Hamburg. There he proposed to jointly work on the development of an advanced numerical ocean wave prediction model. He wrote a
new acronym (WAM, for Wave-Modelling group) on the blackboard and
opened the discussion. The meeting supported the idea, because previous
collaborations had created a shared feeling of urgency: model improvement
was needed. Klaus recruited the participating Gerbrand Komen as chairman
of the new group. He and Klaus would collaborate closely to “create a scientific environment, which enables individuals to realise their full potential”,
but which also enabled Klaus to achieve his goals.
One of the first challenges was to develop a scientific strategy. Some
members focused on model development, but others simply wanted to collaborate on ocean wave research. This led to a number of subprojects, one of
which was aimed at the development and implementation of global and
regional versions of the model. Other subprojects focused on growth curve
reanalysis, directional effects, shallow water effects and data assimilation.
Annual meetings were hosted at participating institutes on a rotational
basis. They all opened with a review of the group objectives and what had
been achieved in the past year. This was then followed by one or more formal
presentations by guest speakers and a tour de table where each participant
could say what he or she had done and was planning to do. After discussions, the tasks and commitments for the coming year would be listed. Klaus
usually played a rather passive but very inspiring role in these meeting. Of
course, some stricter co-ordination was later agreed upon in smaller groups,
especially when the model was implemented at ECMWF.
Initially, there was no special funding. Most people contributed because
the objectives of the WAM group aligned with the objectives of their home
institutes. Once the research got underway the group became successful
4

https://globalclimateforum.org/.
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in acquiring additional funding. Outreach and enlargement of the group
played an important role in generating support. Outreach took the form
of many (invited) lectures at participating institutes and specialist conferences, sometimes as a showcase of a successful collaboration. The group was
made truly international when it merged with a newly established working
group (Working group 83, ‘Wave Modelling’) of the Scientific Committee on
Oceanic Research. This brought in participants from China, the Soviet Union
and elsewhere, to everyone’s mutual benefit. The group ultimately included
about 70 people from 15 countries.
One characteristic of the group was the spirit of collaboration. Group
identity was reinforced by a newsletter in addition to informal contacts
during working visits and the annual meetings. One of the participants
wrote some alternative lyrics to the well-known Beatle song “Those were the
days, my friend”, which became “Those were the waves, my friend”, which
included the unforgettable line “Comparisons have shown // The physics
are unknown”. It was sung loudly after dinner during a meeting in Canada,
which created a warm feeling of solidarity. In hindsight one may well wonder
whether there was too much of a warm feeling, as it may have blocked some
healthy dissidence. But so it goes.
Understandably, given his many other activities, Klaus was strongly
focused on model development, which culminated in the implementation of
the WAM model at the ECMWF. The other subprojects were also successful
and resulted in several publications. One of the outreach highlights was
a five-week course on ocean waves and tides at the International Centre
for Theoretical Physics with support from the World Meteorological Organization and about 100 participants, mainly from developing countries.
Another one was the successful completion of a jointly written monograph
(Dynamics and Modelling of Ocean Waves [244]) which was published by
Cambridge University Press in 1994. After that the group was dissolved.
Mission completed.

1.4

The Public Figure

Klaus Hasselmann’s work on ocean waves, which included remote monitoring
and predictions was relevant and represents elegant science, which, however,
hardly attracted public interest. The climate issue was completely different:
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his two major achievements, namely the detection of the signal of anthropogenic change against the background noise of internal variability, and the
attribution of this signal to human greenhouse gas emissions, as well as the
provision of a scientifically first-class climate simulation platform, had an
enormous impact on the relevant public discourse, not only in Germany but
around the world. Nevertheless, he remained mostly unknown to the general
public. This was not a matter of bad luck but of his own deliberate intent—he
was simply not “interested in informing the public, [he was] always interested in basic research”, as his wife Susanne put it in Sect. 2.3. Thus, he
was happy when others offered to do the job for him. These others were
Hartmut Graßl and Mojib Latif, who both became very well known to the
German public. Both excelled in explaining complex dynamics and perspectives in a way that lay persons could readily understand. Interestingly, they did
so without coordination between themselves or with Klaus, which obviously
caused no problem.
Asked for his opinion on the public perception that the most important
climate researchers in Germany were Graßl and Latif, whilst he himself was
barely known, he responded (Sect. 3.3): “I was very pleased about that.”
Thus, not surprisingly, Klaus left few traces in the media. Among the few
examples he did leave were:
– Klaus Hasselmann: Die Launen der Medien. ZEIT 32/1997
– Johann Grolle: Wieviel ist der Wald wert?–Interview mit Klaus Hasselmann. Spiegel, 41/1992, 271–274
– Johann Grolle: Nobelpreis? Nee, daran hab‘ ich nie gedacht–SpiegelGespräch. Spiegel, 41/2021, 110–111
– Pieter Sartorius: In Sandalen die Welt von morgen suchen. Süddeutsche
Zeitung, 31.10.1997s
The last piece is reprinted in the next Sect. 1.5. It has not been translated,
as it is a wonderful example of living German whose special charm would
hardly survive translation.
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Klaus and two of his Zwischenkapazitäten, Ernst-Maier Reimer (left) and
Mojib Latif (right).
(c) Günther Menn, Lea La Greca; mit freundlicher Genehmigung

1.5

In 1997, A Visitor Told His Perceptions
When Visiting the MPI

Freitag/ Samstag/Sonntag, 31 Oktober/1./2. November 1997.
Süddeutsche Zeitung Nr 251 / Seite 3.
© Süddeutsche Zeitung GmbH, München. Mit freundlicher Genehmigung
von Süddeutsche Zeitung Content ( www.sz-content.de).
Das Foto auf der vorhergehenden Seite wurde mit dem Text zusammen
veröffentlicht. Urheber: Günther Menn; Genehmigung des Nachdrucks
durch die Nachlassverwalterin Lea De Greca.
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Peter Sartorius
ln Sandalen die Welt von morgen suchen
Klimaforschung: Welche Auswirkung hat die vom Menschen beschleunigte Aufheizung der Erde?lm Hamburger Max-Planck-Institut arbeiten 150
Wissenschaftler an Formeln, mit denen sich der Zustand des Planeten in 100
Jahren errechnen läßt
Hamburg,im Oktober

Bakan, der Bayer, studiert Wolken,
manchmal von unten miels eines LaserGeräts aus der Abteilung des Kollegen
Bösenberg, manchmal an Bord eines
Spezialﬂugzeugs von oben oder, was noch
spannender ist von innen, etwa über
Spitzbergen. Meistens aber macht Bakan
Beobachtungen von seinem Hamburger
Arbeitsplatz aus, wenn sich die Wolken in
physikalische und chemische Formeln
aufgelöst haben. Dann stellt er Fragen an
sich selbst - die Teilchengröße im
Wasserdampf betreﬀend oder den
Umstand, daß sich Wolken über dem
Nordatlank in Hunderte von Kilometern
langen, parallel laufenden Wolkenbändern
organisieren. Welche Bedeutung könnte
dies für den Wärmeaustausch zwischen
Atmosphäre und Ozean haben? Eminent
wichtig, sagt Bakan, ein
Arbeitsschwerpunkt

Aber was eigentlich ist nicht wichg?
Bakans Kollege Graf, der Sachse, verfolgt
bei allem Mitgefühl für die Betroﬀenen
begierig Vulkanausbrüche, egal in welcher
Weltecke. Je mächger die Erupon, desto
eindrucksvoller die Auswirkung auf
Wolken, Winde, Wirbel und vieles andere,
was das Klima der Erde besmmt.
Stundenlang kann Graf da erzählen,
beginnend bei den vulkanischen
Aerosolen, Rußparkeln, die zur
Wolkenbildung fuhren, was die
Sonneneinstrahlung beeinträchgt und die
Mielatmosphäre abkühlen läßt, auch
wenn, andererseits, die Wolken die
Wärmeabstrahlung der Erde absorbieren
und eine Erwärmung bewirken. Jedenfalls
verstärk sich ein polarer Wirbel, der
wiederum die planetaren Wellen
beeinﬂusst, die als Führungsschienen der
Tiefdruckgebiete fungieren Graf ist erst
am Anfang seines spannenden Kollegs,
aber Wesentliches ist bereits gesagt,
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nämlich daß alles, was in der Natur
geschieht, zu Keenreakonen führt.
Zerfranstes Biotop
Gleiches gilt, wenn der Mensch lai die
Prozesse der Natur eingrei und als
Emission des Industriezeitalters seinen
rasselnden Atem in die Atmosphäre stößt,
anthropogene Treibhausgase, vor allem
Kohlendioxid, wovon noch die Rede sein
wird. Aber zu berichten ist zunächst von
einer anderen Keenreakon, die ganz
persönlich Hasselmann betri, einen in
Ehren und mit silbernem Bart ergrauten
Mann. Als Physikstudent hae er vor fast
einem halben Jahrhundert nach einer
Systemak im Zusammenwirken von
kurzen und langen Wellen im Meer
gesucht, woraus sich folgerichg ergab,
daß er Ozeanologe, dann Klimaforscher,
dann Professor und am Ende - indes auch
schon vor mehr als 20 Jahren - Begründer
und Direktor des Hamburger Max-PlanckInstuts für Meteorologie wurde.
Und dort haben wir uns eingefunden, um
zu studieren, was das eigentlich ist, Klima.
Und wie es erforscht wird in der
doppelstöckigen Baracke, in der das
Instut zwischen einem Uni-Hochhaus
namens Geomakum und einem
zerfransten Biotop mit dazugehörendem
Tümpel ein Hinterhofdasein führt, freilich
eines, dem immer größere Bedeutung
zukommt, jetzt, da eine vom Menschen
mitverursachte allmähliche Klimaaufheizung registriert und die erhöhte
Temperatur als ein ernsthaes
Krankheitssymptom der Welt erkannt
worden ist. Wer sich professionell damit
beschäigt, muß nicht unbedingt

Meteorologe sein. In der Mehrheit sind
die 150 wissenschalichen Mitarbeiter des
Instuts promovierte und habilierte
Physiker oder Chemiker, die indes mit
ihren Titeln so lässig umgehen wie mit
ihrem Ouit, zu dem kurze Hosen und
Birkenstock-Sandalen gehören. Mit der
mangelhaen Klimasierung der Baracke
könnte das zusammenhängen. Aber
reizvoller ist der Gedanke, es könne sich
um einen dezenten Hinweis der Fachwelt
handeln, die weiß, was auf die Welt
zukommt Zwar steigt deren
Mieltemperatur, kurz Klima genannt,
scheinbar minimal und liegt heute lediglich
ein halbes Grad über jener vor hundert
Jahren, als das Abgaszeitalter begann.
Aber in nochmals hundert Jahren wird
nach allen Berechnungen die Zunahme
eben nicht nur weitere 0,5 Grad, sondern
zwei volle Grad ausmachen, was
ersichtlich macht, daß da ein Schwungrad
in Gang ist, das die Aueizung
beängsgend beschleunigt. Und was das
zur Folge haben kann, wird jedem
schlagarg klar, der Bengtsson zuhört,
dem Schweden und Co-Direktor im
Instut, der bei Tee und Keksen darauf zu
sprechen kommt, daß das eigentlich
Dramasche der Umstand sei, daß die
Erwärmung, soweit der Mensch sie
bewirkt, vermutlich nicht mehr rückgängig
zu machen ist. Die Keenreakon, wie bei
der Atomkra. Aber Bengtsson hält sich
bei der Analogie nicht auf, referiert jetzt
über El Niño, das paziﬁsche
Klimaphänomen, das die Passatwinde
erlahmen läßt und dadurch weltweit das
Weer durcheinanderbringt. Dürre in
Australien, Waldbrände in Indonesien,
Fischsterben vor Peru, winterliche
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Kältewellen in Regionen, wo es erst Herbst
sein sollte. Vielleicht kommt zum
Jahresende noch Schlimmeres, wenn El
Niño seinen Kulminaonspunkt erreicht
haben wird. Man wird dann, soviel ist jetzt
schon sicher, den stärksten El Niño aller
Zeiten messen. Nicht, daß Bengtsson dies
unbedingt der allgemeinen Erwärmung
der Welt und menschlichen Einﬂuß
zuschreiben würde. Dafür gibt es noch zu
wenig Erkenntnisse, außerdem ist es, ein
paar Türen weiter in der Baracke. der
Forschungsgegenstand des Kollegen Laf
Aber Gedanken macht sich Bengtsson
doch darüber, ob sich da nicht im
Zusammenwirken von langfrisger
Klimaerwärmung und kurzfrisger
Weeränderung Tiefdruckgebiete verschieben und dann eines Tages, zum
Beispiel, in China der Gelbe Fluß überläu,
der bereits jetzt nur mühsam in seinen
Dämmen gehalten werden kann. Das
Oder-Hochwasser in fürchterlicher Potenz
Millionen Opfer ist denkbar, sagt
Bengtsson leidenschaslos, Todesopfer.
Aber es ist nicht die Stunde von HorrorVisionen. Ums Prinzipielle geht es, darum,
dass sich der Planet eben nur eben in
beschleunigtem Tempo erwärmt. Schon
vor Jahren hat die Wissenscha in eine Art
Bibel mit dem Titel Climate Change 1995
darauf hingewiesen dass nicht nur die
Natur mit ihren Zyklen sondern auch der
Mensch mit seinen Emissionen schuld ist.
Großen Eindruck hat dies nicht gemacht,
und auch auf der bevorstehenden
Weltklimakonferenz im japanischen Kyoto
wird eine wirksame Reduzierung des
Kohlendioxidaustoßes der
Industriestaaten kaum zu erreichen sein.
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Wer im Treibhaus sitzt, wir ungern mit
Steinen auf die eigene Industrie.
Angst vor dem Irrtum
Und ist es nicht tatsächlich beruhigend
fürs Gewissen, dass man so ganz genau
nun doch nicht weiß in welchem Ausmaß
der Mensch der Übeltäter ist? Hat sich
nicht die Wissenscha schon einmal
geirrt? Hat sie nicht den Kühleﬀekt durch
vulkanische und industrielle Aerosole
unterschätzt und deshalb vor einem
Jahrzehnt eine zu starke Erwärmung
vorausgesagt, worauin ein Hamburger
Nachrichtenmagazin bereits aufgeregt die
Ozeane wegen des Abschmelzens der
Polkappen überschwappen und den
Kölner Dom untergehen sah? Jetzt also ist
die Forschung zurückhaltender geworden,
und von der Steinkohleindustrie bis zur
Automobilbranche wird dies
triumphierend als ein Gegenbeweis für die
Aueizthese ins Gefecht geführt.
Ein zäher Kleinkrieg ist da zwischen
Klimaforschung und Industrielobby im
Gang, wobei die Wissenscha den Vorteil
hat, mit den ganz schweren Waﬀen
anrücken zu können, mit Großrechnern,
blaugrau, raumfüllend wie Banktresore.
Auch die Hamburger haben sie, wenn sie
auch nicht eigentlich im Besitz des MaxPlanck-Instuts sind. Sie gehören dem im
Geomakum untergebrachten Deutschen
Klimarechenzentrum, einer Gemeinschaseinrichtung deutscher Wissenschasinstuonen, die sich mit
Meteorologie beschäigen. Aber weil das
Max-Planck-Instut der hauptsächliche
Nutzer ist, amert Hasselmann im
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Nebenjob auch als Co-Direktor des
Rechenzentrums und kann alle paar Jahre
für rund 20 Millionen Mark einen dieser
Rechenkolosse anschaﬀen, der dann mit
Kränen von außen bis hinauf ins 15.
Stockwerk des Geomakums gewuchtet
werden muß - vermutlich, weil ein Gehirn
immer irgendwie oben zu sitzen hat.
Prakscher wäre, es befände sich auf
ebener Erde. Aber Hauptsache, es liefert
Ergebnisse, und zwar schnell. Bö nger,
der wissenschaliche Betreuer des
Computers, spricht zungeschnalzend von
mehreren Milliarden GleitkommaOperaonen in der Sekunde, was
Hasselmann indes nicht zu beeindrucken
vermag. Mit schnelleren Rechnern, sagt er,
könnte man ganz anders auﬂösen – die
Welt ebenso wie deren Rätseln. Denn
auﬂösen heißt, dass man ein Raster ein
Gier um den Globus legt, indem erfasst
wird, was die Natur an Zuständen,
Akonen, Reakonen und sonsgem zu
bieten hat. Je größer die Auﬂösung, desto
schärfer das Bild – ähnlich wie am
Fernsehschirm. 250 km beträgt die
gebräuchliche Maschenweite des globalen
Giers und man operiert in der
Atmosphäre in 20 Schichten nach oben
und im Ozean mit weiteren 20 Schichten
nach unten. Aber mit mehr power sagt
Hasselmann, könnten mehr Gierpunkte –
Stop. Haben wir da nicht noch ein Wort
von Graf im Ohr. Graf hae bis zur
polischen Klimawende 1989 an der
Humboldt-Universität in Berlin/DDR
geforscht. Jedesmal, wenn er rechnen
lassen wollte, mußte er mit seinen
Unterlagen unterm Arm Tagesreisen um
Westberlin herum zum DDR-Weerdienst
unternehmen. Man habe, hae Graf

gesagt, angesichts der Verhältnisse den
eigenen Kopf zu gebrauchen gelernt.
Tatsächlich ist die Unbestechlichkeit
elektronischer Schaltkreise eine Sache, die
Kompetenz des menschlichen Geistes eine
andere. Bei Graf, bei Bakan, bei
Bengtsson, bei Laf, bei Hasselmann und
all den anderen geht es darum, gedanklich
die Voraussetzung für eine Hochrechnung
zu schaﬀen, für ein Modell, eine
Welormel, in der alle Erscheinungen der
Natur enthalten und in Relaonen
gebracht worden sind. Man kann das als
eine Denksportaufgabe nennen, bei der ist
eine komplee Lösung nie geben wird,
sondern immer nur verbesserte
Annäherungen. Man kann es auch die
Hersteller von Soware nennen, deren
Computer-Ausdruck Meter hohe
Papierberge ergibt. Wie immer man es
nennt: es bleibt eine geisge Anstrengung,
die nur im Team und im internaonalen
Austausch zu bewälgen ist.
Als sichtbares Produkt fördern Sie
zunächst einmal kunstvolle Bilder zu Tage,
Schautafel mit roten, blauen, honiggelben
Schlieren, die sich über Konnente ziehen:
Simulaonen klimasche Zustände in
einer exiserenden oder nur vermuteten
Welt, angefergt in großer und geringer
Auﬂösung, unter Verwendung aller
verfügbarer oder auch ausgewählter
Faktoren. Testbilder sind es o nur, dazu
dienlich, herauszuﬁnden, wie fehlerha
möglicherweise einzelne Vorgehensweisen
beim Lösen der großen Aufgabe gewesen
sind Gleichwohl, wie exosche Pﬂanzen
wachsen die Bilder aus Aktenschränken,
setzen sich an Bürowänden fest, wuchern
hinaus auf Flure und von dort in andere
Büros hinein - von Arpe zu Roeckner, von
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Roeckner zu Laf. Von Laf zu MaierReimer.
Aber dort, bei Maier-Reimer, dem
Schwaben, ist die Invasion zum Stehen
gekommen. Ein anderes Kunstwerk,
Bo cellis Geburt der Venus, bedeckt die
Wand, und man denkt sich: Wenn die
Klimaforschung dort nur so bildha
darzustellen wäre. Der Wind aus Engels
Mund. Die Wolken als wehende Teppich.
Der Ozean als gewellte Muschel. MaierReimers Welt ist profaner. Die Lösbarkeit
von Kohlendioxid im Ozean. Marime
Biologie im Strömungssysteme. Die
Konzentraon von Phosphat, Nitrat,
Silikat, Sauerstoﬀ in unterschiedlichen
Tiefen. Wie wird es sich aus auf das
ozeanische Kohlendioxid aus, wenn sich
der atmosphärische Kohlendioxidgehalt
erhöht? Welchen Einﬂuss hat es auf Algen,
wenn sie mehr Kohlendioxid aufnehmen?
Algen verändern die Farbe des Wassers
und damit die Absorpon der
Sonnenstrahlung - was sind demnach die
Folgen für die Erdtemperaturen, falls sich
die Algenkulturen vermehren?
Experimentell schwer zugänglich, sagt
Maler-Reimer mehr zu sich selbst als zum
Besucher.

Das Gehirn der Natur
Antworten führen zu immer neuen Fragen
in diesem efen, rätselvollen
Forschungsgebiet namens Ozean. Und
wieder muß man von Hasselmann reden,
den das Meer nie losgelassen hat Das
Phänomen der kurzen und langen Wellen
in an anderer, größerer Dimension.
Konzepte der theoreschen Physik hat
Hasselmann auf die Weerforschung
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übertragen und für eine Formel verwandt,
die den trägen reagierenden Ozean und
die rasch veränderbaren Verhältnisse der
Atmosphäre miteinander verrechenbar
macht. Laf - ein waschechter Hanseat
trotz des Vornamens Mojib - kann in einer
schönen Metapher ausdrücken, was da
dahintersteckt. Die kurzfrisgen
Wierungsschwankungen in der
Atmosphäre, so seine Erklärung, müsse
man als Tennisballe sehen, die unentwegt
gegen einen Medizinball geschleudert
werden: gegen den Ozean, der zunächst
nicht reagiert, am Ende aber ins Rollen
kommt, nein, etwas ins Rollen bringt eben: diese langfrisge Klimaänderung.
Will sagen: Der Ozean ist das Gedächtnis
des Klimas. Wenden wir uns also an
Roeckner, der in einem Zahlenwerk zu
verrechnen versucht, was das Gehirn der
Natur für die Zukun gespeichert haben
könnte. Umgehend wir Roeckner eine
Formel aufs Papier, dabei erläuternd, es
handele sich um eine parelle
Diﬀerenalgleichung mit lokaler Ableitung
von Modellgröße nach Zeit, und er wolle
jetzt Delta hinschreiben und F. Nicht, daß
wir Roeckner gern unterbrechen, aber
unsere Wißbegierde geht eher ins
Grundsätzliche. Welche Komponenten
müssen im instutseigenen Klimamodell
enthalten sein, von dem immer wieder die
Rede ist, in dieser großen Gleichung, die
die eigentliche Rechergung des MaxPlanck-Instuts darstellt und mit der sich
jede Art von Klima simulieren läßt - das
vergangene, das derzeige, das künige,
mit und ohne Treibhausgas des
Menschen? Jahrelang feilte man an dem
Modell. Und heute ist es der Stolz des
Instuts. MP/ECHam heißt es. Bei einem
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internaonalen Leistungsvergleich hae
es sich gegenüber anderen Modellen
unlängst vorzüglich behauptet.
Also was alles ist in der Formel enthalten?
Die Frage ist doch kaum ausgesprochen schon ergießt sich eine Sturzﬂut von
Fakten und Faktoren auf den Besucher.
Atmosphären-Temperaturen, Wasserdampfgehalt, Winde in alle
Himmelsrichtungen und in der Verkalen,
Ludruck an der Erdoberﬂäche,
Wolkenbedeckung mit Niederschlägen in
ﬂüssiger und gefrorener Form. Bakan
sehen wir über Spitzbergen kreisen. Druck
in allen Luschichten. Prozesse im
Erdboden. Wärme und Wassergehalt dort.
Schneehöhen. Ozeantemperaturen an der
Oberﬂäche und in allen Tiefen. Eisdicke.
Eisverteilung. Salzgehalt. Dreidimensionale
Strömung. Maier-Reimer kennen wir
hinter rutschenden Bergen von Papier,
nachdenklich dem Bart streichend.
Nicht enthalten, sagt Roeckner, seien
Gletscher und Plaentektonik. Aber ferg
ist er noch lange nicht. Die chemischen
Komponenten. Grafs Vulkane und
Aerosole Das troposphärische Ozon.
Autoabgase. Kohlensto reislauf in der
Atmosphäre und im Ozean. Dann,
natürlich, die Biologie. Waldgebiete
absorbieren die Sonnenstrahlung, im
Gegensatz zu Wüsten. Aber plausibles
dynamisches Vegetaonsmodell, sagt
Roeckner, als ob er sich entschuldigen
müsse, ein solches Modell gebe es noch
nicht, also vom Klima keine
Rückkoppelung zur Vegeta-onsänderung
und von dort zurück zur Klimaänderung.
Gleichwohl, eine schwindlig machende
Fülle von Faktoren steckt in dem Modell,

geordnet in einem vierdimensionalen
Koordinatensystem, in dem Höhe, Breite
und Länge das Gier um die Erde
betreﬀen, aber die vierte Koordinate die
wichgste ist: die Zeit, die Achse, auf der
in die Vergangenheit zurückgegangen und
in der die Zukun hochgerechnet wird.
Und alles wird in Hasselmanns
Großrechnern mit Milliarden
Gleitkommaoperaonen pro Sekunde
verarbeitet zu diesen vo Computer
ausgespuckten Kunstwerken mit ihren
schillernden Schlieren, ein errechneter
Zustandsbericht der Welt, wie geklaut,
nein, geklont von der Wirklichkeit der
Natur mit ihren über den Globus
verstreuten Trocken- und Regengebieten?
Arpe hat die bunten Bilder vor sich
ausgebreitet. Wahrheiten, sagt er, lägen in
ihnen, wenngleich Wahrheiten
unterschiedlicher Qualität - die eine
geliefert von der Natur, die andere vom
Computer. Idensch müßten beide sein,
wenn die Denksportaufgabe richg gelöst
worden ist. Tatsächlich haben beide
Versionen die gleichen Farben, die
gleichen Schlieren. Aber Arpes geübte
Augen entdecken feine Unterschiede. Ein
pedanscher, unnachsichger Prüfer ist
er, der festzustellen hat, wo die Theorie
mit der Wirklichkeit kollidiert. Eine
Schprobe hat er gemacht für eine
Qualitätskontrolle des hauseigenen
Klimamodells. Aus Atmosphären- und
Ozeanwerten ließ er vom Computer
weltweit die Bodendruckverhältnisse im
Winter und damit die Verteilung von
Hochs und Tiefs errechnen. Nun hat er das
Resultat vor sich, und sein Blick bleibt an
Spanien hängen, dem winzigen Appendix
eins kleinen Europas. Es ist das Gelb dort,
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das ihn stört. Ein winterliches Dauerhoch
zeigt es an. Aber dieses Hoch kann nicht
sein, darf nicht sein, weder im Interesse
des Hamburger Max- Planck-Instuts noch
in dem der Iberer.
Es grünt nämlich nur deshalb so grün,
wenn Spaniens Blüten blühen, weil es im
Winter in Spanien regnet. Und die
Simulaon besagt, daß genau dies nicht
der Fall ist, sondern daß ein Dauerhoch
herrscht und das Land mithin eine Wüste
ist wie weiter südlich die Sahara. Keine
Ahnung, sagt Arpe, was da schiefgelaufen
ist, warum sich das Bild verschoben hat.
Liegt die Fehlerquelle im Atmosphärischen
oder eher im Ozeanischen? Wäre das
Ergebnis besser ausgefallen, wenn man
die Welt größer aufgelöst, das Gier enger
gezogen häe? Hae man es ursprünglich
mit zwei Fehlern zu tun, die unbemerkt
blieben, weil sie sich gegenseig
auoben, und von denen dann einer
ausgemerzt wurde, so daß der andere in
Erscheinung treten konnte?

Ein Joker bleibt
Es kann lange dauern, bis man Antworten
ﬁnden wird. Aber keine Frage, daß die
Annäherung an die Wirklichkeit immer
genauer wird. Die großen klimaschen
Zyklen, denen die Erde im Rhythmus von
20 000 und 40 000 Jahr en ausgesetzt ist
und die auf Variaonen der Erdbahn um
die Sonne zurückzuführen sind, lassen sich
längst durch exakte astronomische
Messungen berechnen. Und was die
kürzerfrisg, in Jahrhunderten
auretenden Klimaperioden betri, so
hat Hasselmann mit seiner Formel, die das
Meer mit der Atmosphäre verrechenbar
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macht, wichge Voraussetzungen für ein
Verständnis geschaﬀen. Die Tennisbälle,
wie gesagt, die gegen den Medizinball
prallen. Klimaschwankungen, präzisiert
nun Hasselmann, entstünden in Analogie
zu den langsamen Zufallsbewegungen
schwerer Moleküle, die von leichten
angestoßen werden. Das deﬁniert einen
Mechanismus. Aber erklären läßt sich
damit natürlich nicht alles. Der variierende
und sich in Sonnenﬂecken äußernde
Energieausstoß der Sonne, der in seinen
Auswirkungen nicht richtig abschätzbar ist.
Ein Joker sei dies, sagt Hasselmann,
einsetzbar sowohl für Polemik gegen die
Schulwissenscha wie auch für Erklärung
von Unerklärlichen. Gleichwohl, der
Einsatz von Computern wird die
Klimaforschung ebenso revoluonieren
wie dies der Fall bei der kurzfrisgen
Weerforschung war, der Meteorologie,
die sich schon lange nicht mehr der
Meteorolüge bezichgen lassen muss. Die
Klimaforschung, noeren wir als Credo aus
der Baracke, stehen erst am Anfang – dort
wo sich die Meteorologie wo vielleicht 20
Jahren befand. Der große
Entwicklungssprung also steht erst noch
bevor.
Immerhin kann Hasselmann die globale
Erwärmung fürs nächste Jahrhundert
schon heute zuverlässig prognoszieren
und immerhin kann Laf schon ein halbes
Jahr und länger vor dem Auauchen der El
Niños die betroﬀenen Länder warnen und
immerhin kann Roeckner kanadischen
Fischern die freilich nicht sehr tröstliche
Auskun erteilen, ihre Lachsﬁscherei habe
vermutlich keine Zukun, weil das Wasser
an der Paziﬁkküste im nächsten
Jahrhundert vielleicht zu lau sein wird.
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Den schon ist alles verpackt den Formeln,
im Rechner – auch die Antwort auf die
Frage wo auf der Welt die
Klimaerwärmung tatsächlich höherer
Temperatur erzeugen wird und wo nicht
und wo sogar die Quecksilbersäule fallen
könnte, zum Beispiel in Mielindien, wenn
dort durch Industrialisierung vermehrt
schweﬂiger Ruß in die Lu geblasen wird,
sich darauin Wolken bilden und die
Sonnenstrahlung reduziert wird.

Wie im Fall der vulkanischen Aerosole.
Aber nicht bei Graf sind wir, sondern noch
immer bei Arpe, dem Wahrheitssucher.
Spanien, sagt Arpe, denken Sie an
Spanien! Und so begreifen wir am Ende
Spanien als Synonym für verbleibende
Unwägbarkeiten und als Metapher für den
zusätzlichen Faktor, der sich zu den
unzähligen physikalischen, chemischen
und sonsgen festen und variablen
Größen der großen Klimagleichung gesellt,
den Unsicherheitsfaktor.
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A critical inspection of the older sister Almut. Hamburg, shortly before leaving
for England in 1934 (left), and In Welwyn Garden City, England, shortly before
leaving for Hamburg, 1949 (right).

With Karl Wieghardt, diplom thesis advisor and later post-doc employer in
Institute for Naval Architecture, at inauguration ceremony, 1975.
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With Susanne and two oldest children, Meike and Knut, in La Jolla, 1963.

At Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, in front Research Vessel Knorr,
1972.
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With Bob Stewart, Brian Tucker and Australian sheep during break of the Joint
Organizing Committee meeting of the Global Atmospheric Research Programme
in Melbourne, 1974.

With Reimar Lüst, President of the Max Planck Society, at inauguration
ceremony of the Max Planck Institute, 1975.
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With Peter Fischer Appelt, President of the University of Hamburg, Senator
Biallas of the City of Hamburg and Reimar Lüst during the inauguration
ceremony, 1975.

Explaining ocean wave prediction, 1982.
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In the new prefab building (“pavillon”) behind the Geomatikum, after creation
of the DKRZ, 1989.

Making a point, 1988.
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Robertson Memorial Lecture Award, US National Academy of Sciences, 1990
(proposed by Carl Wunsch, second row, first left).

With Hartmut Graßl, 1996.
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Explaining the multi-agent aspects of a coupled climate-economy model, 2002.

Explaining the detection of an anthropogenic climate signal at 95% statistical
confidence level, with the Federal Minister of Research and Technology, Jürgen
Rüttgers, 1992.
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60th birthday, Rissen 1991

With Walter Munk, during Hasselmann’s 60’th birthday symposium, 1991.
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With Wolfgang Sell, Lennart Bengtsson and wife Susanne during emeritus
dinner, November 1999.

Ola M. Johannessen, Walter Munk and Klaus Hasselmann sailing the fjords
near Bergen. Ola comments: “Walter and I are discussing my CO2-Ice paper from
2008, too simple for Klaus, who took a nap”
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Rissen, 2011.

with Hans von Storch
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Susanne, Klaus and Dirk Olbers 2012 in Fischerhude, discussing ocean physics
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2
Klaus Hasselmann—His Own Account

In 2006, Hans von Storch and Dirk Olbers ran an interview with Klaus
Hasselmann. This interview is here reprinted without alterations. The
numbered references in the interview refer to the publication list at the end
of this book. The interview was published as von Storch H., and D. Olbers,
2007: Interview with Klaus Hasselmann, GKSS Report 2007/5; 67 pp.1

2.1

The 2006 Interview

Question: How did you become interested in physics?
Hasselmann: One of my early experiences which kindled my interest in
physics was buying a crystal detector from a school friend for two shillings
and six pence—half a crown—or about the price of a movie ticket. I must
have been about 13 years old. I was quite impressed that even without plugging the device into a socket, I could listen to wonderful music through the
earphones. I wanted to better understand the puzzling phenomenon that you
could get something from nothing. I went to the town library in order to find
out in books on physics for beginners how electricity and radios work. That
was my introduction to physics. At that time, it was an exciting experience for
1 See
https://www.hereon.de/imperia/md/content/hzg/zentrale_einrichtungen/bibliothek/berichte/
gkss_berichte_2007/gkss_2007_5.pdf.
In 2013 it was also published online by the Niels-Bohr Library and Archives of the Center for
History of Physics, https://www.aip.org/history-programs/niels-bohr-library/oral-histories/33645.
The original interview featured the photos shown before plus a few more, and additional to a
foreword an introduction by Reimar Lüst and a concluding comment by Walter Munk.

© The Author(s) 2022
H. von Storch, From Decoding Turbulence to Unveiling the Fingerprint of Climate Change,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-91716-6_2
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me, completely independent of the fact that I was taught physics in school.
I did not see any connection between our physics lessons in school and my
personal learning from the books in the library—I think this experience of
personal learning and discovery was very important for me.
We have just heard that the detector had cost half a crown—so you did not attend
school in Germany but in England. How did that come about?
Hasselmann: When I was close to three years old my family—my parents
and older sister—emigrated to England. My father was a social democrat
and did not want to stay in Germany in 1934. Our family moved into a
so-called community, consisting mostly of Jewish emigrants from Germany.
The English Quakers helped us a lot in those days. Until we returned to
Hamburg in 1949, we lived in a very nice small town, Welwyn Garden City,
30 km north of London. I passed my A-levels there (then called Higher
School Certificate). I felt very happy in England. So, English is in effect my
first language.
Nevertheless you studied in Germany.
Hasselmann: I studied in Hamburg. I did a half year practical training
in a machine factory first, because I was not sure whether I wanted to
study engineering or physics. In addition, I was not yet at home living in
Germany—neither were my parents, in fact, because Germany had changed.
So I had to find my feet first. When I started studying, the idea of having
to work hard for my studies was also a new experience. So I fell back a little
during the first year. I had doubts whether I really was talented enough to
continue with my studies, so—as a test—I took a study exam (Fleißprüfung),
which I passed, and so I continued. I did not regret that period of adaptation, but it was a drastic change between my English school days spent in
a healthy, suburban garden town north of London and living in Hamburg,
where everything was bombed to ruins. However, I had always wanted to go
back to Germany to explore my roots. My parents were always patriotic, in a
natural, pre-nazi sense. But I was always very happy in England and did not
really experience any difficulties due to my German origin, not even during
the war. Still, I wanted to find out where I belonged. In spite of the difficult period of adaptation during the first one or two years, I did not regret
returning to Germany.
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Did you study only in Hamburg?
Hasselmann: I studied in Hamburg for eleven semesters until I obtained my
diploma in physics, in the summer of 1955, with mathematics as a second
subject. Then I obtained my Ph.D. at the Max Planck Insitute of Fluid
Dynamics and Göttingen University from 1955 until 1957. Afterwards, I
returned to Hamburg, where I spent three years as a post-doc working with
my former diploma supervisor, Prof. Karl Wieghardt, at the Institute for
Naval Architecture, before going to America in 1961.
Would you like to recount the theme of your diploma thesis?
Hasselmann: In my diploma thesis I worked on isotropic turbulence and
found an—in my opinion—slightly more elegant derivation for the basic
dynamic equations for isotropic turbulence [1]. For my doctoral thesis I
changed subject to study the propagation of so-called von Schmidt head
waves, elastic waves at the boundaries between two solid objects. In Hamburg
I returned again to fluid dynamics research, mostly to experimental work on
turbulence in ship wakes, using hot-wire instruments in a wind tunnel and a
towing tank. But I also continued working on turbulence theory.
This did not correspond to the mainstream of education in physics. Were not
atomic theory and nuclear research considered the normal case in physics already
in those days?
Hasselmann: Yes, that was the mainstream, but I wanted to work in an area
in which I thought I would be able to contribute something. I always had
a practical bent, I wanted to work on problems which I thought I would
be able to solve. I did not want to work on abstract, theoretical problems,
and I did not have enough self-confidence to think I could make significant contributions to such difficult fields as general relativity or quantum
field theory. So I went into fluid dynamics. I was always interested in the
way planes and rockets worked. I liked my field of work, and I only gradually drifted into oceanography, meteorology and climate research. Later, I did
then become interested in quantum field theory, elementary particle physics
and general relativity, through my work on nonlinear interactions in geophysical wave fields, starting from ocean waves. I pursued these investigations for
many years in parallel to my regular research, so to speak as a private hobby.
However, all this developed in the course of the years. First I had wanted to
work on a practical, solvable task as a physicist.
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Then there actually was a practical task resolved by you?
Hasselmann: This is an embarrassing question.
The turbulence theory has surely not been resolved.
Hasselmann: Exactly, but then I was young and naive, and I hoped to make
some progress in this problem, despite the fact that several generations before
had failed. Nevertheless, my struggles with turbulence theory taught me a lot
on stochastic processes and interactions in nonlinear systems. This enabled
me to solve other problems later on. The first problem I solved theoretically was the question of the nonlinear coupling of ocean wave components.
I would not have been able to solve this problem if I had not worked on
turbulence before.
Which mark did you get in your doctorate thesis? This question may provide moral
support for millions of others.
Hasselmann: Another embarrassing question. I received a 2 (corresponds to
B). The reason was presumably that I solved the problem I was posed (propagation of von Schmidt head waves) in a different way than suggested by
Prof. Tollmien’s assistant. I found out quite early, after a few months, that the
way suggested by my supervisor would not work. So I chose another path,
which led to the goal, but my supervisor was not enthusiastic. Nevertheless
he accepted my thesis and gave me a 2, because I had produced some very
nice computational results obtained with Germany’s first electronic computer,
the G1, which had been developed in Göttingen. It is now in the German
Science Museum in Munich. It had a total memory of–believe it or not—25.
It was quite a challenge to use it to solve a system of several equations with
many different parameters. I had access to the machine at night, and played
table tennis with another student until the alarm bell of the G1 informed
me that there was an error, which I would fix by cutting out and replacing
part of a holerith paper tape, which was glued together in a closed loop.
Different computational loops were realized by different holerith paper tape
loops on different readers. One could follow the course of the computation
as different readers were switched on and off. I presented my results very
nicely in numerous graphs, which apparently impressed my supervisor. So I
obtained my Ph.D. in less than two years [2, 191], in spite of the forbidden
approach I had used to solve the problem.
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Your family did not discuss physics at breakfast. How did you head towards
science?
Hasselmann: I was always interested in understanding physical processes. As
I already said, one trigger was the crystal detector. But I also constructed electrical motors and such things, and was continually producing short circuits
at home. I got good grades in physics in my final school examinations, but
without any relation to what I was taught in school. My physics teacher did
not inspire me at all; for him I was an unruly trouble maker whom he often
kept in after school. „Hasselmann, detention at four!“ is still ringing in my
ears.
Later at the university I was strongly motivated by my fellow students,
particularly Wolfgang Kundt, Gerd Wibberenz and Ewald Richter. with
whom I solved exercises together and had many discussions. That was a
very intense period, forming lifelong friendships. Wolfgang Kundt and Gerd
Wibberenz became Professors of physics in Bonn and Kiel, and we worked
together occasionally also later. Ewald Richter became a professor of philosophy in Hamburg, and we had many interesting discussions with him too.
I was also inspired as a student by Pascual Jordan, who taught theoretical
physics in Hamburg. I was not in personal contact with him, but I really
enjoyed his lectures. After the diploma I mainly instructed myself. I read
interesting books and familiarized myself with the literature related to my
research—as I suppose all young scientists do. But I never really had a proper
mentor, neither at school, nor during my studies. In 1961, when I was already
29, I got to know Walter Munk,2 who invited me to his institute in La Jolla. I
have had a close relationship with him ever since. His open, generous personality as well as his enthusiastic approach to science have always impressed
me. Nonetheless, although I wrote one or two joint publications with him, I
regard Walter more as a personal than a scientific role model.
Would you say that you had a factual supervisor?
Hasselmann: For my Ph.D.? No, I did not have a real supervisor. Prof.
Tollmien, then Director of the Max Planck Institute for Fluid Dynamics,
was no longer active. As I explained, his assistant had a different idea on how
I had to solve the problem posed for my thesis. I could not really discuss the

2 After recording this interview, Klaus Hasselmann and Hans von Storch prepared an interview with
Walter Munk, see: von Storch, H., and K. Hasselmann, 2010: Seventy Years of Exploration in Oceanography. A prolonged weekend discussion with Walter Munk. Springer Publisher, 137 pp, https://doi.org/
10.1007/978-3-642-12087-9 (http://www.hvonstorch.de/klima/books/munk-springer-final.pdf).
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problem with him. I worked and learnt independently and read the necessary literature. In the following three years in Hamburg I had very good
relations with my former diploma supervisor, Prof. Wiegandt, but scientifically, we did not interact very strongly, as he was oriented more towards
experimental work. Although I was also involved in experimental turbulence
measurements at that time, using hot-wire instruments, I worked more or less
on my own—with limited success experimentally, I have to admit. But it was
still fun finding out how to build the equipment, learning about feedback
systems and the havoc that they can create in trying to construct high level
amplifiers to measure weak turbulence signals.
Then you went to America.
Hasselmann: Yes, this was through Prof. Roll, the former president of the
German Hydrographical Institute, today called BSH. Parallel to the development of hot-wire measuring instruments, I had become interested in ocean
waves. At the Institute for Naval Architecture there was considerable interest
in the wave resistance of ships and ship motions in waves, motivated by the
director of the institute, Prof. Georg Weinblum, a very kind and supporting
person, who was an international expert in the field. The behaviour of vessels
in rough seas in particular was a central topic at the institute. In this context,
I read some very interesting papers by Owen Phillips and John Miles on the
wind generation of ocean waves, which further stimulated my interest in the
subject. My own first contribution to the subject was simply the introduction of the spectral energy balance equation for the prediction of ocean wave
spectra, which, strangely, nobody had used before. Then it became clear to
me that to understand the spectral energy balance of ocean waves, one had
to solve the problem of the nonlinear interactions between wave components. I realized that the problem could be solved by the methods I had
learnt in struggling with turbulence theory. Although the relevant closure
methods were inadequate to solve the strongly nonlinear turbulence problem,
they were directly applicable to the problem of weak interactions between
ocean wave components. So I was able to derive a closed expression for the
nonlinear energy transfer between ocean waves. It was represented by a relatively complicated five-dimensional so-called Boltzmann integral. Basically, I
solved this problem to relieve my frustration at not being able to solve the
turbulence problem.
I presented my results on the spectral energy balance and the nonlinear
energy transfer in a seminar at the Institute for Naval Architecture [4].
Although most of the naval architects were somewhat confused by the mathematics, Prof. Weinblum was enthusiastic and encouraged me to continue
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with theoretical research. Prof. Wieghardt also concluded that I was probably
more effective working theoretically than making painstaking experiments
with hot-wire instruments, that had a troubling inclination to oscillate. Prof.
Roll, who had been working in air-sea interaction for many years, was also
there and was apparently favourably impressed. He proposed that I should
attend the coming Ocean Wave Conference in Easton/USA in April 1961, to
which he had been invited, but could not go. That is how I came to America,
where I again presented my results. At that time—although I had not known
this–the problem of the nonlinear interaction between ocean waves was seen
as one of the central problems of ocean waves. I immediately received invitations to the Ocean Research Institutions in La Jolla, California, and Woods
Hole, Cape Cod, as well as to the University of Illinois. I accepted the position of Assistant Professor in La Jolla offered by Walter Munk, whom I met
for the first time at the Easton Conference. I found the atmosphere at the
Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics that he had just founded at
Scripps Institution of Oceanography very stimulating. So half a year later, at
the end of 1961, I went to La Jolla, and enjoyed more than three very fruitful
and stimulating years there.
Did you already have the complete resonant interaction theory on surface waves
when you were invited to give a talk in the USA? It is known through your
publications that the triple interaction of surface waves does not function and that,
one must extend interaction theory to higher perturbation order to get reasonable
results.
Hasselmann: Actually, independently of my papers [5, 6, 8–10], Owen
Phillips had already shown that the necessary conditions for the resonant
energy transfer between different wave components could not be satisfied by
three wave components, but only by four. However, Phillips had not derived
the Boltzmann equation. Before Phillips published his paper, I had already
independently derived the complete Boltzmann equation for the lowest-order
triple-wave coupling. When I wanted to calculate the integral, however, I
found to my dismay that the resonance condition could not be satisfied.
That was a shock. I had calculated the complete theory up to the third order,
and understood all the details about the energy transfer through resonant
interactions in a continuous ocean wave spectrum, only to discover that the
third-order resonance conditions could not be satisfied due to the special
dispersion relation of ocean waves. That meant that the calculations had to
be extended to fifth order.
I went for a three-hour long walk in the town park in Hamburg and
debated within myself whether I could muster the energy to carry through
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two further orders of these quite complicated calculations. I decided to go
through with it and spent another two or three months working on the
algebra. It proved not as bad as I had first feared, although I had to derive
formulas extending over one or two pages. By the time I received the invitation to present my results at the Easton Conference, I had already found a
very talented young student of applied mathematics, Herr Krause (students in
those days were addressed rather formally in Germany), who programmed the
numerical calculation of the Boltzmann integral for me. He used the highest
possible resolution available on the computer of the University, which by now
was more than the G1, but still quite limited. I was very impressed that within
two or three months he came up with the first numerical results. Although
we later obtained more accurate results with improved computers, his results
were qualitatively correct. However, they did not agree in all aspects with
what I had anticipated intuitively, and so when I gave my talk in Easton
[10], I pointed out that they were probably incorrect in some details. Later
it became clear, however, that his calculations had in fact been qualitatively
quite correct. He had even correctly computed the most important process—
which I had questioned intuitively–namely the transfer of energy from waves
near the peak of the spectrum to still longer waves. Ten years later we were
able to show–through the JONSWAP experiment–that this is the dominant
process responsible for the continual growth of wind generated waves from
shorter to longer and longer waves. I am still grateful for this impressive
contribution by Herr Krause. It enabled me to present not only the theory,
but also first numerical results in Easton.
Was it customary these days that you did not program yourself? I am slightly astonished that as a relatively young man, as a postdoc, you got someone to program for
you. Were there special technical obstacles to be overcome?
Hasselmann: No, you only had to have some experience in programming. Of
course, I cooperated with the student. I explained to him which numerical
algorithms should be applied, but he implemented that knowledge into the
program, carried out the computations, made the usual tests and searched for
errors, etc.. He fully understood what he was doing. I simply hired him as a
student assistant.
We are talking about 1960/61. Did FORTRAN already exist?
Hasselmann: I can’t actually remember. FORTRAN may already have
existed, but I cannot recall in which language Krause wrote the program. I
know that the first programs I wrote for my Dr. thesis were in machine code,
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and my later programs were all in FORTRAN, but I am not sure whether
Krause was alredy using FORTRAN.
Starting from 1960, can you please tell us when which persons entered your life?
Hasselmann: During the first period in Germany it was Professors Karl
Wieghardt, Georg Weinblum and Hans Roll, and Pascual Jordan as a physics
teacher and the usual mathemathics professors, but I was not in personal
contact with them. In America, as I said, Walter Munk left—and still leaves–
a lasting impression on me. I had already known his name from the first
classic publication by Sverdrup & Munk (1947) on the prediction of ocean
waves, from which I had concluded, however, that his knowledge of physics
was rather limited. At first, I underestimated him as a scientist, but when I got
to know him personally, I was very impressed not only by his clear scientific
thinking but also by his open-minded, positive and supportive generosity. He
had a Viennese charm. He was an Austrian, who had emigrated to America
already in the twenties, but still spoke with a strong Austrian accent. I gladly
accepted his invitation to his new IGPP in La Jolla. I had an office in
the beautiful new redwood building of his institute, that his wife Judy had
designed, overlooking the Pacific on a cliff. I felt very happy in La Jolla from
the beginning, especially with the open American way of welcoming new
visitors. Coming from the somewhat, well, perhaps not stuffy, but not particularly creative atmosphere of German science in the fifties and early sixties,
to America, where everyone was really enthusiastic, was a great experience for
me.
Walter Munk was the central figure, but there were also other very
stimulating people in La Jolla, such as Michael Longuet-Higgins, a wellknown applied mathematician and fluid dynamicist from Cambridge, who
had contributed many basic papers on ocean waves, microseisms and other
geophysical phenomena. He had a guest professorship in La Jolla while I was
there. Other guests were Norman Barber from New Zealand, a pioneer in
ocean wave research who had studied the propagation of ocean swell, and
David Cartwright, a co-developer of the pitch-and-roll buoy for measuring
directional ocean wave spectra, and also a leading expert on tides. At Scripps
there were also John Miles, who had developed an important theory on
wind-wave generation, and Hugh Bradner, an interesting former high-energy
physicist, who measured pressure variations in the deep ocean. I further
enjoyed the interaction with George Backus and Freeman Gilbert, two young
geophysicists of more or less my age, who had done some very nice work on
inverse methods in geophysics and whose basic mathematical knowledge was
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very impressive. Klaus Wyrtki3 who later became one of the leading figures
in El Nino research, and Carl Eckart, who had written an impressive book
on theoretical oceanography, were also two well known figures in Scripps
at that time, although myself had little direct contact with them. Another
person who came to Scripps while I was there was David Keeling (he signs his
papers Charles Keeling), who was making measurements of CO2 on Mauna
Loa in Hawaii. He had just started the measurements four years earlier. I
didn’t know at the time that I would later be continually referring to the now
famous Keeling curve as the most important observational basis of the climate
change debate. Our main contact at that time was through the madrigal choir
that a few of us started. It later blossomed into quite a large university choir
led by David until he died last year.
So I was immersed in a highly stimulating scientific environment. The
discussions continued also in the weekly wine and spaghetti parties in Walter
Munk’s home—a beautiful spacious redwood bungalow overlooking the
Pacific, which his wife Judy had also designed.
There were also many stimulating students. The first student I supervised
was Russ Snyder, who worked later also in ocean waves. I kept in contact with
him, and several years later we wrote a joint paper, together with my wife and
two other colleagues [114]. My wife and I also joined Russ’s family on a twoweek sail in the Eastern Mediterranean along the beautiful Turkish coast. It
was on their way back to America after a three-year sail around the world in
a ketch Russ had built himself. My second student was Kern Kenyon, who
visited me later in Hamburg and is still at Scripps today. Then there was Brent
Gallagher, who also was very talented and did some nice work on nonlinear
barotropic waves. He is now somewhere in Hawaii. Finally, there was Tim
Barnett, who in his Ph.D. thesis developed the first model for ocean wave
prediction based on a realistic representation of the spectral energy balance,
including the nonlinear energy transfer. Some years later we worked together
in the JONSWAP experiment, and still later, after the Max Planck Institute
was created, we cooperated in several papers on climate. Today he is a wellknown climate researcher. So, these were my first students. I am glad they all
did well.

3 Klaus Wyrtki has been interviewed in English earlier, see von Storch, H., J. Sündermann, and L.
Magaard, 2000: Interview mit Klaus Wyrtki. http://www.hvonstorch.de/klima/Media/interviews/Wyr
tki.pdf (GKSS Report 1999/E/74, 41 pp.).
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I know that you were not always seated at your desk, interpreting integrals. You
also did experimental research, e.g. on Hawaii.
Hasselmann: This was the first large, ocean-wide wave experiment organised by Walter Munk and coordinated by Frank Snodgrass, a technician and
Walter’s right hand man in all experimental matters. Similar to Norman
Barber, Walter Munk had carried out continuous measurements of the spectral properties of swell arriving at a single coastal station, in his case near
La Jolla. He had inferred from the gradual change in the observed swell
spectra–the arrival first of very long waves, followed by waves with gradually
decreasing wavelengths—that the swell must have originated in storms very
far away in the South Pacific and Antarctic. Munk now wanted to find out
how the energy of the swell changed as it propagated from its source somewhere south of Australia, in the high-wind region of the “fighting fifties”,
across the entire Pacific up to Alaska, over a distance of about two thirds of
the earth’s circumference. Some waves even originated in the Indian Ocean,
propagating into the Pacific along a great circle between New Zealand and
Australia. So Munk set up a series of wave measuring stations along a great
circle extending across the entire Pacific, starting in New Zealand and ending
in Alaska. In between there were stations at Samoa, Palmyra, an uninhabited
atoll between Samoa and Hawaii, Hawaii, and “Flip”. Flip was a special ship
anchored between Hawaii and Alaska that could be flipped so that it stood
vertically like a float in the water, the bows up high and the stern down below.
The idea was that this way the boat stayed almost still in the waves and could
be used as a wave measuring station.
Walter Munk, with Judy and his two daughters, stayed in Samoa, a
scientist, Gordon Groves, and radio operator were flown to Palmyra, Frank
Snodgrass and I myself, with my wife Susanne and three children, were in
Hawaii. Frank Snodgrasss took care of the logistic organisation, and I had
to tend a wave instrument and check the data from the entire experiment,
which was flown to the computer center in La Jolla and then back to Hawaii
for a first analysis. The experiment ran for the three summer months of 1963.
We had a wonderful time in Hawaii. One of the first things Frank Snodgrass did was to install a telephone connection from the swell measurement
station off Honolulu to our house in Kailua, which was situated on the other
(northern) side of the island. My measurement task was to turn on the tape
recorder for an hour at 06:00 a.m. and again for an hour at 06:00 p.m,
check for a couple of minutes whether the data on the paper tape looked
OK and airmail the tapes to Scripps for spectral analysis. And occasionally I
would plot up the analyzed spectra from all the stations that were sent back
to Hawaii from La Jolla.
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Unfortunately, this wonderful time was occasionally interrupted by the
electric generators on Palmyra breaking down. They had five generators, of
World War II vintage, which one would have thought was sufficiently redundant, but four were usually broken down. I had to drive around Oahu to find
replacement parts. Palmyra had served as an airbase during World War II, but
was now deserted except for our scientist and the radio operator. Frank Snodgrass felt rather uneasy about leaving two people alone on a deserted island
for three months. So he had arranged that if Gordon Groves should inform
him via the radio operator that “the second amplifier had failed”, this was
code for “urgent problem, come immediately”. After two weeks we received
the message. I went there by plane to find out what was wrong. In the meantime, however, the two had already patched up. Two weeks later the radio
went silent and we did not hear anything from the two. Then I received
a radio message that Gordon Groves had hurt his hand, which was bleeding
strongly. This was followed by another week of total silence. We became quite
worried and decided to go there by plane.
The first time I flew there it was in an old B25, a twin-engined bomber
from World War II, used by former marine aviators to spray fields. A short
time earlier, they had already tried unsuccessfully to fly to Palmyra. They did
not have any modern navigational aids. They flew by Dead reckoning, i.e.
like a sailor without navigational marks. You fly in a certain direction at a
certain speed for a certain time and calculate your position accordingly. In
addition, you must know the winds. They arrived at the calculated position,
but Palmyra was nowhere to be seen. So they flew on to Tahiti. But there a
thunderstorm prevented their landing. So they flew back, again over Palmyra
without finding the atoll. With their last drop of fuel they just managed to
land in Honolulu. The whole airport had been closed down. No other plane
was permitted to land before they had landed. Directly after landing, the two
pilots were taken off by the police.
That was the crew I flew to Palmyra with. If my wife had seen those
bearded and dirty characters, sparsely clad in shorts, with or without T-shirts,
she never would have let me fly. They again had problems finding the atoll.
I was seated behind the navigator who was busy with his square search, and
I could see pearls of sweat developing on his neck. But suddenly he cried:
„There’s the island!“
After that first time, Frank Snodgrass decided not to repeat the experience.
He was able to obtain a transport aircraft of the US Coastal Survey, a large
four-engined machine with a crew of eight, modern navigational aids etc.
When we arrived and wanted to rescue our assumedly seriously ill scientist
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we were met by our two friends, both extremely cheerful, and with Gordon
Groves sporting a small band-aid around one finger.
It was a time full of fun and adventure. Walter Munk, however, was a little
disappointed by the outcome of the experiment [18] because he had hoped
to observe the attenuation of swell by interactions with the local windsea,
when the swell crossed the trade wind areas. However, no significant loss of
swell wave energy could be found over the entire distance travelled by the
waves, from Antarctica to Alaska. This was nevertheless an important result,
which was used in the wave prediction models that were developed later. We
did infer some energy loss immediately after the wind-generated waves left
the area of high winds and started on their long journey as swell, that is, as
long waves that are no longer forced by the wind. We were able to explain
this by the nonlinear energy transfer. This was perhaps the first observational
evidence of the significance of this process for the energy balance of the wave
spectrum.
The Pacific swell experiment supplied also the idea for JONSWAP, the
Joint North Sea Wave Project, which we carried out in the summer months
of 1968 and 1969. JONSWAP was complementary to the Pacific swell experiment. Instead of studying the propagation of swell after the waves had left the
wind-generating area, we investigated the growth of wind-generated waves
themselves within the wind generating area. To understand the dynamics of
waves, this question was clearly fundamental. We used the same strategy as in
the Pacific wave experiment, but on a much smaller spatial scale: we observed
the change in the wave spectrum under off-shore wind conditions at ten wave
stations spaced over a distance of 160 kms off the West coast of Germany, off
the island of Sylt near the Danish border, in the North Sea.
Nevertheless, many things were still to happen before the JONSWAP experiment.
Your time in the USA ended, and you returned to Germany. Why?
Hasselmann: As I explained, the scientific working conditions in the USA
were excellent. However, my wife was less happy, although this improved after
we made friends, sang in the San Diego chorale and in the madrigal group
that we had founded with Dave Keeling. Susanne had also made friends with
a very stimulating piano teacher. But our children were also not as happy
as they had been in Germany, especially our oldest, Meike, who had always
been a beaming sunshine. At that time California was going through a phase
of laissez faire, in which children grew up without any restrictions. They never
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knew any rules, what was permitted or forbidden, and they always seemed illtempered. At least in the kindergardens we knew the children did not seem to
be really happy. Meike had become rather unstable. She had a pseudo croup,
and we nearly lost her. In the end, we finally decided to return to Germany
and bring up the children there.
But the decision was difficult and we did not make it immediately. Before
going back I first tried a joint appointment, with six months in Hamburg
and then six months again in La Jolla. But then we finally decided to return
to Hamburg. It was not an easy decision.
How did you go on? Assistant at the Institute for Shipbuilding. Returning to the
much more authoritatively organised German university must have been quite a
difference from the more liberal structures in California? And to be taken up only
as an assistant.
Hasselmann: No, I really had no problems. I had to give relatively few
lectures, and this suited me, because I always felt that I could not explain
things better than they were explained already in good text books. I was never
a motivated lecturer on basic courses. I liked talking about research in seminars, but I was not motivated to repeat the basics that people could better
study in text books that had been prepared with much greater care than I ever
devoted to my lectures. I myself also preferred learning from books, at a pace
set by myself, rather than being told things by someone else. Presumably, this
influenced my attitude. So I was left in relative peace regarding lecture activities. And I tended to choose subjects which attracted only a small number of
students, so that contact could be more personal.
Also, although I was in an Institute for Naval Architecture, I was able to
follow up on my ocean wave research, in which I was still interested, and
prepare the next JONSWAP experiment, which I mentioned earlier. So I was
not really hemmed in by Germany’s relatively conservative system, because I
was in a rather unconventional position.
Concerning this back and forth between Germany and America. The Center for
Fluid Mechanics in that time was in England. Had you any time, opportunities
or desire to go to England and work there?
Hasselmann: I was in fact invited as a Visiting Fellow for half a year, in 1967,
and visited the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics.
But I did not have a strong desire to visit Cambridge while I was working in
La Jolla because I was more interested at that time in oceanography. There, in
Scripps, were the leading scientists in oceanography, in ocean waves, currents
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and so forth. In England, in Cambridge, the effort was more on pure fluid
dynamics and turbulence theory, and my interests had already switched from
turbulence theory to wave dynamics in the ocean. I enjoyed my later visit to
Cambridge and the relaxed style there, but La Jolla was more stimulating.
So, you came back to Hamburg and to the Institut für Schiffbau and then something interesting happened, something what could not happen nowadays, namely
people took very swiftly decisions of what to do.
Hasselmann: I was gradually becoming an embarrassment for the Institute
for Naval Architecture, because their main interest was in ship resistance,
ship stability in waves—and, of course, in the design and construction of
ships themselves–but not in the dynamics of ocean waves as such, or in
oceanography in general. And I had started a large international experiment
to measure the growth of waves under off-shore wind conditions in the North
Sea. It evolved into quite an extensive affair, involving several institutions
from different countries: Scripps from America, the National Institute of
Oceanography from England, the Dutch Weather and Oceanographic Service
KNMI, and the German Hydrographic Institute. There were four or five
research vessels and other ships, a lot of activity installing wave measurement
masts and wind measurement stations etc. All this created a lot of logistic
overhead, and so I was tying up the secretaries, technical people, the workshop and so on in the institute for a project that had nothing to do with naval
architecture.
So my former diploma thesis advisor, Prof. Wieghardt, in whose department I was working when I came back from America, came in one day and
said quietly: Herr Hasselmann, don’t you think you should find some other
position somewhere, because it is actually not the main task of the Institute
of Naval Architecture to measure waves in the North Sea. I wondered what to
do, and so I asked Prof. Roll, President of the Deutsches Hydrographisches
Institut, whether he could give me a job. He thought about it for a minute
and probably decided that it would be a nuisance to have me in his institute
as well. So he called the Federal Ministry for Science and Technology and
inquired whether they could not provide a position for me in some form or
another.
What then happened was that, at very short notice, the Ministry provided
the funds to create a Department (Abteilung) of Theoretical Geophysics at
the University of Hamburg, of which I was to become the director. An
Abteilung had to be part of some institute, so Professor Menzel, the director
of the Institute for Geophysics, was asked whether the new Department for
Theoretical Geophysics could become part of the Institute of Geophysics.
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Professor Menzel, a very kind man, agreed. And so I became a member of
the Institute of Geophysics. I received some research funds from the Ministry
for Science and Technology, as well as a secretary, and a small apartment, of
about six rooms, I think, next to the Institute for Geophysics, in the Schlüterstraße. I worked there until the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology was
founded in 1975—apart from a two year stay in America between 1970 and
1972. So the department was created, basically, through an informal discussion between the Ministry for Science and Technology and the director of
the Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, with the good-willing cooperation
of everyone involved.
“Short notice”—how short was that notice?
Hasselmann: I cannot remember exactly how short it was, but it was really
fast, because I was in the Abteilung when JONSWAP started, already in
1968, and I had just come back from Cambridge in 1967 and was already
strongly involved in the planning of JONSWAP when this development
began. It must have been less than half a year or so.
This would not be possible nowadays.
Hasselmann: Well, that was in a period of rapid scientific expansion everywhere. The same atmosphere prevailed in America, where a position was
offered to me more or less spontaneously and was formalized within a few
months. That was a time when one was looking for good young people
everywhere, trying to build up a good research environment in response
to the challenge of sputnik. Everyone was trying to be in the forefront of
science. This was particularly true in Germany, where in the wake of the
Wirtschaftswunder one wanted to catch up also in science.
Other people known to work with you entered the stage at that time.
Hasselmann: That’s right. When the Department of Theoretical Geophysics
was created I took on some Ph.D. physics students who were interested in
working in geophysics, in particular in ocean wave theory and in the general
theory of nonlinear interactions in geophysical wave fields, such as internal
waves. At that time I had a number of good young students, for example,
Dirk Olbers, Peter Müller and Jörn Kunstmann.
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Kunstmann did not do any oceanography, he was working on plasma physics.
Hasselmann: That’s true, I remember. At that time I was interested also in
plasma physics. I had written a couple of papers with my former student
friend Gerd Wibberenz on the scattering of protons in the solar wind by
irregularities of the solar wind magnetic field. As lecturer in physics in Kiel,
Wibberenz was working on problems of interplanetary space. I found the
problem intriguing because it could be treated by exactly the same formalism
that I had applied to determine the nonlinear energy transfer in an ocean
wave spectrum. I also found working on this problem was useful because I
gained some practice in the notation of relativistic electrodynamics, which
was helpful for my recent excursions into particle physics—another of my
interests that we can discuss later. Actually, the solar wind community was
also not used to the relativistic notation, so that they had some problems
reinterpreting our results in their language, but our papers were well received
nonetheless [23, 28, 29].
Anyway, to better understand plasma physics, I decided to hold a seminar
course on plasma physics together with Gerd Wibberenz and my other
student friend Wolfgang Kundt, who at that time was a physics lecturer at
Hamburg University. That’s how Jörn Kunstmann came to me. His Ph.D.
thesis was on interactions in the solar wind.
You said, you took some students. What you really did was to ensnare a whole
seminar group from your friend Wolfgang Kundt. You gave a half of them new
topics to work on their diploma, because we did not know what to do at that
time.
Hasselmann: Yes, I seem to have hijacked Peter Müller and Dirk Olbers and
maybe some others. Arne Richter and Hajo Leschke were also in that group,
I think, but they did their diploma and Ph.D.s. with someone else, probably with Wolfgang Kundt. The people that came to me seemed to be quite
content just learning methods, physics and mathematics, but had no clear
idea of what they should do for their diploma or Ph.D. thesis. So they were
quite happy when I suggested some topics to them.
There was an IUGG Conference in Bern in 1966. There you suddenly became
the coordinator of the JONSWAP effort.
Hasselmann: I became coordinator to my big surprise, by default, probably
because I initiated the idea that we should do a joint experiment. I invited
some colleagues I knew—David Cartwright from the National Institute of
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Oceanography in England, Tim Barnett from Scripps, Karl Richter from the
Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, and some colleagues from the Netherlands, to discuss the idea of a joint experiment on wave growth in the North
Sea. We met at the IUGG in Bern. We wanted to measure wave growth under
off-shore wind conditions. I remember I had the crazy idea—as a physicist
and theoretician—that in case of an east wind, we could measure the waves
off the west coast of Germany, and when we had a west wind, we could
measure waves off the east coast of England. But then some experimental
colleague pointed out that it would be impracticable to install wave measurement stations on both sides of the North Sea, and that ships can not steam
fast enough to go from one place to the other when the wind changes. So
we decided to have the experiment on the east side of the North Sea, off the
island of Sylt.
All this was agreed upon in principle, and then we went off home again.
And then we suddenly realized that we have not discussed at all how to organize the experiment, and who should be the coordinator. Everybody assumed
that because I had proposed the experiment, I should be the coordinator. I
thought this was not a very good idea at all, as I had absolutely no experience
in seagoing oceanography, and my past experience with experimental work
with hot-wire turbulence measurements had convinced me that I was better
employed doing theoretical work. But anyway, I was landed with this task
and had to organize it.
The experiment was planned for the three summer months of 1968. A few
months before the experiment was due to start, and everybody was geared
up to install their equipment, I received a telephone call from the German
Ministry of Defence saying that we would have to cancel our experiment.
NATO was planning a large sea-to-air missile test in the North Sea at the
same time. They would be testing radar methods of tracking missiles, and
the ships and wave masts that we were planning to deploy would interfere
with their radar signals. I said that it is impossible to cancel our experiment
at this late hour, as we had already spent at least two million Deutsch Mark
preparing for the experiment. The Ministry of Defense said that this might
be true, but that they already spent fifty million on their exercise, so we have
to cancel ours. I said, well, we cannot cancel it this way. The only solution
I can suggest is that we reduce our experiment this year, without the wave
masts and some of the ships, on the condition that you fund us to carry out
the full experiment as originally planned next year. The Ministry of Defence
agreed, and so we carried out two experiments, a reduced trial experiment in
1968 and the full experiment in 1969.
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In retrospect, we were very fortunate that this happened, because it turned
out that, from the point of view of logistics, the first experiment was a
complete disaster. I had worked out precisely when every wave-measurement
station should start recording, and for how long and how often, based on
the wind conditions and the speed of propagation of the waves from one
measurement station to the next. So on one particular day a particular station,
a wave mast, say, should start recording at 7:30, measuring for half an hour
every three hours. Further out a ship, say, should start recording at 11:45,
and so on. But the communication system we had installed turned out to
be completely inadequate to transmit this information reliably. This was not
helped by the Russians jamming our radio stations everytime we went on
the air because they thought we were part of the NATO exercise. We did get
some nice data in the end, more or less by chance, but much less than we
had hoped for. The coordination of the experiment was a continual stream of
improvisations.
But we gained a lot of experience, and the next year, when we carried
out the full-blown experiment, everything went very smoothly. We had a
functioning communication system, a reliable predetermined schedule of
measurements, and well organized logistics. All the equipment worked fine,
and we obtained a very good dataset. The analysis of the data laid the foundation for the modern wave models that we later developed. So we were very
fortunate that the Ministry of Defence interfered with our original plans and
gave us a free trial experiment, so that we could carry out a good experiment
one year later.
Would you mind assessing the impact of this experiment on your personal career,
standing and satisfaction?
Hasselmann: JONSWAP was certainly the most successful experiment I have
been involved in. We were extremely lucky, not only because of the free
trial experiment, but—still more important—because we were able to explain
the principal results of the experiment by the one single process governing
the dynamics of wave growth that we were also able to compute theoretically from first principles, without any empirical parameters—namely the
nonlinear energy transfer I had derived earlier.
The idea of the experiment was that we would determine the processes
governing the dynamics of ocean waves by measuring the change in the wave
spectrum as the waves develop under an off-shore wind from small, short
waves close to shore, to longer, higher waves further off-shore, out to still
larger distances off shore where the waves had reached a fully-developed equilibrium state—assuming such a state exists. The spectral energy balance of the
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waves is controlled by three main processes: the generation of waves by the
wind, the dissipation of wave energy by white capping, and the redistribution of energy across the wave spectrum by the nonlinear energy transfer.
Prior to JONSWAP, we had assumed that the nonlinear transfer had only
a minor impact on the evolution of the spectrum. This was based on the
results I had presented at Easton, which were computed for a fully developed
spectrum. But we discovered in JONSWAP that the spectrum of a growing
wind sea has a much higher, sharper peak. This greatly enhances the strength
of the nonlinear transfer. And it is this feature, the sharply peaked spectral
shape, that is the origin of the transfer of energy from the peak to still longer
waves—that is, for the continual increase in the wavelengths of a growing
windsea. I still remember the excitement when we repeated the nonlinear
energy transfer computations for the new JONSWAP spectra and the points
came out, one by one, directly on top of the observed spectral growth.
Based on these results the wave community was then able—several years
later—to develop the wave model WAM that is used today by more than 200
centres world wide, including operational global weather forecasting centers
such as ECMWF, the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting, that produces daily global forecasts of the two dimensional ocean
wave spectrum. The forecasts are supported today by wind and wave data
from modern satellites, that the wave community also helped to develop
in follow-up experiments of JONSWAP, and for which they developed the
necessary retrieval algorithms and assimilation methods. But ultimately, the
success of much of this development really hinged on luck: the fact that the
one process that we could really compute rigorously, the nonlinear energy
transfer, turned out to be the dominant process governing the form and rate
of growth of the ocean wave spectrum.
Regarding my own personal career, I was recognized as the lucky person
who happened to have developed the relevant theory, initiated the experiment and coordinated the analysis. We carried out the initial analysis first in
our various home institutes and completed the analysis in a workshop at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution—which I was visiting at that time—
in the spring of 1971. The results [35] were presented the same year at the
IUGG Conference in Moscow.
For me it was also a great experience that you can carry out an experiment which was a complete fiasco in 1968 and still be respected by your
colleagues. In the business world I would have been fired. But the scientific
community is extremely tolerant and understanding. I had the same experience later with other experiments, some of which also turned out to be a flop.
I was always encouraged by my colleagues, who stood by me and accepted
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the fact that not everything that you try to do in science works. I personally
very much enjoyed the experience of JONSWAP and the follow-up experiments JONSWAP2—although this was a flop—and MARSEN—this time a
full success—in which we tested various remote sensing techniques relevant
for the new wave-measuring satellites SEASAT and ERS-1. I also enjoyed the
work later in the WAM group, in which we jointly developed the global wave
model WAM that I mentioned [90].
All in all, JONSWAP clearly had a positive influence on the way my life
developed. Probably, the fact that I was able to combine a field experiment
with theory, both of which I had been involved in, also helped when I was
later asked to become the director of the Max Planck Institute. It was presumably assumed that this indicated that I had enough flexibility to develop a new
research program in climate. But that is only my guess. Anyway, JONSWAP
was a lot of fun. It was a period in which we generated many lasting friendships. We had many parties and get-togethers with everybody involved, from
the technicians to the radio operators to the ship people to the scientists.
There was a great team spirit.
Could you speak about the role of Wolfgang Sell?
Hasselmann: The success of the experiment was due to the team work of
many people, but two people in particular deserve mention. One was Addi
Hederich, a technician from the Deutsche Hydrographische Institut. He
coordinated the entire logistics, the ship schedules, the installation of the
wave masts and wave buoys, including the main tower PISA for meteorological and wave measurements, as well as the complex operations for servicing
the equipment at sea. He worked tirelessly in 1968–1969 to bring everything
together.
The other person was Wolfgang Sell. We had collected an enormous
amount of data—for those days—nowadays it would be peanuts. But, for that
time, we were immersed in an intimidating array of data from instruments of
many different types, with different data formats, obtained at different times
and different places. Nobody had really thought seriously about how to bring
all these data together into a coherent dataset. Nowadays this is routine. But
for us it was quite new. I personally did not think about it at all and simply
assumed that we would muddle through somehow. Fortunately, there was
Wolfgang Sell in the team who realized that we had a problem. So he immediately sat down and worked out a data analysis scheme of how to store the
data, how to process them, bring them together and manipulate them with
a single data processing software. Without that input from him we would
never have been able to complete the analysis of the JONSWAP data within
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only two months in Woods Hole—in time to present the results at the IUGG
conference later that year in Moscow. Wolfgang Sell and a few other stalwarts,
Peter Müller and Dirk Olbers, stayed on after the main workshop and helped
clean up the results for the IUGG meeting.
At that time also a number of new persons came on the stage. One was Elsa
Radmann.
Hasselmann: That was my secretary, a very reliable person. She came in 1968
when the Department of Theoretical Geophysics was founded and stayed
with me until her retirement some thirty years later. She helped first in the
organization of JONSWAP. When I went to Woods Hole for two years, in
the autumn of 1970, she took care of the institute while I was away, kept
up the communication, and so forth. She was an extremely reliable, conscientious person that I owe very much to. If I had to travel somewhere, I
never checked where I was staying until I arrived, she had always arranged
everything perfectly. She also had various likes und dislikes. If you were unfortunate enough to belong to her few dislikes you had a hard time, but for all
others she was very helpful and friendly.
You mentioned the data analysis. I remember that you were doing the energy
transfer calculations on many different computers. We were in DESY, in Darmstadt, we were here in Hamburg, on the Hamburg computing center and we were
also in Woods Hole. Why did you go to Woods Hole? As far as I can see, Woods
Hole is not a classical research centre for surface waves, for ocean waves.
Hasselmann: That was basically independent of JONSWAP. I received the
offer of a professorship in the Woods Hole Oceanographic institution, on a
chair that had just been donated by the Doherty foundation, to develop a
joint program on oceanography between Woods Hole and MIT. I said that
I would be happy to accept the professorship for two years, but could not
decide yet whether I would to stay longer or go back to Germany. However,
one of the reasons I accepted was that Ferris Webster, who had made the
invitation, said that Woods Hole had just obtained a new computer that
would be ideal for the JONSWAP analysis. So when I arrived, I talked to
Art Maxwell, the director responsible for research at WHOI, and explained
that we had this experiment, and that we somehow had to get together to
analyze the data. He immediately offered not only the use of the computer,
but also all other needed facilities, as well as some funds so that we could carry
out the workshop there. That is the reason we had the JONSWAP workshop
in Woods Hole.
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There must have been a little bridge nearby.
Hasselmann: I believe you are referring to my memorable encounter on
a bridge with Peter Müller. Peter Müller was one of the members of the
JONSWAP working group. We had exactly two months to complete the analysis, because then everybody had to go back home. We had a tremendous
amount of work to do, a lot of computations, reorganizing and reanalyzing
the data from different aspects, and so forth. I was running back and forth
under enormous stress to get all this done, between the computer center and
the operations room, where we were all working together. And while I was
running back and forth and completely out of breath and stressed, I saw one
of the members of the group, namely Peter Müller, leaning over this bridge
looking calmly down onto the water. I said: “Hello Peter”. And he answered
dreamily, after a long pause: “Yes, life is good … but one needs time for
contemplation.”
Peter Müller and Dirk Olbers were responsible for designing the particular
parameter representation of the JONSWAP spectrum.
Hasselmann: Yes, that’s right. Peter and Dirk were the creators of the so called
JONSWAP spectrum, which has since been widely used. They proposed a
very simple three-parameter representation which reproduced the spectral
shape very well for the different stages of wind-wave growth.
From your publication list I can see that there were other issues you were interested
in, besides the solar wind problem that you mentioned, for example sound waves
in the ocean with Hans-Hermann Essen.
Hasselmann: Yes, I wrote a set of papers, mostly with other colleagues or
Ph.D. students—although usually the Ph.D. students would carry out the
work and publish on their own—looking at different interactions between
different types of wave fields in the ocean, the atmosphere and the solid
earth. One paper was with Heinz-Hermann Essen [25], on the generation
and scattering of sound waves in the ocean by surface waves, one was on
surface gravity waves scattering off the ocean bottom, one or two papers
were on interactions between internal gravity waves in the ocean and atmosphere, although this subject was mostly well covered by several nice papers by
Dirk Olbers and Peter Mueller. One of my early papers was on microseisms
[12], the generation of random seismic waves through resonant interactions
between surface gravity waves, and between surface gravity waves and the
ocean bottom.
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In most of these papers we applied the interaction-diagram formalism that
Feynman had developed to summarize the interactions between particles. I
had slightly modified the Feynman diagram rules in a 1966 paper [16] to
adapt the formalism to classical random wave fields.
This brings me to a rather interesting comment on the communication
between different scientific disciplines. My standing in the ocean science
community was originally founded on my papers on nonlinear interactions
between ocean waves. Shortly after coming to America I gave a talk on this
work at the Californian Institute of Technology. After the talk my colleague
Gerry Whitham came to me and said “That is an interesting talk you gave,
but did you ever notice that the plasma physicists appear to be doing similar
things to what you are doing?”. I replied, no, this was new to me, could he
give me some references? So I looked up the references and discovered that
the plasma physicists had indeed been doing exactly the same things that I
had been doing, except that they were looking at plasma waves instead of
ocean waves. This was a bit easier because they did not have to go to fifth
order, the resonances occurring already at third order. But to my surprise they
never actually presented the nonlinear computations. They simply took the
analysis for granted. Sometimes they quoted a paper by Peierls back in 1929,
in which he showed that the diffusion of heat in solids could be explained
by the nonlinear interactions between phonons. I looked up the paper and
discovered that Peierls had carried out exactly the same analysis as I had,
using a different notation, but based on exactly the same approach. At that
point I realized that my reputation in oceanography was based on very old
results in physics that were simply not known in oceanography. I then started
reading other physics papers and discovered that exactly the same formalism
was used everywhere in quantum field theory, in describing the interactions
between different particles, which are represented in quantum field theory
by wave fields. Feynman had developed a well-known set of diagrams and
rules summarizing the algebra involved. So I wrote my 1966 paper in which
I showed how Feynman diagrams could be applied to geophysical wave fields,
with a few simplifications appropriate for classical rather than quantum theoretical fields. We applied this formalism subsequently to the various wave
interaction problems we investigated.
It was really an eye-opener to realize how specialized we are in our fields,
and that we need to know much more about what was going on in other
fields. Through this experience I became interested in particle physics and
quantum field theory. So I entered quantum field theory through the back
door, through working with real wave fields rather than with particles. From
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this other vantage point I became convinced—and remain convinced today—
that Einstein was right in his criticism of the conceptual foundations of
quantum theory, and that there was more to the concept of a particle than
can be captured by wave dynamics. So since 1966 I have been exploring other
approaches to elementary particle physics, parallel to my official research
work. But I did not publish my first results, on the metron theory, until
thirty years later [121, 122, 131, 132].
You mentioned already that you carried out the JONSWAP workshop in Woods
Hole. And after the workshop we all became engaged in internal waves and a
large internal wave experiment, IWEX. WHOI was an institute of oceanography.
They did completely different things. What was this about? Did they ask you to
do this?
Hasselmann: No, I was already interested on internal waves before I came
to Woods Hole. Not experimentally, but with respect to wave dynamics. At
Woods Hole they were more interested in ocean currents and water masses in
the ocean than in surface waves or internal waves. But they had also developed
current meters and thermistor instruments, and had considerable experience
in deploying current-meter and thermistor-chain moorings. So I thought
that WHOI would find it a challenge to deploy a large triangular array of
current meters and thermistors to measure the internal wave spectrum in
the main thermocline. This they did, very enthusiastically and professionally. Dirk Olbers and Peter Müller, together with Mel Briscoe, analyzed the
data and wrote up the results in some very nice papers.
You finally came back to get a professorship for theoretical geophysics in Hamburg
in 1972.
Hasselmann: Yes, Professor Brocks, the director of the Meteorological Institute of the University and the Fraunhofer Institute of Maritime Meteorology
and Radio Meteorology, had succeeded, with the support of other colleagues,
to create a new chair for me in Theoretical Geophysics, which I accepted.
Also, at that time you became a member of the Joint Organizing Committee
of the Global Atmospheric Research Program GARP. You were one of the two
oceanographers in that committee. In this way you became acquainted with the
issues of climate, climate variability, climate change and problems of that sort.
How was that?
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Hasselmann: I had become a member of the Joint Organization Committee
of GARP already in 1971 or 72, before I returned to Hamburg. They were
looking for some young scientist who could contribute to the strengthening of the Global Atmosphere Research Program with respect to climate,
the second GARP objective. The first was improving weather prediction.
They wanted an oceanographer, because of the importance of the oceans for
climate, but also an oceanographer who had some experience in air-sea interaction. There was already one oceanographer with this background on the
committee, Bob Stewart, and he probably proposed my name. The work in
the JOC of GARP was quite fascinating, as we were laying the foundations
of what was later to become the World Climate Research Program.
Then you participated in a number of historically important meetings, namely
the first climate conference in Stockholm 1974, then another one which focused
on ocean problems, in Helsinki. You did not present your own work there, but you
were part of the overall brainstorming which took place at that time.
Hasselmann: That’s right. The Stockholm Conference was on climate in
general, with a number of different working groups looking at different
aspects of climate. The working groups were introduced by a few general
talks, but the purpose of the conference was to work out recommendations
on which research should be done in which areas. I was chairing one of the
working groups involved in oceans and climate. I had a similar coordinating
role in the following Helsinki Conference on Oceans and Climate, which
I convened together with Alan Robinson of Harvard University. The two
conferences provided the basis for the creation of the World Climate Research
Program a year or two later at a conference in Geneva.
There was something else in about 1971/1972, namely the formation of the
Sonderforschungsbereich 94 in Hamburg, of which you became the speaker. That
was then when you really became responsible for bigger organization of science,
for coordinated and interdisciplinary science. How was that?
Hasselmann: The discussions for the Sonderforschungsbereich 94 began
before I went to America—around 1968–69. The proposal was written and
accepted in about 1971. The first speaker of the SFB 94 was Karl Brocks, who
had been the driving person in the formulation of the proposal. I had very
good relations with Brocks. His institutes participated in the meteorological
measurements and telemetry in JONSWAP. And he gave me much fatherly
advice on how to run big projects, of which he had considerable experience.
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Unfortunately, he died in 1972 just before I returned from Woods Hole, and
I was elected as his successor as speaker of the SFB 94.
That was a very interesting time, because the SFB 94 was the biggest
Sonderforschungsbereich at that time—in fact, later, too. It was extremely
broad in its ambitions, encompassing oceanography and meteorology,
air-sea interaction, ocean chemistry and ocean biology, with many different
participating institutions. The challenge was to bring all these research activities together into a joint program. Many of these groups had never cooperated
before and had quite different research cultures.
My first task was to start a series of seminars to define the joint projects that
we wanted to carry through. We had written down some general objectives in
our proposal, but we really had no clear idea of how these objectives were to
be achieved. In these seminars we first had to understand how the different
groups thought, and had to learn to communicate between these different
cultures. Out of these discussions then came some very interesting ideas, for
example, the first Fladen Ground experiment FLEX. The experiment took
place in 1976 in the so-called Fladen Ground area of the northern North
Sea. It was designed to investigate the coupling between the thermocline and
mixed layer and the biological productivity and phytoplankton distribution
during the main phytoplankton bloom in the spring. It was carried out in
corporation with British groups and I believe some Dutch groups. It was quite
a successful experiment. I understand the data is still an important reference
data set today.
This is just thirty years ago. Could you say something about how difficult you
found it—this first time when you truly became interdisciplinary. So far you were
just in the realm of physics and as a physicist you should feel confident. But now
you suddenly met very different people, very different scientific cultures.
Hasselmann: That was indeed a very interesting period. I remember our first
discussions with the biologists. As physicists, we would ask: what happens
during a spring-time phytoplankton bloom in the mixed layer? The biologists
would answer with a highly detailed description of the various interacting
processes that produce the exponential growth and subsequent decay of the
bloom. We would reply: that’s great, you seem to understand what happens,
so let’s put that into a model and test the ideas against some measurements.
They would reply: but that’s impossible, its much too complicated. And we
would say: but if its so complicated that you cannot express it in a model,
you cannot say you understand it. And so we would talk around each other.
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But once the biologists realized that they were not simply slaves making
measurements to test the models of high-brow mathematical physicists,
and the physicists realized they were not simply slaves producing computer
models to test the ideas developed by better educated biologists, a fruitful
cooperation developed. In fact, the phytoplankton model that came out of
this cooperation with the biologists formed the core of the global carbon
cycle model that later became part of the Max Planck climate model.
You mention the modelers. Maybe you can drop some names?
Hasselmann: The two main people involved in the biological modeling were
Ernst Maier-Reimer and Günter Radach. Radach developed the details of the
phytoplankton model, but Maier-Reimer was the driver. In fact, he was the
driver in all areas of modeling. If you tell him any idea about any process, he
immediately produces a model. Actually, I have the same mentality: I like to
produce models. But I am not as efficient as Maier-Reimer. In one of our first
SFB seminars we were listening to what the biologists were telling us about
phytoplankton growth in the mixed layer, how the phytoplankton gets mixed
down, and how its growth or decay depends on the depths of the mixed layer
and the euphotic layer, the layer penetrated by light. I thought that this would
be a nice example to demonstrate how such ideas can be expressed in a simple
model. So I coded a simple conceptual model on our small computer in the
Institute for Geophysics. At the next seminar I was just going to present my
simple computations when Ernst Maier-Reimer produced the model he had
developed independently. His model was much better than my simple model.
It was a detailed one-dimensional mixed layer model including temperature,
phytoplankton and the penetration of the light. And he had produced some
very nice plots demonstrating how the phytoplankton distribution depended
on the various mixed layer parameters. I was quite impressed, and so were the
biologists.
The only thing I am surprised about is that Ernst Maier-Reimer came forward
with his model.
Hasselmann: You are referring to the many drawers in which Maier-Reimer
has stacked away models that he has not yet shown to others, let alone
published. Anyway, in this case—and many others—Ernst had a strong
positive influence on the cooperative programs we developed in the SFB 94.
So you became engaged in networking, in bringing large groups of different sorts
of scientists together to tackle questions of a system—in this case the system of the
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North Sea. You were also confronted with questions about climate and then, some
day, Reimar Lüst 4 came into your office.
Hasselmann: I did not find out the background of why he came into my
office until later. Apparently, the Max Planck Society had decided to accept
the proposal of the Fraunhofer Society to take over the former Fraunhofer
Institute for Maritime Meteorology and Radio Meteorology of Professor
Brocks in exchange for an institute of the Max Planck Society. The Fraunhofer Society was dedicated to applied research, but Brocks’ Fraunhofer
Institute was engaged in basic research on air-sea interaction and radio meteorology. At that time the Max Planck Society had an institute in Würzburg
that was engaged very strongly in applied research in solid-state physics. Thus
the proposal was that the two societies should simply exchange institutes. It
seems that the Max Planck Society had agreed. So the President of the Max
Planck Society, Reimar Lüst, came into my office in 1974, apparently looking
for a director of this new institute.
The concept was that the institute should not simply continue Brocks’
work on air-sea interaction, but should focus primarily on climate research.
The principal advisors of the Max Planck Society in this decision appear
to have been Hermann Flohn in Bonn and Bert Bolin in Stockholm, the
chairman of JOC. The Max Planck Society probably thought that, as a physicist, with experience in various areas of research in the past, I would have
enough flexibility to develop an effective program in the new area of climate
research. As member of the Joint Organization Committee of GARP, I had
been involved in preparing what was later to become the World Climate
Research Program, which was probably also one of the reasons they chose
me.
The embarrassing thing was that when Lüst came into my office I had only
met him once before—he was present at the most disastrous talk I had ever
given in my life.
I was supposed to give a formal presentation about oceanography to a lot of
high ranking people that were responsible for funding research in Germany.
I had intended to work on my talk in the plane on my way over from Woods
Hole, but I was tired and I could not concentrate. The next day I was still
more tired with jet lag, and felt very uncomfortable when I entered the large
lecture room full of people in suits and ties. So I thought that I would break
the ice at the beginning by telling a little joke. But the microphone was not

4 Reimar Lüst has been interviewed in German earlier, see von Storch, H., and K. Hasselmann,
2003: Interview mit Reimar Lüst. http://www.hvonstorch.de/klima/Media/interviews/luest.interview.
pdf (GKSS Report 2003/16, 39 pp.).
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working properly, and somebody in the front row said “could you please
repeat what you said?” I did not see much point in repeating my feeble joke,
and started off on my poorly prepared talk.
So I went off rambling about all sorts of vague things about ocean research
in general. I finally tried to escape from this floundering by giving an example
of research. I wanted to explain how the random spectrum of ocean waves
is generated by superimposing many different sinsusoidal waves. This part
I had prepared back in Woods Hole with a set of transparencies which I
superimposed one after another. The result was impressively realistic and
quite convincing. This time, however, when I began overlaying the different
transparencies, I noticed that the audience was getting uneasy, then it started
tittering, and finally it broke down in uncontrolled laughing. So I looked back
onto the screen and saw that it had become completely black. The projector
was too weak to shine through more than one or two transparencies, and my
harmonic superposition, instead of producing a random wave field, had gradually transformed my sinusoidal waves into pitch black darkness. I somehow
stumbled through to the end of the talk, but it was the worst talk I have ever
given in my life and long haunted my dreams.
This was in the hotel Atlantic in Hamburg. My colleagues were very mad
at me because they thought that this was hardly the way to convince the
people that held the purse strings that investment in ocean research was a
good idea.
So I was very surprised that, despite having witnessed this disaster, Reimer
Lüst was offering this position to me.
So you were suddenly confronted with this Max Planck Society. Have you met
with people in that group before? There was no Max Planck Institute, there was
just the Max-Planck Society President who came in your office offering the position of the director of a new institute. What were the constraints of this offer? Did
he provide you up front with a generous budget?
Hasselmann: When he made this offer, I had of course a discussion with
him over the level of support the institute would have. I said that I would
need one director for the group from the former Fraunhofer Institute for
air-sea interaction.5 Lüst accepted. I added that I probably would need two
more directors, one for climate data, one for the atmospheric part of the
climate system. Lüst replied that that would be very difficult, because the
5

This position was later taken over by Hans Hinzpeter, wo was also earlier interviewed in this series,
see: von Storch, H. and K. Fraedrich 1996: Interview mit Prof. Hans Hinzpeter, Eigenverlag MPI
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Max-Planck Society did not have the budget for this now. But if it turned
out to be necessary later on, the Max-Planck Society would consider a third
person, at least. This was a gentleman’s agreement. We did not have it written
down anywhere.
Reimar Lüst then asked whether we needed a computer. I said that I did
not need a large computer straitaway, but would want one later. First, we
would need to develop our research program. It was clear to me that we had to
solve many fundamental issues first. Once they were clarified, we would come
back to the issue of a large computer. That we would need a supercomputer
sooner or later was clear to me from the beginning. Lüst accepted this too.
So, essentially, I started the institute on the commitment of one additional professor to take over the former group of Professor Brocks and the
gentleman’s agreement of a possible third director and a supercomputer at
a later time. The staff for the climate group consisted of five scientists and
some additional technical and administrative staff. The group was not large,
but this complied with the general Max Planck Society policy of not assigning
more than about five scientists to a director, otherwise the director would turn
into a manager rather than remaining a creative scientist.
It took three or four years before I had gradually filled the five scientist
positions and the climate research program began to take shape. So this was
the starting basis of the institute. Later on, as the institute developed, the
other elements of the gentleman’s agreement with Reimar Lüst were also
eventually realized.
The budget—I forgot what the actual value was—was more or less fixed.
It was agreed that it would not be changed significantly from one year to
the next. This is also general Max Planck policy. A constant, dependable
funding level is clearly a necessary requirement for the development of a
long-term research program. If we needed additional funds we could apply
for these from third sources, which we did later when it became necessary.
The Max Planck Society also had additional funds for special projects, but we
normally received supplementary funds later through the climate programs of
the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology (BMFT) and the European
Commission. I was very grateful that the basic funding through the Max
Planck Society was reliable and did not require a fight each year to become
renewed.
Concerning models—here was a running atmospheric model in the group of
Günter Fischer in Hamburg.
Hasselmann: Yes, the atmospheric model was not a problem. There was a
good atmospheric general circulation model available already from Günter
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Fischer at the Meteorological Institute of the university. And there was a
still better operational model developed by the larger group at the European
Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) in Reading.
Thus, these models were around and here you were with a new institute without a
computer. You pushed for analytical approaches and indeed, the first publications
and ideas were analytical.
Hasselmann: When the institute was created, I had two goals. One was
understanding the origin of the natural variability of climate. This was not
understood at all, but was clearly a key issue if we wished to distinguish
between natural climate variability and human made climate change. I had
just developed my stochastic model of climate variability [38], so I could
build on that work as a starting point—we had a ready-made core program.
Our first publications were, as you said, in this area. The other goal was developing a good ocean circulation model for climate studies. I knew from the
Helsinki meeting that the biggest gap in the development of a climate model
was the ocean model. We needed a good coupled atmosphere–ocean model,
but we had no global ocean circulation model of comparable quality to the
available global atmospheric circulation models.
Kirk Bryan had his model at the time?
Hasselmann: Yes, it was a start, but it was not generally regarded as adequate
for climate studies. It was a highly diffusive model, with a thermocline that
was much too deep.
Later Maier-Reimer’s model was based on similar numerics, but maybe the idea
was to go different.
Hasselmann: Our goal was to produce a better model. We developed the
model concept in a series of mini-seminar meetings in my office. We
first explored the idea of building a composite ocean model consisting of
different components for different regions, with different resolutions and
different physics. The idea was to distinguish between the fast barotropic
and slow baroclinic components of the system and treat them separately,
and to combine these with models of, say, the Gulf Stream, the equatorialwave system and the surface layer, all within a complete coupled system.
However, we ran into severe problems already through the coupling of the
barotropic and baroclinic components via the bottom topography. In the end,
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Maier-Reimer wisely dumped all these ideas and quietly produced a traditional gridded model, the Large Scale Geostrophic (LSG) Model, but with
improved numerics. The LSG model used an implicit scheme that allowed
much larger time steps, so it could be integrated over much longer times.
The model was also no longer as diffusive as the Bryan model.
At the same time we were developing the global ocean circulation model,
we were looking also at the carbon cycle. Maier-Reimer produced a first
global carbon cycle model by incorporating the uptake and transport of
CO2 in the LSG ocean circulation model. This he successively extended in
the following years by including various biological sources and sinks. The
chemistry was also gradually generalized to include further constituents and
tracers.
Thus we soon had a full climate model consisting of a coupled ocean–
atmosphere general circulation model and the carbon cycle. The improvement of the global climate model, and its application to predictions of both
natural and human made climate change, later became the main thrust of the
institute’s climate program.
Hans von Storch: I think it was one of your weaknesses that you have not been
very good in telling the full picture. You had that vision, but you did not really
share it with your coworkers—maybe you believed everybody would know, because
it was so obvious to you. From my time at the Max Planck Institute we had not
understood the grand strategy in the beginning.
Hasselmann: That surprises me. I hear this for the first time. So I suppose I
was not clear in describing the goals that we were following. But as you say,
I thought it was obvious.
Dirk Olbers: The SFB was going on all the time. I remember many, many meetings with the atmospheric modeling group of Günter Fischer, with Erich Roeckner
and others. But our message was that we wanted to make progress with analytical
means. All the Postdocs and the Ph.D. students in the first years were working on
simpler subsystems like ice propagation, like mixed layer physics etc.
Hasselmann: I think you are confusing the two main branches of research I
mentioned. One was looking at natural climate variability. This we could
study using simple energy balance models, sea-ice models or mixed-layer
models. That was what Klaus Herterich [83], Ernst Walter Trinkl [59], Peter
Lemke, Claude Frankignoul [39], Dick Reynolds and others were doing.
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That was one aspect. I was simply exploring what could be done with the
stochastic climate concept that already existed, and a number of publications
came out of this approach quite quickly. These efforts were independent of
the parallel development of a realistic comprehensive climate model. This
took longer, involved more discussions, and the publications came later. The
strategy was to first demonstrate the basic principles of how long-time-scale
climate variability can be driven by stochastic short-time-scale forcing by the
atmosphere, using simple climate models. Once this was achieved, we could
apply the concept later to the more sophisticated climate models that MeierReimer, Günter Fischer, Erich Roeckner and others were developing. This in
fact happened. After Maier-Reimer had developed the LSG ocean model, he
wrote an interesting paper with Uwe Mikolajewicz6 on the natural long-term
variability of the ocean circulation generated by short-term fluctuations in
the atmospheric forcing. I had assumed that this strategy was obvious, but
perhaps it wasn’t.
Hans von Storch: I understood that much later, but now I see it and it makes
very much sense. The relatively simple concept of a stochastic climate model was
very useful for the overall debate because it helped overcoming the traditional
concept that if climate is changing then there must be a driver. The role of internal
dynamics was simply not seen. On the other hand, the nonlinear issues, chaos and
so on, were coming up at that time, to which the stochastic climate model was a
useful simple alternative.
If you now speak to students, also here at the Max Planck Institute, hardly anyone
would know anything about the stochastic climate models. Even though you have
brought it down to a form which is very easy to understand nowadays. In those
days it was very complicated. How do you feel or observe that this aspect, at least
in the present Max-Planck-Institute, is almost forgotten?
Hasselmann: I think it depends on your background training. If you are
used to working with a high resolution general circulation model, looking
at all the dynamics and interactions and so forth, you probably never think
about Brownian motion or may not even have heard of the Langevin equation. These are simply not part of your basic research experience. If you are
accustomed to only one way of thinking, you simply cannot see problems
in another way. People are too specialized in the particular techniques they
6 Mikolajewicz, U. and E. Maier-Reimer, 1990: Internal secular variability in an OGCM. Climate
Dyn. 4, 145–156.
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have learned. They are not able to cross their narrow boarders and see things
from a different–often simpler and more elegant–perspective. But I don’t see
this as a basic problem. Sooner or later, ideas that are fruitful will always find
acceptance.
In principle these ideas are now well known and this is why we quote it. Also
people speak about this concept and your name is associated to it. Hardly anybody
has read the 1976 Tellus paper but very many are quoting it.7
We should hear some more about the stochastic model. You mentioned that you
came from turbulence theory, which you were then able to connect to the ocean
wave problem. But you had learned all the techniques already. Was this the same
situation with the stochastic model?
Hasselmann: Yes, but the stochastic model is on a much simpler level. It
is just an application of the concept of Brownian motion as developed by
Einstein in one of his famous 1905 papers. Like many of Einstein’s concepts,
the idea is elegant but basically very simple. The fact that the short-time-scale
Brownian forcing is non-differentiable is a slight complication, but otherwise the basic diffusion process is quite elementary. I became acquainted
with stochastic processes in various forms through my work both in turbulence theory and with hot-wire turbulence measurements. If you are trying
to build a high-level amplifier which is continuously on the verge of oscillating because of feedback, you start reading about systems analysis and very
soon come to stochastic processes. Brownian motion is one of the simplest
stochastic processes. The idea that one could explain long-term climate variability very simply by the short-term fluctuations of the atmosphere in
analogy with Brownian motion came to me while I was sitting in a plane
somewhere, I believe on the way to the Helsinki conference. The idea is really
rather obvious, and I thought I would write it up somewhere in a little note.
But it came as a very big surprise in the meteorological and oceanographic
quarters.
Hasselmann: And it took a surprisingly long time until it sank in. For many
years people did not really look at the paper. The interesting thing is that it
was not even the first paper on the subject, as I discovered after I had written
the paper, I believe through a reviewer. J.M. Mitchell had expressed the same

7
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concept, on the generation of different frequency domains of climate variability by the successive forcing of longer time scales by shorter time scales,
already in a very nice paper in 1966. Mitchell’s analysis was more qualitative,
but he had captured the main idea quite clearly.
How careful have you been reading the literature?
Hasselmann: I tend to read very diagonally. But when I find something interesting then I read it very thoroughly. When I read diagonally I try to grasp
the basic idea.
Dirk Olbers: When you were going to Woods Hole, I was sitting in the Schlüterstraße in your room and, there was a huge pile of reprints which had not at all
been touched by you. And I, of course, had time enough to look through all these
reprints and I was amazed how many things one could pile up without reading.
The papers were yellow and dirty from the sun and from the dust. It was clear
that you had never read anything from that pile.
Hasselmann: Not all things we plan to do but fail to are so embarrassingly
visible.
Dirk Olbers: You said, the first part of the Max Planck story were these more
fundamental conceptual aspects of understanding climate dynamics, and the
stochastic climate model was an important element to it. The second part was
something like the technical challenge, namely to construct a reasonable ocean
model which can be integrated over long times. These two efforts took your attention until about the early 80 s. The people engaged in these efforts were Peter
Lemke, Jürgen Willebrand, Klaus Hererich, but also Claudia Johnson, Harald
Kruse, Volker Jentzsch and Gerd Leipold.
There was a three-level hierarchy. At the top was Klaus, and at the bottom all
the Ph.D. students, in the middle level, I think, Kruse had generated this word
‘Zwischenkapazitäten’ (middle experts). We, Peter Lemke, Jürgen Willebrand and
myself were the ZK’s. So we were running from one Ph.D. student to another and
were engaged in trying to solve their problems with them.
In those times you would still know most developments in some detail that were
taken place. So you were intellectually participating, while at later time your
control, your participation became more distant.
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Hasselmann: I was always looking for experienced people to whom I could
transfer some of my responsibilities These either came new to the institute
or, more often, evolved from the scientists already there as they gained more
experience. Also, we later had a much broader range of activities, so that I
could not keep up to date with all activities all the time. In those days of the
ZK’s—a new term for me, a typical Kruse creation!—we used to have seminars in my office to work out what the next steps should be in a particular
program. It was a much more intimate style of research. It was an exciting
period, but one which could not be maintained in the same way as the
institute became larger.
We had this weekly seminar and Klaus was really very much engaged. We had
created these two minutes seminar. Do you know what this means?
Hasselmann: Yes, I used to interrupt every two minutes.
No, you were allowed to interrupt the speaker only after two minutes. This was
really very lively.
Hans von Storch: I think that we are now in the early 80s and I remember
the Lütjenseer Wende-Parteitag. This was the first time I was confronted with
Klaus. The Fischer group of the University of Hamburg, of which I was part,
was invited to participate in building this climate model. You persuaded Erich
Roeckner to do something very wise, namely to replace his own atmospheric model
by the European Center’s model. Could you elaborate a bit on that as it was a
pretty important decision?
Hasselmann: It was clear at that time that we needed a good general
atmospheric circulation model as part of the climate model. One needs a
critically sized group to do this. The groups that had done this successfully
were GFDL, NCAR in the US and—in particular—ECMWF in Europe.
ECMWF was producing the world best-global medium range weather forecasts on an operational basis and had at that time the leading general
circulation model of the atmosphere. It had a large group of experts working
on the model. It was quite obvious that it was rather a waste of time to have
excellent people like Günter Fischer and Erich Roeckner trying to compete
with this large group, trying to do the same thing.
So the obvious thing was to take the ECMWF experience and to improve
upon it using one’s own expertise. Everybody agreed, also Günter Fischer and
Erich Roeckner, although perhaps with less enthusiasm. Both are extremely
competent modelers. After Günter Fischer’s retirement, Erich Roeckner
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moved to the MPI, where he developed the original ECMWF model into
the—in our view—world-best climate model, under the later directorship
of Lennart Bengtsson. So I think the scientific reputations of both Günter
Fischer and Erich Roeckner were enhanced by the decision. And it was, of
course, essential for the development of the Hamburg climate model.
Then we are in 1982, you then had the Large Scale Geostrophic ocean model, you
were to get the needed atmospheric model, you had a good conceptual framework,
but you had no computer. What did you do then?
Hasselmann: In 1979, the World Climate Research Program was created,
and one year later, in 1980, the German Climate Research Program. So there
was obviously a need for the German climate research community, and not
just the Max Planck institute, to have a good climate model.
But it was also clear that only the Max Planck Institute, together with the
Meteorological Institute, would be able to provide the model. However, since
there was a general community need for a state-of-the-art climate model, it
was also logical that the super-computer needed to run the model should be
provided for, and therefore be funded by, the community, in other words,
by the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology. This is what ultimately
happened, but the route there was not straightforward.
To spin up our modeling activities, we had first applied for a medium sized
computer from the Max Planck Society—in accordance with my gentleman’s
agreement with Reimar Lüst. This we obtained in 1979, I believe a CDC
Cyber 173, but only after lengthy battles with lobbyists in the computer
committee of the Max Planck Society, who argued that we would be better
served by a remote access to the large computer at the Max Planck Institute
for Plasma Physics in Garching, near Munich. The next step was to upgrade
the Cyber 173 to our first supercomputer, a Cyber 205. This occurred around
1982. The investment was funded already by the BMFT, but the running
costs were taken still from the budget of the institute.
Our computer staff was not really sufficient to run a supercomputer,
and the few additional people we had taken on were already straining the
institute’s budget. Wolfgang Sell headed the computer staff, Dirk Schriever,
who had been responsible for data processing at the former Brocks institute,
organized the data archive, and we had a few operators.
But we also had a problem with developing the comprehensive climate
model. Günter Fischer, who had headed the atmospheric modeling group of
the Meteorological Institute, had retired, and it was clear that his successor,
whoever it would be, would not be a numerical modeler.
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We found a good solution to both problems. I approached Reimar Lüst
and reminded him of our second gentleman’s agreement. I explained that the
time had come when we really needed a third director to take care of the
atmospheric modeling activities. His response was positive—in principle. I
then approached Frau Tannhäuser, the administrator of the German Climate
Research Program, and proposed that our supercomputer should be transferred from the Max Planck Institute to a new-to-be-created German Climate
Computing Center (the DKRZ), and that the BMFT should carry also
the associated staff costs. She also responded positively—in principle. There
followed a period of negotiations between the parties involved regarding
the distribution of costs, the distribution of computing time between the
Max Planck Institute and other users from the general climate research
community, legal formalities, etc.
The net result was that our computing staff was transferred from the Max
Planck Institute to the DKRZ, which freed a number of positions that we
could now offer to the new third director of the institute. The DKRZ was
founded in 1985, with Wolfgang Sell as Technical Director and myself as
Scientific Director. The third director of the Max Planck Institute, Lennart
Bengtsson, came a few years later, at the end of 1990.
Who, among other appointments, then got Eric Roeckner to move from the
Meteorological Institute of the University of Hamburg to the Max Planck
Institute?
Hasselmann: This was a very good move. But Lennart also had a lot of
experience in atmospheric modeling too, of course, as well as a great deal
of organizational experience. He knew the Centre’s model very well, and his
arrival, together with Roeckner’s expertise and hard work, gave us a big push.
He also hired Ulrich Cubasch at that time.
Hasselmann: That is right. Ulrich Cubasch used to be at the European
Center. He was very effective in analyzing the results of our simulation
experiments. Lennart Bengtsson also hired Lidia Dümenil, Klaus Arpe, and
Bennert Machenhauer, who developed a nested regional atmospheric model.
So he built up a very good group. The Hamburg version of the ECMWF
atmospheric model, ECHAM was then coupled to our LSG ocean model,
including the carbon cycle, to create the ECHAM-LSG coupled climate
model. This was done in cooperation with a number of visitors, both to
Lennart’s group and to my group. Lennart had a continual stream of guests,
many of whom had previously visited the European Centre, while we had
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stimulating visits, for example, from Wally Broecker from the Lamont Observatory and Bob Bacastow from Scripps, who both collaborated with Ernst
Maier-Reimer in developing the carbon cycle model.
At the same time people like Dirk Olbers left. There was a change in the general
direction. It was more towards the dynamical, quasi-realistic complex models, less
dynamical conceptualization, more brute force implementation of experimental
tools.
Hasselmann: That’s true. We first had to demonstrate some basic concepts
regarding natural climate variability using simple models. But once that
had been achieved, there was obviously no point in pursuing the analysis
further with simple models. We had to first construct more realistic models.
So as soon as the LSG ocean circulation model had been created, MaierReimer and Mikolajewicz computed its response to stochastic forcing, as I
mentioned. The next step would have been to apply these ideas to the full
climate system, the coupled ocean–atmosphere general circulation model.
But somehow we got side-tracked. I am glad to hear that Jin von Storch
has started looking at this problem with one of her Ph.D. students. But there
is much that still needs to be done. I think the distinction between the three
possible sources of natural climate variability, namely stochastic forcing by
short-time-scale atmospheric variability acting on the slow climate system,
internal nonlinear interactions on comparable time scales within the slow
climate system itself, and external forcing, for example by volcanic activity,
or by variations in the sun’s radiation or in the earth’s orbit, has still not yet
been properly clarified.
We were probably distracted from this straightforward goal by the many
interesting new problems that came up in connection with the modeling
effort. For example, we began looking at the feasibility of the prediction of
natural short-term climate variability on time scales up to a year. I worked
with Tim Barnet on this, applying purely statistical methods, based on linear
multi-time-lag regression models [50, 61, 64]. Later we applied also a realistic GCM model to El Nino predictions, and a reduced-complexity coupled
model of the type was used very effectively by Mojib Latif. Tim Barnett used
another, still simpler linear feedback model, also in collaboration with Mojib,
which worked quite well too. So we had opened another arena in which we
could apply relatively simple dynamical concepts without a full-blown global
climate model.
But we also became involved in improving the global climate model itself,
by extending the biology and chemistry representation in the ocean subsystem, by improving the sea-ice model, by adding atmospheric chemistry,
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in collaboration with Paul Crutzen’s group at the Max Planck Institute in
Mainz, by including surface vegetation, and so forth. This is, of course, an
endless task.
Another question I pursued relatively early as a side-line in our modeling
activities was the projection of complex models onto simpler models using socalled Principal Interaction Patterns (PIPs) and Principal Oscillation Patterns
(POPs) [86, 89]. A basic difficulty of complex models is that, as they become
more realistic by incorporating more processes and degrees of freedom, they
become just as difficult to understand as the real systems they simulate. I tried
to devise methods for constructing simpler models that capture the dominant
processes that govern the dynamics of the full complex system in terms of
just a few basic interaction patterns—in the general nonlinear case, in terms
of PIPs, in the special case of a linear system with stochastic forcing, in terms
of POPs.
Finally, we also became more strongly engaged in later years in IPCC activities, in scenario computations of anthropogenic climate change over the next
100 years.
All these tasks were quite fascinating and distracted from our original goal
of sorting out the different forms of natural climate variability. But now that
the question of anthropogenic climate change has become much more center
stage in the public awareness, I believe the distinction between anthropogenic
climate change and natural climate variability will rise to high priority in the
climate research agenda. We will have to look in earnest again at the structure
of natural climate variability. The increased public interest this problem is
apparent in the recent discussions over the possible impact of anthropogenic
change on the frequency and intensity of extreme events such as hurricanes,
flooding and droughts.
In that sense it had a revival or an important implication in the last years
of your directorship. It would not have made sense to think about detection of
anthropogenic climate change without a stochastic concept.
Hasselmann: I am not so sure that the stochastic concept as such is important for the detection and attribution problem. The main point is that
you are trying to distinguish between the anthoprogenic climate signal—
or some other externally forced climate change signal, for example, due to
a volcanic eruption—and the internal natural climate variability. The origin
of the natural climate variability, whether through stochastic forcing by the
short-term climate variability or through nonlinear interactions within the
climate system itself, is irrelevant. The central issue is to distinguish between
an externally forced climate change signal and natural climate variability, on
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the basis of the frequency spectra of the two signals. This is another example
of applying a ready-made theory from another field—in this case signal
processing in communications—to a climate problem. I pointed this out in
a 1979 paper [54], but the paper lay dormant until the detection problem
became relevant in the mid 90’s, when a spate of papers [110, 125, 129, 133,
135, 138] demonstrated that the anthropogenic climate change signal had
now indeed become detectable above the natural climate variability noise.
In the 60s and 70s, people would not necessarily have agreed that there is
variability for no specific reasons.
Hasselmann: I think there were already two schools of thought at that time.
One school thought that climate variability must indeed be produced by
some external forcing mechanism, such as volcanic eruptions or variations
in solar radiation. But the second school recognized that you could explain
natural climate variability simply by the fact that climate is a nonlinear system
containing feedbacks. Such systems, for example, turbulence, are known to
exhibit random variations. Both mechanisms can contribute to climate variability. The stochastic forcing model merely points out that there exists a
particularly simple realization of the second mechanism, since the climate
system contains a ready-made source of natural variability in the form of the
turbulent atmosphere. All one has to do is separate the time scales, that is,
distinguish between the fast atmosphere and the rest of the climate system,
consisting of slow components such as the oceans, cryosphere and carbon
cycle. But the idea that internally generated natural variability can be expected
in a nonlinear system such as climate was already around at that time.
Hans von Storch: My understanding of stochastic variations is that we have very
many chaotic components in the system, so that the overall behavior cannot be
distinguished from the mathematical construct of noise. Therefore, we can describe
the nonlinear dynamics very efficiently as noise. In the same way as a random
number generator is also a deterministic algorithm on a computer.
Hasselmann: Well, I think, we find this in any nonlinear system.
But it would not necessarily look like noise if you have a few degrees in a system.
So for the Lorenz’ system you would not conceptualize the behaviour as noise.
Hasselmann: It depends on what you define as noise. If you define noise
simply as a statistically stationary stochastic process, then the Lorenz system,
in the appropriate parameter range, produces noise—although it is certainly
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not Gaussian, as assumed in many noise analyses. No, I think the essential
point about the stochastic forcing concept is not that one has noise, or that
the system has very many degrees of freedom, but that one can understand
the origin and structure of the noise in the climate system very simply by
separating the time scales. The origin of the noise is the short-time-scale
turbulent atmosphere. This then generates variability on much longer time
scales in the rest of the climate system. There is no need to understand the
detailed dynamics of the atmosphere. It is sufficient to know that the turbulent atmosphere is characterized by a noise spectrum that is concentrated in
frequencies corresponding to time scales of hours and days, but—because the
system is nonlinear—also extends down to a finite level at very low frequencies. It is this low-frequency range, corresponding to time scales of months,
years, decades and even longer—that can be treated as white, i.e. simply as
constant—that generates variability in the rest of the climate system, the slow
climate system.
In most of our initial applications of the stochastic climate model, we
considered some simple component of the climate system–for example, the
temperature of the mixed layer, or the sea ice extent–which we could linearize.
So there was a popular misconception that the stochastic model could be used
only to describe the response of a linear system to white noise forcing. But the
concept is valid generally for any climate model, whether linear or nonlinear,
as demonstrated by the application of Maier-Reimer and Mikolajewicz to the
LSG ocean circulation model. This misunderstanding is perhaps related to
the fact that some people may have had difficulties understanding my original stochastic climate model paper. To treat the general nonlinear case, I used
the Fokker–Planck equation, the generalization of the Liouville equation of
statistical mechanics to a system including diffusion, as required for Brownian
motion. While most people can be assumed to have been familiar with the
Liouville equation, the Fokker–Planck equation was perhaps less well-known.
You outlined this whole set up of the Max Planck Institute with the different
models and couplings, ideas and so on. At the same time, we had a German
climate science program. From outside it looked as though MPI ran this program.
The MPI made many attempts to draw in people from outside, but other meteorological institutes were only marginally involved with respect to the global modeling
efforts. Is that the same as you see it?
Hasselmann: Yes. I think the explanation is in human nature. We certainly
tried to draw other groups into the program, but the problem was that to
run or contribute to the development of a complex global climate model
system, you have to be willing to get your hands dirty, you really have to
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become involved. You cannot just sit around and have some clever ideas.
You cannot work on a complex model some 500 km away. The people we
collaborated with came from India, Canada or somewhere else for a year or
so. Most Germans—most of them had a family at home—were not willing
to come for a longer visit. Another reason that our attempts were not very
successful is that most scientists do not get excited at the idea of becoming
involved in larger and somewhat anonymous activities.
So it was typical that in the German climate research program we had one
global climate modeling group stationed in Hamburg, at the Max Planck
Institute and the University Institute of Meteorology, and several smaller
groups distributed everywhere else, at the GKSS in Geesthacht, in Jülich,
in Karlsruhe, in Bonn and Cologne, all working on regional climate models,
because they could do that on their own. I thought it was a waste of time and
resources producing five or six different regional models, all of similar quality.
We had a regional model in Hamburg, too, nested into the global model. This
was a typical case of unnecessary parallelism because people simply had problems in getting involved in a joint program. I tried to overcome this, but I
have to admit that I was not successful.
We were more successful with groups that were analyzing the outputs of
our models, for example in Cologne, Munich or, later, in Potsdam. But there
were rather few groups engaged in such activities. I believe the same problems
are encountered everywhere by groups developing large models. One cannot
yet effectively decentralize this type of work.
Concerning ocean models you see there was this division between LSG, which was
large scale, and the rest of the oceanographers in Kiel and also in Bremerhaven
who did eddy resolving models. But my impression was that you did not really
value these.
Hasselmann: Well, yes, I was not convinced that the eddy-resolving models
were really worth the effort.
They were or were not?
Hasselmann: I thought they were not. They burnt up a lot of computing
time. Essentially, they showed that there were eddies, which we knew anyway.
I was not convinced that the interaction between the eddies and the mean
flow could not be parameterized sufficiently well for climate modeling
purposes with a standard eddy transfer approach. Or, at least, the eddyresolving simulations had not come up with a better parametrization. I am
not convinced that we were discovering something basically new. What I have
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seen in talks to this day are beautiful pictures of the Gulf Stream and all these
eddies floating around, but what have we actually learnt? If one can demonstrate that the impact of these eddies is radically different from what we have
been putting into our coarser-resolution models, then I will admit that we
have to start thinking of something radically different, or maybe even have
to give up working with non-eddy-resolving models. But I have not seen this
yet. What I have seen are mainly nice movie presentations that are good for
public relations.
What do you think about visualization?
Hasselmann: I have mixed views. I think there has been an unnecessary
polarization of viewpoints on this topic. The presentation of the results of a
complex time-dependent simulation in a visualized form that the non-expert
can quickly grasp can be very helpful. For somebody who has never seen
satellite or other data on Gulf Stream eddies, the simulation with a good
eddy-resolving model of the Gulf Stream can be very illuminating. On the
other hand, my experience is that the active scientist doing quantitative data
analysis seldom uses visualization. There can be a few cases in which it is
useful. I remember one case in which watching a video sequence helped
us discover an intermittent instability at a particular gridpoint that we had
missed in the snapshot pictures. So I think, even it is not used routinely, it is
certainly worthwhile to have a good visualization facility available.
Have you ever been in the caves, this three-dimensional visualization?
Hasselmann: I get sick in these things. I find them terrible. I experienced one
in the Tyndall Centre in Norwich. Maybe I am too sensitive, but the threedimensional projection did not seem to work properly, and I got giddy. After
a certain time I got really sick. Perhaps I was not sitting in the right location.
And maybe the techniques will improve with time. But I was not convinced
that the additional information of seeing the data in three dimensions rather
than two—in other words. with one eye closed—was terribly important for
scientific purposes and justified the technical effort. But again, it may be OK
for public relations, once the technique is sufficiently mature.
One climate component which has been tackled by the Max Planck Institute and
others as well is the ice sheet. But I’ve never really seen ice sheets incorporated in
climate models at MPI. Is that something which is too complicated?
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Hasselmann: I don’t think it is terribly complicated. There was probably just
not enough push on my part. We had Klaus Herterich’s ice sheet model. His
model described very nicely how ice sheets grew and melted and when they
start to surge.
I was interested in coupling an ice sheet model with an ice-shelf and a
sea-ice model. A coupled model of this kind would be very useful to address
the question of the stability of the Greenland or Antarctic ice sheet, whether
the ice sheet can break down through ice surges. And if this model had
been incorporated into our global climate model, we could have carried
out simulations to investigate the origin of climate variations on century
and millennium time scales, which still pose many open questions. The
Milankowitch theory explains only part of the variability. I think that is a
very important area of research, and it was probably my fault that I did not
apply enough leadership to ensure that such studies, using an ice sheet model
coupled with an ocean model and an atmospheric model, were pursued more
seriously. It would have required a stronger group than just one person, Klaus
Herterich, who later went on to a professorship in Bremen.
Was this overrun by the IPCC scenarios for the next hundred years?
Hasselmann: No, I don’t really think so. This was carried out by other people,
in particular, Ulrich Cubasch [106]. The IPCC scenarios were, of course,
important for IPCC and the general international climate research effort, but
they were also important for us. They demonstrated what the models could
do. And they were important for the German Climate Research Program,
which had to justify its program to policy makers and the public.
We participated also in the international climate model intercomparison
project, which involved similar scenario computations. This was an important
exercise to identify the strengths and weaknesses of different climate models.
From a scientific point of view, this work was not very exciting, but I don’t
think it was in the competition with the ice-sheet modeling. I was probably
also distracted following up on other problems.
Hans von Storch: Perhaps it would be more honest to say we are now in a less
focused period of the institute? After 1985, you let the reins loose more and more
and at the end you became less and less interested in climate. That is my impression; I would not criticize you for that. Lots of things happened in the institute
and this was one just one of these issues. There were many studies which were not
related to this big modeling building and the IPCC.
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Hasselmann: Yes, maybe that was the case, if you look at the many publications on different topics that were coming out the institute. We had also
expanded the research on the carbon cycle and tracers using inverse modeling
techniques, led by Martin Heimann, who came to us from Scripps in 1985.
With highly competent scientists around like Martin Heimann, who is now
director of the Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemical Cycles in Jena, I did
indeed let the reigns a little loose and let group leaders take over in many
areas—which I don’t think was a bad thing.
Global warming was not a dominant issue at the institute in the late eighties.
Lots of studies were done which had nothing to do with the overarching goal you
just described. People were just entertaining, enjoying themselves.
Hasselmann: I would not put it that drastically. They were exploring many
different interesting topics, and quite successfully. But we were also carrying
out a good deal of work on global warming too, for example in the scenario
computations you referred to. It is true that I myself did become involved in
problems other than global warming at that time. However, I was still interested in ice sheets, although, admittedly, not aggressively enough. We had
good contacts with Johannes Oerlemans, an international expert in ice sheet
dynamics from Utrecht, who visited us several times, and with Bill Hibler
from Canada, an expert in sea-ice modeling who stayed with us for a year.
As a result, we did incorporate a good sea-ice model into the global climate
model, but unfortunately not an ice-sheet model.
Perhaps I should honestly admit that I was also getting a little bored with
always having to organize things and was quite happy that the so-called ZK
had matured to a level of expertise and international recognition where I
could happily let them take the lead in many areas.
I remember in the first period, when we were developing our work on
stochastic models and so forth and also on the ocean modeling in the early
eighties, Fritz Schott had visited us from Miami and talked to many people
at the institute. He came to me afterwards and said that he had never been in
an institute where the Ph.D.s and post-docs were so closely guided as in the
Max Planck institute.
When did he say that?
Hasselmann: It must have been around the early eighties. I suppose that at
that time I was indeed guiding people more strongly than in most institutes
in the US, but I think that later on, I tended to let people loose to develop
on their own—make their own mistakes rather than mine.
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I heard stories that it was really tough for Ph.D. students in the late seventies to
work with you.
Hasselmann: We had tough discussions. That is true. But it was never
personal. I tried to support the students as well as I could. I can’t remember
any student actually failing, although one student did decide after a year to
become a pastor. He thanked me later for motivating him indirectly to that
decision. I’m not sure how. Perhaps I was a little tough.
On the other hand, you were also riding a lot of horses. The climate business
was evolving and became useful—if we may call it this way—and this IPCC
engagement also and our efforts to come up with prediction schemes for El Nino
and things of that sort. This all went very smoothly and nicely and you were
guiding all these things. But you did other things as well! We others did not really
notice that but you were still engaged in wave aspects, still engaged in remote
sensing with respect to wave activity. Can you tell us about that a bit?
Hasselmann: Well, I had decided more or less to stop my ocean wave research
around the late 70s. But there were two developments that brought me
back into the subject. One was that ESA was preparing to build ERS-1, the
European follow-on of SEASAT, the US satellite that had operated for only
100 days in 1978, but had demonstrated the feasibility of measuring ocean
waves from space. ESA asked me to serve on the ERS-1 advisory panel. The
second development was that my wife Susanne—after a 15 year interruption bringing up children–had just completed her diploma in mathematics.
We wanted to do work together. I did not want her to work in the climate
area, because there she would have been in direct competition with other
members of the institute. So I suggested finding some area where we could
work together without overlap with the main work of the institute. Ocean
waves was a natural choice.
This was also good timing, because we now understood ocean wave
dynamics rather well, through JONSWAP, and we faced the challenge of
translating this knowledge into a numerical ocean wave prediction model.
Susanne, as mathematician, would be well able to do this. Also, we would
need a good global ocean wave prediction model to assimilate the global
wave height and two-dimensional wave spectral data that we hoped we
would be obtaining continuously in a few years from the altimeter and SAR
instruments aboard ERS-1.
So I renewed my activities in ocean wave research. Together with former
JONSWAP colleagues we formed the WAM (Wave Model) group, with the
goal of developing what was to be called the third generation wave model
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3G-WAM. The 3G was dropped later as too cumbersome. We first carried
out a comparative study of all existing ocean wave models [242], in which
we concluded that the so-called first and second generation wave models
were inadequate. First generation models, developed in the sixties, were based
on our incorrect understanding of the wave spectral energy balance prior
to JONSWAP. Second generation models included the nonlinear transfer in
accordance with the JONSWAP picture, but the parametrization was too
crude to reproduce the wave spectra for complex wind fields. We needed
a third generation model with an improved representation of the nonlinear
transfer. So Susanne and I first developed a more realistic approximation of
the five-dimensional nonlinear transfer integral that could be implemented
in a wave model [77, 78], and Susanne incorporated this in a first version
of the WAM model. The model was then tested and further improved by
other members of the WAM group [90]. Heinz Günter from GKSS cleaned
up the numerics and documentation and ran the model at the European
Centre, while others tested various other aspects of the model. It is now used
world-wide in many operational forecasting centers and research institutes.
My work in the ERS-1 advisory committee also took a fair amount of
time. I frequently had to travel to ESA headquarters in Paris or to the ESA
Technical Centre ESTEC in Noordwijk in Holland. Through ERS-1 I met
many interesting people involved in remote sensing, such as Ola Johannessen, director of the Nansen Center in Bergen, Norway. But ERS-1 also
involved interesting scientific challenges. One was developing algorithms to
retrieve the two-dimensional wave spectrum from the nonlinear ERS-1 SAR
image spectra [102]. Another was assimilating the resulting wave spectra
in the WAM model [120]. I worked on this together with Susanne. But
there were so many other interesting problems, particularly when ERS-1
was launched in 1991 and began producing data, that I also took on some
Ph.D. students, contrary to my original intentions. We had a small but very
active ocean wave and remote sensing group consisting, in different periods,
of Claus Brüning, Susanne Lehner, Patrick Heimbach, Eva Bauer and Georg
Barzel. They worked independently of the climate groups, with relatively little
interaction apart from seminars and other general institute activities.
What about Werner Alpers?
Hasselmann: Alpers was not a student of mine. He was a post-doc in the
Sonderforschungsbereich. He worked with me on the remote sensing of
ocean waves in my first ‘ocean wave period‘, before the Max Planck Institute was created. He then went to the University of Bremen as Professor
for Remote Sensing, and later returned to Hamburg, again as Professor for
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Remote Sensing. I worked together with him again after I revived my ocean
wave and remote sensing interests. But I stopped working on ocean waves
and remote sensing—this time, for real—after Susanne retired in 1996, and
I turned to other interests.
You became interested in what some people say was a very naïve way of describing
economics, dabbling in economics. What was that?
Hasselmann: It came through my involvement with the media and public
audiences. In the late eighties and nineties, the media, general public and
politicians began to become increasingly aware of the climate change problem
and wanted to hear more from the climate experts themselves. So I was often
invited to interviews on TV or the radio, and to give talks to the general
public on climate. At the end of my talks I was always asked the same question: What should we do? And I would say: Well, I do not really know. I’m
a climate scientist, not an economist or politician. But they would never
let go, and kept persisting until I came up some off-the-cuff answer. So I
decided I had better find some better answers and began looking into the
problem of the impacts of climate change, and the possible economic and
policy responses. I could find little reliable information on climate impacts,
and was rather disappointed with the analyses of the economists, who were
using—in my view—inappropriate outmoded economic equilibrium models.
They were also distorting the critical issue of the proper discounting of future
climate change costs. And the political stage, of course, was beset by lobbyists
of all hues, which made it difficult to detect a signal in the noise.
So I began developing some simple coupled climate-economic models to
determine the optimal CO2 emission path that minimizes the net economic
costs of anthropogenic climate change and climate change mitigation, with
emphasis on the intertemporal discounting issue [143, 146]. At the same
time Hans von Storch wrote some similar papers with Olli Tahvonen, an
economist from Finland, whom Hans von Storch had interested in the
problem.
I followed up this work with somewhat more realistic but still relatively
simple economic models based on non-equilibrium multi-agent dynamics.
Two nice Ph.D.s theses came out of this, by Volker Barth, Michael Weber and
Georg Hooss. As a side product, we created a climate computer game based
on our coupled climate-economic model that was implemented in a climate
exhibition for a year or so at the German Science Museum in Munich. The
game was quite popular.
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Coupled climate-economic modeling is still a hobby of mine today. I
believe there is an urgent need for the economic profession, in cooperation with physicists and social scientists, to develop realistic dynamical
non-equilibrium socio-economic models that combine the climate change
problem with the general societal issues of globalization, employment, limited
resources, etc.
At the time I was becoming interested in these problems, in 1990, I was
asked, together with my colleague Hans Hinzpeter, to become a member of
an Evaluating Committee of the Academy Institutes of the former GDR. Our
task was to recommend what should become of the Academy Institutes in the
area of geophysics and the environment, now that the two German states had
become unified. We came across a young group doing interesting interdisciplinary work on various climate-change impact problems. We recommended
that they should be integrated into a new institute designated to study the
societal and economic impacts of climate change and climate change policies.
That was the origin of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research
that was created two years later in 1992. PIK developed a good cooperation with the Max Planck Institute, analyzing many of our climate change
simulations.
We tried to establish a similar activity on a smaller scale also in Hamburg.
I suggested to the president of the University of Hamburg, Jürgen Lüthje,
at a cocktail party given by Reimar Lüst in the Bobby Reich Restaurant
next to the Alster, that the university should support a group to study the
impact of climate change on the economy and society. This was becoming an
increasingly important area of research and would be a good bridge between
the climate activities at the Max Planck Institute and the strong economics
department of the university. Lüthje straightaway talked to Michael Otto,
the head of a large mail-order firm and a well known sponsor of environmental projects, and convinced him of the idea. Michael Otto offered to
endow a professorship for environmental economics for five years and asked
for proposals. The first time round the university proposal was not accepted,
as the university had not committed itself to provide the necessary follow-on
funds for the chair after the first five years had elapsed. But in a second round
the university made the commitment, and the chair was created. Richard Tol,
a very young scientist from the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam who already had
an impressive list of publications, was elected to the professorship.
Unfortunately, an intense cooperation did not emerge with Richard?
Hasselmann: It is the old problem of getting two disciplines to work together.
Richard Tol turned out to be a rather traditional economist who looked rather
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skeptically on the attempts of physicists to get involved in economics. For
this reason I think not everybody that he could have collaborated with—
including myself—was enthusiastic. But Richard is very young and could
develop. So perhaps there may be more collaboration in the future—unless
Richard decides to accept positions he has been offered elsewhere, as has been
rumoured.8
When you retired in 1999, you did something, which—I thought—was rather
unexpected or unpredictable. You had already withdrawn to some extent from the
climate field but you engaged in a new issue. The first time you spoke about that
publicly was at your 60th birthday, when you gave a talk for something like two
hours about your approach to particle theory. You withdrew from the climate field,
which is quite something for a person with your authority and recognition in the
field. You said I do not mind, I am going on to something else that I am more
interested in.
So far you won all battles, you were the young attacker bringing down sclerotic
old ideas and replacing them with more modern ideas. This was well done, you
were successful in doing so and then you suddenly decided, no, I am doing something else now. I am really attacking something totally different and this would be
an uphill battle. You would start as newcomer with all the difficulties; you could
not really use your recognition in the field. How was that?
Hasselmann: Well, I realized that that would be the situation. I was not
surprised. I was a bit surprised at the level of denial—in some cases, even
antagonism—of the established particle physicists. Other physicists were
more open to my ideas. Of course, they were skeptical, but they were willing
to discuss, and in a few cases were even quite positive. But I was aware that
for most physicists I would be regarded as slightly crazy, since I was seen as a
climatologist who could clearly have no idea of particle physics. I was seen as
a dreamer without really knowing what I was talking about. This is perfectly
understandable. I have the same reaction to the strange people who sometimes drifted into my office without the slightest knowledge of climate and
explained to me why we were or were not experiencing global warming. It did
not bother me too much. In my career I have always found that the newer
the idea, and the more distant the field it originates in, the more skepticism
one encounters. Unfortunately, a skeptical reaction is no guarantee that you
have a good idea. It can indeed be a crazy idea. The only way to find out is
to press on regardless.

8 Richard Tol has in the meantime moved from Hamburg to the Economic and Social Research
Institute in Dublin.
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I’ve been looking at particle physics ever since the mid-sixties when I wrote
my Feynman diagram paper on wave-wave interactions in geophysical wave
fields. I was convinced that something was basically wrong in quantum field
theory. I did not know what it is, but I think many physicists would agree
that Einstein had a point in his criticisms of the conceptual foundations of
quantum theory. But, of course, everybody says that Einstein worked all his
life to find another approach, so why should somebody like Hasselmann be
able to solve the problem? Well, I thought it was worth trying. After all, we
can’t all be paralyzed for ever by Einstein. As you say, I have won most of my
battles in the past, and what is the point of having some reputation capital if
you cannot spend it on something that’s fun?
I published a lengthy four-part paper [121, 122, 131, 132] on the basic
ideas of my metron theory in 1996 and 1997, expanding on the first talk I
gave on my 60th birthday in October 1992. This was in a journal on the
basics of physics, which I discovered later, however, was not taken very seriously by most physicists. I have also published two other papers since then
[139, 157] and am right now writing up two further papers on my recent
results. Once the theory is published in accepted journals, it will become
either accepted or rejected. This is as it should be. I am not really concerned
about the outcome, which is beyond by control.
As I mentioned, besides this venture into a new field, I am also still
working on coupled climate-economic models. I created the European
Climate Forum, chaired by Carlo Jaeger, in which we are trying to bring
the stakeholders in the climate change debate—business enterprises, energy
companies, manufacturers, insurance companies, NGOs and so forth—
together with climate scientists and economists to study the climate change
problem, to analyze the various possible mitigation and adaptation policies
options.
But your heart is with particle theory?
Hasselmann: Yes, my heart is with the particles.
Dirk Olbers: I had the pleasure to attend your 60th birthday meeting and to
listen to your metron talk. I thought I understood most of what you said. My
impression was that in just a few years and we would see a new Nobel Prize
winner. Others thought the same, not only myself. Then I met you here and there,
and you always said that you were almost there, you only have to solve these very
complicated equations.
My problem with this answer was there was this equation and mathematicians,
they know that there are existence theorems, and they do not bother at all how the
solution looks. We have the Schrödinger equation and we know for any complex
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molecule whatever you can in principle say that the wave function must exist.
What is the problem with this equation?
Hasselmann: The problem is that the basic metron equations, the Einstein
vacuum equations in a higher—eight—dimensional space, are nonlinear
equations without an external source term. The hypothesis is that besides
the trivial zero solution, the equations have nonlinear eigenvalue solutions of
a special soliton type, for which there exists no analogy that I am aware of in
other branches of physics. It is not at all clear whether or not the equations
have non-trivial solutions. In the Schrödinger equation for the linear eigenfunction of the hydrogen atom, in contrast, the electromagnetic field that
traps the eigenmode is given, as the electromagnetic field of the hydrogen
nucleus. In the metron model, the trapping field is not given, but is generated
by the trapped eigenmodes themselves, by their nonlinear radiation stress. It is
not at all obvious whether the two sets of interacting fields, the trapped eigenmodes and the trapping field, a distortion of the higher dimensional metric,
are mutually consistent, as I had hypothesized. In my 60th birthday talk and
published papers, I demonstrated that solutions of this type do indeed exist
for a much simpler scalar analogue of the Einstein equations, but the problem
was to show that they exist also for the much more complicated Einstein
tensor equations in eight-dimensional space.
I believe that I can now indeed show that such solutions exist, by a numerical perturbation expansion, but only if one postulates that space is discretized
at the smallest Planck scale. Or, alternatively, if one introduces an additional
diffusion term into the Einstein equations that becomes effective only on the
Planck scale.
Constructing the nonlinear eigenvalue solutions for the Einstein tensor
equations in eight-dimensional space was a complex task that took several
years. I did this together with Susanne, who wrote the complicated code
for the algebraic tensor manipulations. But there is still a long way to go.
I have to show that the metron solutions reproduce all the symmetries of
the Standard Model of elementary particles, including the 23 or so empirical constants. And I have to show, too, that the metron model is able to
explain the enormous amount of empirical data on atomic spectra, scattering
cross-sections, superconductivity and so forth that quantum theory has been
able to explain in the last eighty years. So the metron model is really more a
program than a theory. But if the program is successful, it will automatically
unify gravity and microphysics and resolve the many conceptual problems
and formal shortcomings, such as divergences, of quantum field theory.
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You are referring to numerical solutions. Could it be that there is a convergence
problem? So that someone comes along and says this is a numerical solution, I do
not believe you.
Hasselmann: That is always a problem with numerical perturbation solutions. But this is not my main concern. I have computed the solutions to
nine’th order, and they have every appearance of a well converging series.
Once I have written up my results and have them off my chest, I will be happy
to discuss existence problems with mathematicians. As an applied mathematician, I tend to be more sanguine about such issues. I have given many talks
on the metron model to physicists, and there was never a concern about the
formal existence of a numerical series that appeared to be converging. The
reactions always concerned the basic ideas, whether they were only odd or
outrageous.
I should like to give some more talks to different audiences with a social
scientist in attendance. He or she could analyze the different reactions of the
audience and correlate them with the various fields of the people that were
making comments. The closer the person was to elementary particle physics,
the more aggressive were the comments—not the more critical, which I
expected and would have understood, but the more aggressive.
I think one of the problems is that as physicists, we have all been brainwashed into believing that quantum theory is an admittedly unusual, but the
only possible way of resolving the wave-particle duality paradox of microphysics. Philosophically, one has not been able to refute the fundamental
quantum theoretical rejection of the existence of particles or waves as real
objective entities in the classical sense. One can object only on aesthetic
grounds. Einstein objected strenuously, but did not offer an alternative solution. He is generally seen as having failed. It has even be argued, such as
in Bell’s famous no-go theorem, that it is in principle impossible to explain
quantum phenomena by classical theories. However, it has been shown—
although this is widely ignored—that these arguments are all based on the
existence of an arrow of time, which is not acceptable for microphysical
phenomena. Nevertheless, anybody who tries to propose a classical theory
is swimming against a mighty mainstream.
But, finally, must it be that one of the theories is correct and the other one is
incorrect? Or could it be that, as in the case of a spectral model or a grid-point
model, they are simply different ways of finding the same solution.
Hasselmann: I don’t think so. The way I see it is that the problem with
quantum field theory is that the theory captures only half the truth, the wave
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aspect of the wave-particle duality problem. In the metron picture, both particles and fields exist as real objects in the classical sense. Particles are the source
of the fields, which therefore do not exist independently, but only together
with their particle sources. The different types of fields—electromagnetic,
weak and strong—are basically the same as in quantum field theory. And
the interactions between the fields are also essentially the same. In addition,
the metron model has gravitational fields, since it is a unified theory encompassing all fields. But apart from the additional gravitational field, the field
content of the metron model is essentially the same as that of quantum field
theory.
The difference is that quantum field theory doesn’t have the concept of a
particle as a real existing object. It is thus forced to negate also the existence
of fields as real objects. Fields are interpreted only as abstract operators acting
on a Hilbert space of states. From these states one can infer probabilities
for the outcome of experiments—which must be described, nevertheless, in
terms of the particles whose existence one has just negated. This is the strange
construct that creates not only philosophical unease, but also the technical
difficulties of quantum field theory, the divergences and difficulties in unification with gravity. So I don’t see the two theories converging to simply two
mathematically equivalent pictures of the same physics.
Hans von Storch: I would suggest that you read Ludwik Fleck’s book “Die Entstehung einer wissenschaftlichen Tatsache”, because I think you are just in the centre
of the storm which this guy is describing.
Hasselmann: Maybe I should. I had not experienced such strong antagonism
before. I had expected scepticism, but not antagonism. I presented a talk
at a physical colloquium in Oldenburg, and a couple of people sprung up
afterwards and shouted that it was a scandal that somebody should give such
a talk in a physical colloquium. It was almost a religious reaction. I felt I was
in one of those pre-election political talk shows that sometimes get out of
hand.
I had not experienced such violent antagonism before. When I first
presented the nonlinear wave interaction theory, people like Bill Pearson
or Francis Bretherton emphatically said I was all wrong, but this was in
the normal civilized framework of people being skeptical and arguing. And
the established SAR experts were critical but not outright hostile when
I trespassed in their area to develop a theory for the SAR imaging of
ocean waves. Traditional economists also showed only mild irritation, or
simply smiled condescendingly, when I came up with alternative economic
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models. I suppose there was never this feeling that I was attacking anybody’s
foundations. The Oldenburg hecklers were—I suspect somewhat frustrated—
elementary particle physicists.
Hans von Storch: This is just demonstrating for me very clearly that science is a
social process. We are a social group, physicists of whatever, and we have certain
rituals or ways of defining authorities, who is right or wrong. You were confronted
with a different band that has different rules and their authorities try to defend
their status. So I find it very brave of you that you changed roads. You had been
in one band one of the chiefs. Then you suddenly decided that you would be one
of these silly unimportant footsoldiers in another band.
Hasselmann: I find it is a lot of fun. As I say, what is the point of having a
reputation if you cannot use it to play.
Hans von Storch: This Fleck book analyses what happens when science is in a
phase when people just try to repair their knowledge claims. They are inventing
new rules and refining old ones and so forth, even though the whole system is
already wrong. Then it takes a while until it breaks down.
Hasselmann: I personally am convinced that quantum common field theory
as it now exists will break down. That it has basic problems nobody can
seriously argue against.
I presume that you do not say that it is no good. It is good for a certain range
of phenomena but then if you try to extend it as an explanatory tool to different
phenomena, then it fails, it then needs to be re-written fundamentally.
Hasselmann: There is no doubt that quantum theory and quantum field
theory work extremely well for a wide range of phenomena. But I think the
problem is different from, say, Newtonian physics needing to be replaced by
special relativity, or special relativity by general relativity. I believe that the
problem of quantum field theory doesn’t lie in the finite range of phenomena
it can describe, characterized by some parameter range. It lies rather in the
fundamental concepts as such, in the negation of the existence of real objects.
Conceptualization in terms of real objects endowed with particular properties
is, after all, the foundation not only of classical physics, but of all natural
sciences since humankind has started to think scientifically.
But regarding the introduction of new ideas, I take solace in the famous
physicist, I forget who it was, who observed that advances in physics are a
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natural phenomenon that takes care of itself. The old physicists die out and
the young ones are not afraid of new ideas. I am encouraged that young
physicists are much more open to my ideas.
I don’t think that this is a problem of physicists, I think this is a problem of all
scientists.
Hasselmann: Yes, of course, this is not limited to physicists or even scientists.
People obviously build up their view of the world, everything, the interconnections, the values and so forth. And if that is being attacked, they feel
threatened.
Another question. What are perspectives on bringing numerical mathematics into
the field of climate sciences? Do we need that? Would you expect that we can come
up with better algorithms which will help us in a significant way?
Hasselmann: Well, I am not a theoretical numerical mathematician, but
an applied numerical mathematician. I simply apply whatever mathematics
offers to solve problems. In the particular area in which I work, I find that the
numerical techniques that people use have not been developed by mathematicians for their particular application, but are general off-the-shelf methods
that have been adapted by meteorologists or physicists for their particular
application. When they find them inadequate, they improve them themselves, such as in the question of whether to use Lagrangian or Eulerian
propagation schemes in atmospheric models, or whether to use spectral or
grid-point representations. The modifications normally evolve from actual
practical applications. There have been very few, to my knowledge, really
original new ideas that mathematicians have applied to particular problems
in our area.
There had been some attempts to use multi-grid or adaptable grids and so
forth, but these are again off-the-shelf mathematical methods that the scientists simply apply and adapt as the need arises. Often the theoretically more
accurate methods turn out to be computationally less efficient when applied
in vector or parallel supercomputers, so that in most of the larger climate
models one tends to find rather conventional numerical methods. I know
of no real examples where theoretical numerical mathematicians have been
called in to upgrade the numerical performance of models. But perhaps I am
no longer up to date.
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Apart from Klaus Hasselmann, who relied on Herrn Krause in 1961.
Hasselmann: Well, that is in fact just an example that underlines my point.
I chose the appropriate numerical algorithms, for example for the treatment
of the resonant delta-function factors in the integrand, and the mathematics
student implemented them on the computer. It was basically all off-the-shelf.
I have one more question about the relationship with the media or the way scientist should/can/should not/cannot speak to the public through the media. You
started as a climate physicist because you were curious to try out certain things,
then you found it interesting to construct a wave model and things of that sort.
Suddenly you are in the midst of a great public concern and public interest and the
public is asking all kinds of questions. Could you tell us about how you experienced
that?
Hasselmann: Most scientists are not well prepared to do this job. But it is
an obligation for scientists to present their results to the public, as I think we
all agree. The only way to present the results effectively to a broader public
is through the media. This is particularly true if the results, as in the case of
climate change, affect the policies that a country or the society as a whole
needs to pursue.
Few scientists have the talent to interact with the media effectively. Fortunately, at the Max Planck Institute we have had two people that could that
very well, and also liked doing it. One was Mojib Latif, who was in my
group and is now Professor at the Leibnitz Institute of Ocean Sciences in
Kiel. He is probably the publicly best-known climate scientist in Germany
today. Everybody has seen his clear expositions of the climate problem on TV.
The other is Hartmut Graßl, a co-director of the Max Planck Institute who
succeeded Hans Hinzpeter as head of the air-sea interaction and atmospheric
remote sensing group. Graßl was not only an equally effective communicator
with the media, but was also heavily involved in advising policy makers, as
chairman or member of various high level Federal advisory committees. For
these activities he received the prestigious German Medal of Merit. Through
the excellent communication activities of Latif and Graßl, much of the pressure of interacting with the media, public and policy makers was taken off
my shoulders, although I also had to carry my share.
This was sometimes a little frustrating, as the media like to report things
that people like to read rather than what they should be reading, namely the
facts. These can be rather boring, particularly if they are always the same, as
they are for the slowly changing climate. So the media like to present extreme
ideas that are not supported by the science community as a whole. The result
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is that the public tends to be rather confused regarding the climate change
problem. But that is something that we have to live with.
Maybe one final question. It is quite personal. You sit on the beach in Sylt and
you look out on the ocean, on the waves and on the climate and so on. You see the
turbulence. You were in control of wave and climate studies in this early stage of
the Max Planck Institute with all these small growing Ph.D. students and then
this later stage. What do you think, what period was the most satisfying for you?
Were all of the same kind or is there anything which you said I was really satisfied
with this.
Hasselmann: I enjoyed all of these phases in different fashions. I was always
very satisfied when I discovered some new insight, or when something finally
worked.
For example, I was exhilarated when I carried out the computation of the
nonlinear energy transfer for the JONSWAP spectrum and compared it with
the growth data, and they agreed precisely. It took us ten years of work before
we achieved this result.
I was absolutely elated when I watched the launch of ERS-1 in Kouru in
1991. It was incredible that after all those many meetings in ESA, discussing
an abstract project in endless variations in innumerable committees, the
satellite really existed and was roaring up there into space.
And I was enthusiastic when ERS-1 began providing ocean wave images
with the SAR, from which we could retrieve two-dimensional wave spectra
using the algorithm we had developed. When Patrick Heimbach compared
the first three years of retrieved wave spectra in his thesis with the spectra
produced with the operational WAM model at ECMWF, he found very good
overall agreement [140]. But he also discovered a slight shortcoming of the
model, in the propagation of swell, which needed to be brought into closer
agreement with the old results of the Pacific swell experiment. All this was
very pleasing.
I was also emotionally strongly moved on my 60th birthday surprise colloquium, when suddenly all the people I had worked with in different fields
from different countries over many years turned up and gave talks. I had
never realized until then how fortunate I had been in experiencing so many
rich friendships in my career.
But I also had many satisfactory experiences that did not have this deltafunction characteristic. For example, the strengthening and dissemination of
the stochastic forcing concept through a number of very nice Ph.D. theses
or post-doc papers, or the many influential detection and attribution papers
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that followed our first paper, in which we had come up with a quantitative estimate of the—very small—probability that the observed recent global
warming could be attributed to natural variability. This led very soon to the
general acceptance that anthropogenic global warming was real and had been
detected.
In your list, you did not include the creation of the DKRZ.
Hasselmann: I did a lot of things that were simply my obligation as director
of the Max Planck Institute, or as the member of some committee, but these
were not things in which I was strongly involved emotionally. I pushed, for
example, for ERS-1, in various committees—well, I guess I was emotionally
involved there and did in fact battle with some lobbyists pushing other priorities. But one of the things that were simply necessary and didn’t run into any
opposition was the creation of the Climate Computing Center. This was, of
course, a key component of the German, and later also the European, climate
program, but not something for which I personally deserve particular credit.
You said, there were always two roles you played. One is the wage earner, just
doing what you have to do; on the other hand you are the unruly scientist who is
just following your curiosity. I guess the answers you gave just to those questions
was the unruly part.
Hasselmann: Well, they were both parts. In fact, the successful parts were
really the wage-earning parts. I believe most scientists, unless they are obviously geniuses, need to have a professional commitment to work in some
field in which they can be reasonably sure to produce results that justify
their salary. Climate, ocean waves and satellite remote sensing are three such
typical fields. It is clear what needs to be done—within a spectrum of viable
options—and if you work on the problems, you can expect to get useful
results.
On the other hand, the things that really interested me, like turbulence
theory or now quantum phenomena, were problems where it was not at all
clear that one would ever be successful. If I were a young physicist today
working officially in elementary particle theory, I would have great problems.
It is quite clear that there is not an obvious road to a successful solution.
But as a young scientist, you need to publish. So you have to jump on some
bandwagon which the establishment has created, such as string theory, which
joyfully leads everyone to nowhere.
So I think it is important—if you do not regard yourself as a genius—to
have a serious obligation to society to do some useful research. This gives you
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the freedom to engage also in problems that cannot be solved from one day to
the next, without the pressure of having to continually publish. But now that
I am retired, of course, I am completely free to pursue these hobbies anyway.

2.2

Supplement 26 June 2021

When and why did you, or your family, return to Germany after the war. How
did this happen?
My mother was suffering from MS and never really settled in England. She
was quite unhappy there. My father was offered the position of CEO with
the GEG (Großeinkaufs Gesellschaft Deutscher Konsumgenossenschaften) in
Hamburg. He had already worked for the Cooperative Society in England for
several years. This was an opportunity for the family to return to Germany in
1948. They lived on the top floor of the only non-destroyed apartment block
known as the ‘Beim Strohhause’ block. All around there were only ruins. I
stayed in England for another year to complete my Grammar School Certificate. Had I been a British national, I could have received a scholarship for
Cambridge University but being German, this was not possible. I joined my
family in Germany in 1949.
On my train ticket it said that I had to get off in Hamburg Altona, so
I didn’t get off the at Hamburg Hauptbahnhof and the next station was
Flensburg, which is right up north near the Danish border. This was my first
experience of Germany.
When did you know that you were destined to become a physicist? Did you
consider any alternatives?
I’ve always been interested in Physics. My first really exciting experience was
building a radio detector I couldn’t believe that I could hear music through
it. I pursued this interest on my own because my physics teacher didn’t like
me and was not very inspiring. However, I was also very interested in art,
which I also pursued with a passion although my senior school exam results
in the subject were not good. I took this as a sign that I should go into
Physics. Having returned to Germany, I completed an internship at Menck
and Hambrook, which was a mandatory requirement for a German Diploma
in Physics at the time. I had some problems with my colleagues there: I heard
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them addressing each other with the familiar ‘du‘9 and assumed that this was
part of the corporate culture there … it wasn’t—at least not for a trainee—
and they let me know it in their own way.
Having seen Oxford students wandering around in the park, pondering
and discussing things, I had gained the impression, that the life of a scientist
was very laid back. So, I only rarely attended the lectures at the University of Hamburg and, by the end of the semester, found that I no longer
understood a single word. So, for the first time in my life, I finally had to
knuckle down and study zealously. I met some very lively and stimulating
lifelong friends there including Wolfgang Kundt (Bonn), Gerd Wibberenz
(Kiel), Ewald Richter (HH).

2.3

Conversation in 2021 About Climate
Science Becoming a Political Actor

In June 2021, Klaus Hasselmann (KH) joined Susanne Hasselmann (SH),
Dirk Olbers (DO) and Hans von Storch (HvS) to discuss how climate science
had entered the social arena.10
HvS: Ola Johannessen once asked how the initially rather academic subject
of climate change and climate dynamics became a dominant topic in political discourse. In your interview you said that your Institute was founded at
the time explicitly with reference to the social importance of this topic and
Reimar Lüst has made similar comments.
KH: Yes, that’s right.
HvS: But in the early years it was rather abstract.
KH: Yes, that’s the way it was. Everyone expected us to immediately buy a
huge computer and start calculating. And it was clear to me that we had not
yet understood many of the basic questions about climate change and human
impact on the climate. I was particularly interested in clarifying the basics of
human influence on the climate. How can we distinguish between natural
and man-made climate fluctuations? Initially, that was my real motivation.
HvS: Dirk, you were an early member of the Max Planck Institute. Did you
realize at the time that this was the overarching topic?
9

There are three ways of saying “you” in modern German: du, Sie and ihr, whereby “du” is reserved
for close friends and family as well as other extremely informal relationships.
10 The discussion took place in German; translation by Dirk Olbers.
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DO: No, not at all. We all had our own little niches in which we tried to solve
various physics problems. Every now and then we would be requested to give
a lecture on questions such as what climate is and what we can expect. In my
opinion, this was initially explained in a relatively vague way. I gave lectures
in which I really explained the spectrum of atmospheric radiation, although
that probably didn’t interest people, who just wanted to know whether it
would rain or not at a given location. But we didn’t know all that. We knew
the basic physics, but the effects on humans and on the regional climate were
unknown.
HvS: Klaus, who approached you about this topic? I know it was Reimar Lüst
but there must have been others. Did certain politicians also approach you in
the seventies asking for clarification of this issue?
KH: The climate problem had gradually entered public discourse and the
political arena by the mid-seventies. The Institute was founded to address the
climate problem. That was Lüst’s idea, and it was he who convinced me to
join him although I had nothing to do with the climate problem at that time.
However, I was on an advisory committee that also dealt with human impact
on the climate so, I was already familiar with the fact that climate was set
to become the subject of political and scientific interest. So, whilst the topic
was not new to me, I did wonder how I could best address it as a member
of the Institute. The answer to that was developed at a later stage but it was
certainly expected that I would take up this topic.
HvS: “It was expected”? By Reimar Lüst or were there other?
KH: By the public. By Lüst to a lesser degree: he always gave me a free rein
and I never felt pressured by him.
SH: It was mainly the Swede Bert Bolin who recommended Klaus. The
meteorologists were very much against it because he was better known as a
physicist and oceanographer. He actually had to prove to them that he understood something about climate, because he didn’t understand anything about
it at the time and then quickly produced this simple stochastic climate model
in order to have a basis on which to work.
KH: My first challenge in the climate field back in 1975 was to assess human
impact on climate; to be able to distinguish man-made climate change from
natural climate variability.
HvS: Who were the leading meteorologists at that time?
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KH: Flohn was reasonable; but a meteorologist from Berlin was upset that a
non-meteorologist had been given a job in climate research.
DO: What surprised us very much at the time was that the Institute was
called the MPI for Meteorology rather than for Climate Research.
KH: I actually wanted to call it “for climate research” or something like that,
but Lüst said it should be called “for meteorology” instead because that’s very
general and you never know in which direction things would go. It’s a tradition at the Max Planck Society that people drift into something completely
different from what they’re supposed to be doing, which is why he wanted to
leave it as open as possible.
HvS: So, in the first phase it was more academics like Bolin or Flohn
or people who knew about it who approached you, but probably not
heavyweight politicians?
KH: Not really.
HvS: When did politicians first take an interest?
SH: The first political interest in us was by Angela Merkel when she was
minister for the environment in the early to mid 90s.
HvS: And this contact with Mrs. Merkel—how did that go?
SH: She had a perfect understanding about everything to do with the climate.
KH: I don’t really remember that.
HvS: Initially, there were the general academic questions on climate: how
does the climate work in the first place? and how can one analyse the climate?
The effect or impact was not a relevant topic, which was also dealt with at one
time. But then reunification of the two Germanys brought with it the opportunity to found the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) on
your recommendation.
Politically speaking, it all happened very quickly back then. And it was
a matter of transferring the strong aspects of GDR science into new forms.
There was also a significant GDR weather service meteorology department
at the Telegraphenberg in Potsdam. So, the idea was that something should
be created on the Telegraphenberg, and I think it was then that you and
others came up with the idea of founding an Institute for Climate Impact
Research there, which would complement the work being carried out at your
own Institute.
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KH: Yes, the idea was that we should do the basic science and they should
research the impact on society.
HvS: There was a paper by Nordhaus entitled “to slow or not to slow”, which
was quite important for me. And I think that was the moment when your
commitment to the question of climate and society became much stronger.
KH: Yes, it grew. I don’t know specifically when that was. Certainly, before
the foundation of the PIK. After all, I had suggested the foundation of the
PIK at that time to study the impact on society.
HvS: My perception is that at the end of the nineties or the beginning of the
2000s, the German public looked to the PIK, and no longer to the MPI for
information on climate research.
KH: Yes, in terms of impact research. The impact of humans on the climate
was the central question, not the climate itself as a scientific problem, as
a physical problem, but as a human problem. That was also the intention,
that the PIK should focus on a precise investigation into the anthropogenic
impact.
SH: You weren’t interested in informing the public, you were always interested in basic research, and you were glad that Mojib [Latif ] took care of that
on behalf of the MPI.
KH: I was glad that we had Mojib Latif and Hartmut Graßl. They took care
of certain tasks that were important for the Institute. I had no desire to do
that myself.
HvS: That led to a perception that the most important researchers in
Germany were Graßl and Latif. Mr Hasselmann was hardly known.
KH: That suited me down to the ground.
DO: Initially, this division of labour between the MPI and the PIK didn’t
work properly because the PIK sometimes hired our doctoral students and
colleagues, who then ran the same models as we did, and tried to answer the
same questions. In this respect, the impression arose that rather than doing
climate impact research, the Institute was conducting basic climate research.
They were actually competing with us for a very long time. They were doing
exactly the same ice sheet models—everything the same. That went on for
ten years or so. Later on, research was actually conducted into such things as,
let’s say, the drought in Brandenburg in soil models and things like that. But
today that’s no longer the case.
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HvS: Yes, they have a very strong economic dimension with Edenhofer. They
also do that beautifully; I think the thing with the budget approach is downright ingenious. But, the tipping points, or the expectation that there will be
a whole series of them are a dominant element in public discourse.
KH: Schellnhuber always zeroed in on a specific buzzword and that then had
an effect in the discourse.
HvS: That is also correct from a communication perspective; it’s how it
should be done.
KH: Well, he overdid it a bit at times and sometimes introduced a bit of
a weird aspect. I found the interaction between climate research, impact
research and climate impact research exciting. I was very interested in this in
general, but I was quite happy when the PIK really took it up and followed
up on it. I thought it was an important topic and it was also my intention
when I initiated the founding of the PIK.
DO: Were there any examples in other countries that already had similar
institutes?
KH: To some extent, Smagorinski’s group had done something similar. But,
no, as far as I know, there was no institute doing exactly the same thing.
HvS: What is your idea of the ideal policy consultation?
KH: Well, it would involve people actually listening to what I have to say.
That would be nice!
SH: For a long time, you were of the opinion that your role is to present the
research, the facts, and that what is done with them is someone else’s business.
But certain things, such as the photo of Cologne Cathedral under water on
the front cover of the Spiegel magazine etc., made you realise that that wasn’t
working. That was when you started to develop these socio-economic models
and decided to make a contribution to the question of how to deal with the
problem and thought that politicians would listen to you. But it didn’t work
out that way.
Why did a young girl sitting down in front of the parliament in Stockholm
and going on a school strike start such a big movement? She came at it from
an emotional standpoint; you came at it from a scientific base. But public
demand is what influences the wider public and politics, and that goes via
the emotions.
KH: I hadn’t really considered the interaction between politics, the public
and the media. The fact that it was important had always been clear to me.
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The job of researchers is to clarify scientific connections. And I already knew
that the ways in which the results are then put into practice and enter into
the public domain to stimulate those mechanisms that are important in the
process was an important field, but it was not my field.
My idea was always to set up a research institute to study the interaction
between climate science and politics and society—the PIK.
HvS: Did the PIK succeed in this task?
KH: Yes, it has managed to do so in its own way and has come into the
public eye—sometimes a bit distorted. But the question of how to mediate
between scientific knowledge and policy implementation has already reached
the public. That is still an issue.
HvS: At some point, we also started discussing the philosophy of science in
Salzau. It turned out that none of us—except for Martin Heimann, who had
heard a lecture on the subject in Switzerland—had ever really thought about
it.
KH: I didn’t know that at all; I must have forgotten. I always had a great
respect for Heimann.
HvS: These questions did not figure in our curriculum at all.
KH: What questions?
HvS: History: the history of Science. Norms: what standards do we have?
What does “good science” actually mean? You view that in different ways.
But this whole philosophical dimension was non-existent at the MPI.
SH: That was already a question with Walter Munk, because American scientists feel a greater responsibility to the public than the Germans, so there was
definitely a discussion with you on this topic.
KH: But I didn’t discuss much with Walter Munk beyond science.
SH: Yes, yes, you had a lot of discussions about the fact that, as a scientist,
one is also obliged to write popular science books. You said that your time
was taken up with theoretical research and so on. But afterwards you got fully
involved in these socio-economic models.
HvS: Your later turn towards the metrons then also completely took you over.
KH: Yes, yes.
HvS: One could see the situation like this: Hasselmann laid the foundations
for understanding the climate problem and thus also for solving it. But when
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it came to actually translating this into a politically concrete situation, he then
said “nah, others can do that better—I’m now focusing on the only topic that
is really relevant, the metrons”.
KH: Yes, the metrons had always interested me in the past in addition to my
main work.
DO: You say the others can do it better—who can really do it better? I would
say that they have failed just as much as we have. After us came the sociologists, such as Harald Welzer, who has written an incredible number of popular
books, but they didn’t listen to them either, just as they didn’t listen to us.
SH: But that’s not a question for the physicists, it’s a question for the
sociologists and psychologists.
HvS: Have you ever met a politician who internalised your arguments to such
an extent that he wanted to implement something?
KH: Really from my ideas?
DO: Yes, about the climate problem, that he really wanted to do something?
Politicians also came to the AWI. I wrote a brochure for Riesenhuber. The
foreword, which he probably didn’t write himself, is published under his
name. My impression was that the essential thing for him was the photo
opportunity when you handed this thing over. But what was written in it
probably didn’t interest him in the slightest.
KH: There are a number of different forces at work to which mankind is
reacting. The climate problem is a long-term issue, but most people want
to achieve short-term success. That’s the main problem, that the long-term
problems are always kicked into the long grass and then neglected. Whenever I’m supposed to do something for politics, I’m always a bit demotivated
because I think, “but we already said that 40 years ago”.
DO: Are the arguments of the sociologists, psychologists and economists who
talk about climate today any more effective than ours? I look at it like this:
we’ve done, let’s say, 40 years of climate research. We understood everything
and said everything we could say. Today, it’s the turn of other sciences to talk
about climate conditions on television. Most of the talk show guests are really
sociologists and economists. Not much has actually happened.
KH: Humans are so trained in all the conflicts they have to resolve that this
has to happen in the next 1, 2, or maybe 10 years. But here is a problem that
requires planning on time scales of 30–40 years. Mankind is simply not used
to that—with the exception of foreseers, who may be able to do it.
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HvS: I wouldn’t think so. So, if you think of the UN’s 16 Millennium Development Goals, many of them are of this long-term character. Poverty for
example: people in India who have to live in cardboard boxes. That’s a longterm problem. But we no longer pay any attention to it; we are no longer
interested in it. When it is said that the climate problem is the most important issue of all, then this corresponds to our local social perception. We no
longer have that kind of poverty here—people living in cardboard boxes, for
example. Other Millennium Development Goals do not play a role for us
either. But in India they play a massive role. Since these are international
global problems, there is a competition of concern that we cannot handle
well.
KH: Yes, that’s right.
HvS: There is an aspect of the North–South conflict, the consequences of
colonialism. Climate is an important issue, I would say. But I doubt that it is
really recognised globally as the most important and we can’t judge or decide
that either. We can judge the climate problem wonderfully, but we cannot
judge the poverty problem.
KH: How to classify the climate problem and all the other issues facing
humanity is something we don’t really have a handle on. The climate problem
is treated in the abstract and not embedded in all the other problems that
global society is trying to solve at the same time. It’s not just clear-cut problem
solving. It’s embedded in general politics.
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3
The Strands of Klaus Hasselmann’s Science

While Klaus Hasselmann began, as many theoretical physicists do, expecting
to find a solution to the “turbulence problem” (whatever that is), he noticed
that this would be a rather big challenge, and that it may also be good
to tackle easier problems. And that is what he did before returning to
the old dream when he retired, although he was not particularly successful
in attracting praise and recognition. His thinking was informed by the
dominance of a low-dimensional subspace, within which the dynamic lives
and acts, while it influences, and is statistically influenced by myriads of
factors in a high-dimensional space. This approach is sometimes obvious and
sometimes under the surface, but it is ubiquitous.
The different strands of Hasselmann’s interest and effort relate to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ocean wave theory and prediction
remote sensing
stochastic climate model
reducing phase spaces
climate and society
building the modelling strategy of MPI
METRONs—particle theory.

For each of the above areas we shall first provide a brief overview of the
topic, try to determine the significance of Hasselmann’s work for the field,
and provide a facsimile of a key publication, often his first on the subject.
These first papers were often rather complicated and sometimes difficult
to comprehend. In many cases, they were later followed by other versions
© The Author(s) 2022
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characterised by a remarkable clarity. The reason why, wherever possible, we
present the first papers, is to provide the reader with a glimpse into Hasselmann’s thought processes. As a rule, if something is truly great then the
original ideas become simple. And indeed, Klaus was unwilling to update
his original stochastic climate model-paper, “because it is too simple”.
The numbered references below relate to the publication list in Sect. 5.

3.1

Ocean Wave Theory and Prediction: From
Basic Physics to an Integrated Wind
and Wave Data Assimilation System1

The challenge
There are two main challenges involved in ocean wave research:
1. One would like to better understand the basic physics, which is really
quite complicated: even today many aspects are not fully understood.
2. There is a great need for practical applications: reliable forecasts and
climatologies.
What was known in the 1950s?
Ocean wave research was booming in the 1950s,2 with exciting progress being
made along several lines. The semi-empirical forecasting methods of Sverdrup and Munk, based on wave height observations, came into wider use.
Visual observations were complemented by instrumental observations, both
in the laboratory and in the field. Bill Pierson introduced ocean wave spectra,
applying results from studies on random noise, and he developed practical
methods for ocean wave forecasting using wave spectra and statistics. Owen
Philips and John Miles made significant contributions to the understanding
of basic processes.

1

By Gerbrand Komen after some discussions with Luigi Cavaleri.
Details and references can be found in Hisashi Mitsuyasu’s excellent Historical Note on the Study
of Ocean Surface Waves (Journal of Oceanography, 58, pp. 109–120, 2002), and also in Klaus’ own
account [95].
2
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Basic equations
Then, in 1960, Klaus Hasselmann published Grundgleichungen der
Seegangsvorhersage (Basic equations for sea state predictions) in German
in the journal Schiffstechnik (Maritime Engineering) ([3], see facsimile f1
below). The paper opens by noting that knowledge of the forces acting upon
developing ocean waves (“wind sea”) is insufficient, but also—more optimistically—that recent advances are encouraging in terms of attempts to develop
a reliable, general method of sea state prediction and that this should be
based on an equation that represents the energy balance that shapes the ocean
wave spectrum. This is then followed by what is now known as the energy
balance equation, aka the radiative transfer equation, which expresses the
rate of change in energy of a spectral component as a result of advection,
wind input, dissipation, and the exchange of energy between different wave
components due to nonlinear resonant interactions.
In the paper, Hasselmann expresses his surprise that this equation had not
been included in previous approaches. However, this is not quite correct,
because, in fact, Gelci and his colleagues had formulated and used a similar
equation in 1957 in a paper entitled Prévision de la houle. La méthode des
densités spectroangulaires, which was published in the Bulletin d’information
du Comité central d’océanographie et d’études des cotes. Obviously, this was not
known to Klaus at that time. Anyway, his treatment contained an important
new element, namely the inclusion of the wave-wave interaction term.
Some readers of Grundgleichungen (for example, Richard Dorrestein,
director of Oceanography and Maritime Meteorology at the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute) were surprised that the paper did neither
derive nor justify the correctness of the energy balance equation. In fact,
a decent derivation was not provided until 1975, when Jürgen Willebrand
published his ‘Energy transport in a nonlinear and inhomogeneous random
gravity wave field’.
Grundgleichungen not only includes the basic equations, but also discusses
several applications in special situations, namely for fully developed wind sea
and for the “development phase, in which the non-linear effects are still negligible”. Later it would become clear that this second application was rather
academic as nonlinear interactions were found to be strong for young wind
sea. Finally, the paper includes a section on finite depth effects, with an
application of generation in the Neusiedler See, a lake in Austria, south of
Vienna.
Grundgleichungen has a modest citation record. Nevertheless, its impact
has been enormous, as it not only provided a basis for further work, but also
set out an agenda for ocean wave research by stating that:
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• (...) more precise observations would be required (a theoretical calculation
might fail for the time being due to the turbulence problem) to determine
those terms used in the energy equation that are still uncertain with greater
precision.
• the method could be expanded with the aid of a suitable computer
programme for an electronic digital system, to calculate fast and accurate
sea state and swell forecasts for any wind fields identified on the weather
chart.
Klaus himself would actively pursue these objectives over the next few
decades, with help of the global wave research community which he
successfully mobilized. This is now history, with several well-written and
well-documented accounts.3 Here a short overview will be given.
Nonlinear interactions
Grundgleichungen contained an explicit expression for the exchange of energy
between different wave components due to nonlinear resonant interaction,
the so-called Boltzmann integral, a five-dimensional integral containing the
products of wave spectra and a number of exchange functions. The exchange
functions were not included in the 1960, but appeared in follow-up papers
[6, 8, 9] in 1962 and 1963, and in a comprehensive and more general account
which appeared in 1968 as “Weak-interaction theory of ocean waves” (21).
The Boltzmann integral is actually a 6-dimensional integral in
wavenumber space, constrained by the resonance condition, namely that the
frequency of the ‘forced’ component is equal to the sum of the frequencies
of the ‘forcing’ components. Its numerical integration is challenging because
wave spectra are typically sharply peaked. To obtain reliable results these peaks
have to be represented with a high degree of accuracy in high resolution.
Initial results were already available in 1961, indicating that energy from
waves near the peak of the spectrum was transferred to still longer waves,
but integrating the Boltzmann integral with sufficient accuracy and affordable computing costs remained a challenge for the next 25 years or so [198,
77, 78, 114]. An initial successful application emerged in 1972 when it was
3 For example: Young and van Vledder 1993: A review of the central role of nonlinear interactions
in wind-wave evolution; Janssen 2007 Progress in ocean wave forecasting; The WISE-group (Cavaleri
et al.) 2007 Wave modelling—The state of the art. This in addition to Mitsuyasu’s 2002 Historical
Note mentioned in the previous footnote.
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found that nonlinear resonant interactions were essential for understanding
the spectral evolution observed during JONSWAP. Later applications from
1980 onwards were used in numerical wave prediction models.
JONSWAP
Klaus Hasselmann was involved in several large-scale field experiments. The
first was the Pacific swell propagation programme [18] with Walter Munk and
others. Another major campaign was MARSEN in 1979 in the North Sea.
Perhaps best known is JONSWAP, which Hasselmann coordinated, which
took place in the German Bight in 1969 following a pilot experiment in
1968. There were several objectives, such as measuring wave growth, wind
stress, atmospheric turbulence, and swell attenuation. The development of
sea states was studied by continuously measuring wave spectra along a line
extending 160 kms into the North Sea westward from Sylt under (fairly)
stationary offshore wind conditions.
One important result was the parametrisation of the observed spectra. The
starting point was an earlier parametrisation by Pierson and Moskowitz for
fully developed seas. The most remarkable difference was the strong enhancement of the energy level at the spectral peak during growth. Mitsuyasu,
who had performed similar measurements at about the same time in Hakata
Bay, proposed a somewhat different parametrisation, however the JONSWAP
spectrum would be used more widely in later studies and applications.
A second important result of JONSWAP was the determination of the
fetch dependence of the spectral parameters, where fetch is defined as the
distance to shore. Ideally, one would like to perform these studies for a
constant wind blowing perpendicular from a straight coastline. In reality this
never occurs, which results in a lot of scatter in plots of measured wave parameters against fetch. This is usually somewhat hidden in log–log plots. Another
problem relates to the choice of scaling variable. Quantities such as wave
height and wavelength are usually presented in nondimensional form with the
aid of either the wind speed at a given height or the frictional velocity. The
choice is important when one extrapolates the JONSWAP results—which
were obtained for fairly moderate wind speeds—to higher wind speeds, as
the windspeed/friction velocity ratio is itself a function of wind speed.
Perhaps the most rewarding outcome was a better understanding of the
mechanism of wave evolution. Using computations of the Boltzmann integral
and simple parametrisations for wind input and dissipation it could be shown
that wind input mainly occurs at medium and high frequencies and that
the generation of low frequency waves—and the associated mean wavelength
increase with fetch (and wave age)—is due to nonlinear interactions.
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Models
The JONSWAP-results formed essential ingredients for the realisation of the
second objective set out in Grundgleichungen: “to calculate fast and accurate
wind sea and swell forecasts”.
Numerical wave models represent the wave spectrum on grid points and
simulate their evolution in small time steps. As numerical integration of
the full Boltzmann integral was prohibitively expensive, several ocean wave
models were developed in Hamburg and elsewhere in which the effect of
the nonlinear transfer was modelled by prescribing the spectral shape and
imposing the observed dependence of the spectral parameters on the wave
age. These models had skill and were used for many applications, but then an
international model intercomparison (SWAMP) found that different models
produced very different results in particular situations. An important step
forward was made by the development of EXACT-NL [76], a model that
used an approximation developed by Klaus and Susanne Hasselmann. Results
were presented in Miami in 1981 but were not published until 1985.
Hasselmann launched a new initiative in 1984 known as the WAM (Wave
Modelling) group in which an international team of researchers would collaborate on the further development of a model based on the Grundgleichungen.
This involved the further improvement of the source terms, a new more
rapid approximation to the Boltzmann integral, and implementation in many
different centres. At ECMWF much work was done by Susanne Hasselmann
and others at ECMWF, in particular by Liana Zambresky, Peter Janssen and
Heinz Günther, each of whom spent several years in Reading installing the
model on the CRAY-1, coupling it to wind fields, performing test and validation runs, introducing the model into the operational forecast cycle, and
setting up routine validation against observations. Visitors from the WAM
group (such as Anne Guillaume, Vince Cardone and Luigi Cavaleri and their
colleagues) also made significant contributions. The model became known
as the WAM model. Results were published in 1988, and later, in 1994,
in the monograph “Dynamics and Modelling of Ocean Waves” [244]. This
was all done under the continuous guidance of and was inspired by Klaus
Hasselmann.
There was a certain amount of consensus that models constructed on the
basis of fundamental physics, such as that described in Grundgleichungen, and
the WAM-model in particular, would be superior to more empirical models.
However, reality is complex: the WAM-model had some shortcomings, in
particular in the numerics, whilst some models that did not integrate the
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Boltzmann equation were very well tuned and performed quite well. In practice, the quality of wind forcing was often a limiting factor. In fact, WAM
was so reliable that it could detect errors in the atmospheric model used to
generate surface winds.
Towards an integrated wind and wave data assimilation system
In 1985, when work on the WAM model was under way, and remote
sensing from earth observing satellites became feasible, Hasselmann came
up with a new and ambitious vision [74, 79, 95], namely, to run a coupled
atmosphere/surface wave/ocean model, which could provide first-guess information for the retrieval of useful information from satellites, and which
would assimilate all available observations in real time. This would then
provide the best possible forecasts as well as an archive for climate and other
research. This seemed like a pipedream in 1985, and some people were critical
because of its inductive structure, as it would use model results to interpret
measurements which were then used to validate the model. Nevertheless, it
became a reality in the nineties, and was highly successful, helping to improve
forecasting expertise and providing huge and useful datasets (ERA) for earth
system research.
Heritage
After 1994, Hasselmann put his energy in other endeavours, while ocean
wave research continued, building upon what he had already started.
“Dynamics and Modelling of Ocean Waves” [244] became a standard reference book and remained so throughout the years, when many groups
attempted to improve the representation of the various source terms. The
WAM-model is still in use for both forecasting and wave climate studies.
Klaus’ dream of an integrated wind and wave data assimilation system
became reality in 1998 when ECMWF started running a coupled forecasting
system, where the atmospheric component of the Integrated Forecasting
System (IFS) communicated with the wave model through the exchange of
the Charnock parameter, which determines the roughness of the sea surface.
New ocean wave models, such as SWAN and WAVEWATCH, were developed. They are still essentially based on the Grundgleichungen as described by
Hasselmann in his 1960 paper.
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Remote Sensing4

From the beginning of his career, Hasselmann has been working on ocean
waves. His Ph.D. thesis from 1957 dealt with the “Propagation of the von
Schmidt head waves”. He later published 3 papers in the Journal of Fluid
Mechanics “On the nonlinear energy transfer in gravity-wave spectrum, parts
1–3” in 1962–1963 [6, 8, 9]. When he was working with Walter Munk
at IGPP, Scripps, he co-authored a paper with Munk and others about the
“Propagation of ocean swell across the Pacific”, which was published in
1966 [18]. By 1970, Hasselmann and M. Schieler had already published a
“remote sensing paper” in which they discussed “Radar backscatter from the
sea surface” [26]. Hasselmann and his colleagues [45–49] published several
important papers in 1978, which concerned radar measurements of wind
and waves, which were followed by several papers about the same topic over
the following years. This culminated in the international Marine Remote
Sensing Experiment, MARSEN, in the North Sea between the 16th of July
to the 15th of October 1979 whose objectives were: “(1) to investigate the
use of remote sensing techniques for oceanographic applications and (2) to
utilise remote sensing techniques in combination with in-situ oceanographic
measurements to investigate oceanic processes in finite-depth water in the
near-shore zone”. MARSEN was a well-integrated experiment in which six
remote sensing aircraft took part including the NASA CV-990 with the
JPL SAR with Omar Shemdin. 60 scientists from 6 countries took part in
this very important experiment which was headed up by Hasselmann [67].
The results of the experiment were set out in several papers, 14 of which
were published in a Special Issue of the JGR in 1983. One very important
paper from the MARSEN Experiment entitled “Theory of SAR ocean wave
imaging: A MARSEN view” appeared in the JGR in 1985 and was published
by Hasselmann’s international team. The paper included a proposal for a new
SAR imaging model, which would be fundamental for SAR imaging of the
ocean surface from satellites SARs in the future [75].
Hasselmann had already become a key member of the ESA High Level
Advisory Committee (EOAS) by 1980 (see below). Working with ESA,
Klaus Hasselmann and his wife Susanne published a fundamental paper “On
the nonlinear mapping of an ocean wave spectrum onto a SAR image spectrum and its inversion” [102]. A facsimile of this paper is presented below as
an example of one of the major contributions the Hasselmann family made
to the future of the retrieval of the ocean wave spectrum from the ERS-1 C
4

Prepared by Ola M. Johannessen, Guy Duchossois and Evert Attema.
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band SAR on the global scale. Klaus and Susanne continued to contribute
to the field of global SAR ocean wave spectrum research, but they drifted
more and more into climate research. It appeared that their final contribution to ERS SAR Wave Mode was an extensive review entitled “The ERS
SAR wave mission mode: A breakthrough in global ocean wave observations”,
which was published in “ERS missions –20 years of Observing Earth, ESA
SP-1326.2013” by Klaus Hasselmann as lead author and 15 co-authors [176].
In the latter half of 1970 Hasselmann was invited to join ESA’s thematic
Scatterometer Expert Group-SEG and later, in 1981, he became a member
of the High-level Earth Observation Advisory Committee (EOAC), which
was founded by the ESA Director General. Of course, he was invited because
he had seen the opportunity of using SAR from aeroplanes or satellites
for ocean, wind and wave observations and had headed up the MARSEN
Experiment in 1979. This expert group and committee provided outstanding
scientific support for and made recommendations to ESA in various areas
such as the definition of priority mission objectives, payload composition
priorities, instrument performance specifications, in-orbit calibration requirements, the development of data processing algorithms, and geophysical
product validation approaches. As a key contributor to this ESA Expert
groups, Hasselmann played a major role in terms of the development of the
mission objectives and the choice of the ERS-1 payload.
EOAC was given the following mandate by the ESA DG:
• To review and, if necessary, revise, the mission objectives of the European
remote-sensing satellite programme as defined in the 1970s.
• To put forward an optimal configuration for the payload of the first ERS-1
mission.
The initial mission objectives, defined in the 1970s, had focused on
the commercial and operational exploitation of remote-sensing applications.
However, at the beginning of the 1980s, these objectives began to evolve
within the Earth observation community, with the advent of worldwide
programmes to study the oceans and the climate, such as the World Climate
Research Programme (WCRP), the World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE), and the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA), which
sought to answer the increasing concerns of the world scientific community,
political decision-makers, and the general public over the issues of climate
change and possible interactions with human activities. The new situation
also required a deeper scientific understanding of the climate system, and
hence also the main components of this system, namely the oceans, the
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polar regions, the continental land masses, and the atmosphere including the
interactions between them—a field in which Hasselmann was also an expert.
The EOAC recommended the following payload for ERS-1.
• The Active Microwave Instrumentation (AMI), combining a SAR mode
and a wind scatterometer mode in the C band. The SAR wave mode was
to determine the wave spectrum from 5 × 5 km mini-images collected
globally every 200 km along the ground track of the orbit which was the
result of Hasselmann’s involvement. It would also collect high-resolution
SAR images (25 m resolution) above continental and coastal regions, and
polar ice caps.
• A radar altimeter operating in the Ku band.
• A laser retro-reflector system for precise restitution of the satellite orbit.
Hasselmann also contributed to the selection of an “unusual” orbit
scenario combining several successive orbit cycle periods (3 days, 35 days
and twice 168 days repeat cycles), which would satisfy the various research
communities (ice, ocean circulation, SAR land imagery, geodesy).
Following the launch of ERS-1, the exploitation of the resulting data via
complex processing algorithms, some from the Hasselmann team dealing
with the global spectrum of waves, led to the organisation of many ERS-1
symposia by ESA with ever increasing participant numbers (400 participants
in Cannes in 1992, 500 in Hamburg in 1993, 700 in Florence in 1997…)
and with specialised workshops on downstream application demonstrations
(200 participants in Toledo in 1994, London in 1995 and Zurich in 1996…).
These ERS-1 symposia provided Hasselmann with opportunities to present
the results of his team’s work on wave mechanisms and global ocean wave
spectra retrieved via the 5 × 5 km SAR images [e.g., 108, 115, 123, 124].
Hasselmann’s expertise and ability to analyse and propose solutions to
issues raised for ERS-1 was exceptional. He was the object of a general
admiration by the entire ERS-1 team and was invited by ESA to attend
the successful launch of ERS-1 in July 1991 in Kourou, Guyana. This
was an opportunity for ESA to thank him for his dedication and valuable
contributions to the success of this mission.
ERS-1 and its successor ERS-2, which was launched in 1995, paved the
way to the successful Envisat mission, which was launched in 2002. Together,
these three missions provided some 20 years of continuous data as recalled
during ERS’ 20th anniversary celebration at ESRIN Frascati in 2011 which
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was attended by some of the pioneers including Hasselmann [176]. These
early missions were the precursors of the current joint ESA-EU Copernicus
programme and the Sentinel mission series, making Europe a world leader in
Earth observation and environment monitoring.
As previously mentioned, Hasselmann was an extremely important
contributor during the early days of the ERS development. He was a fast
talker with strong opinions. Not everybody could follow all of his complicated theories. Within his own scientific “bubble” he may not have been
accustomed to much opposition in a debate, but he would always be open
to accepting the opinions of his opponents if supported by correct theories
and/or empirical evidence.
In addition to the political support for the ERS mission, Hasselmann was
also very important within the scientific community. This was badly needed
because, in the early days, reactions within the ERS scientific user community
were very negative and even hostile. Today, following decades of successful
application development, all opposition has clearly vanished.
Hasselmann’s dedication is demonstrated by the following anecdote: in a
SEG meeting he complained about the slow speed and high cost of industry
studies, something “he could do in a couple of days with some of his
students”. ESA said: “great, let’s do it. You have a week after which we’ll come
to your Institute on Friday to review the results”. We found Hasselmann in
his office submerged in paperwork, computer printouts, and graphics—but
not quite with a conclusive answer despite his own efforts as well as those of
his wife and some students who had reportedly spent several days and nights
carrying out the research.
The SEG was a special group which included experts from ESA and scientific institutions as well as from industry. To avoid the complications involved
in defining formal responsibilities, industry was no longer represented in the
C/D phase. All members, especially of the SEG, were pioneers who had never
been involved in a similar project before. The SEG host would normally
present issues to the team asking for answers and/or recommendations. The
SEG, including Hasselmann, actively participated in the discussions about
such things as the required image size and the tracking distance between them
needed to calculate the global ocean wave spectra.
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Scatterometer Expert Group (SEG) meeting with industry representatives in
1980: from left to right David Offiler (UK Met Office), Tim Tucker (UK
National Oceanography Centre), Werner Alpers (University of Hamburg), Evert
Attema (Technical University Delft—later with ESA), Gert Dieterle (ESA),
Alf Long (ESA), Gerbrand Komen (KNMI), Klaus Hasselmann (Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology), Laurence Gray (CCRS), Juan Guijarro (ESA), Dave
Lancashire (formerly Marconi Space Ltd., currently Airbus Defence and Space)
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Stochastic Climate Model5

The difficulty in modelling the climate system is not only due to the variety of
physical processes involved, but also to a large extent to the fact that the interacting components are characterised by rather different internal timescales:
the atmosphere—several days, sea ice and the oceanic surface layer—several
months, the deep ocean—several centuries, and the continental ice masses—
many millennia. Even if all processes influencing climate variations were
completely understood, the fact that the different sub-systems respond over
different timescales would still cause considerable problems in numerical
modelling.
All models of the individual sub-systems, such as atmosphere, ocean, or
ice, with realistic geographical resolutions have been designed for a single
timescale range so as to prognostically describe the typical fluctuations of
these components. The influence of more rapid processes than the prognostic
regime is parameterised by the prognostic variables using the temporal average
over the rapid processes. Any components that vary on longer timescales than
the prognostic regime are treated as constant boundary values or external
parameters.
In many of the climate models used at in the 1960/70 s, the atmosphere was not explicitly included and was therefore placed in the model’s
statistical-diagnostic regime and was represented only through temporally
averaged terms. However, in his seminal paper on Stochastic Climate Models
published in Tellus in 1976 ([18]; see facsimile below) Klaus Hasselmann
pointed out that the atmosphere’s influence is not limited to these temporally
averaged terms and that its variability must also be considered. This results
in differential equations for the slow components of the climate system,
which include stochastic forcing terms. These short-term atmospheric variations cause (analogous to the Brownian motion) long-term fluctuations in
the slow subsystems, which explains the observed red spectrum of the slow
climate variables. The theory of Brownian motion has been discussed in many
applications since Einstein’s paper in 1905 but had not yet been applied to
geophysical systems, such as the climate system.

5

Prepared by Peter Lemke.
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In his stochastic climate modelling approach, Hasselmann made use of a
time-scale separation: a slowly varying dynamic climate variable under the
influence of short-term atmospheric variations represented as white noise.
Applications of stochastic climate models typically use linearized dynamic
equations that describe small fluctuations around an equilibrium state. This
approach represents a First Order Markov Process, which is characterised by
a memory-term and white noise forcing, and it results in a red spectrum for
the slow climate variables.
In two follow-up papers co-published in 1977 with Claude Frankignoul
[39] and Peter Lemke,6 the applicability of the concept was demonstrated
through an analysis of sea surface temperatures and thermocline variability
and with a global energy balance model. A large variety of different applications of this stochastic approach followed over the subsequent years.
One may of course ask if all this was really new. To some extent it was not,
as certain ideas typically float around within the scientific community. In his
interview, Hasselmann himself refers to J.M. Mitchell and his 1966-paper7 :
“the same concept on the generation of different frequency domains of climate variability by the successive forcing of longer timescales by shorter timescales”. Another
physicist thinking about such concepts was Chuck Leith, but in hindsight
these approaches have not received much attention and did not cause the
great epistemological step forward that Hasselmann’s physical approach and
construction did.

6 Lemke, P., 1977: Stochastic climate models. Part 3. Application to zonally averaged energy models.
Tellus 29, 385–392.
7 Mitchell, J. M., Jr. 1966. Stochastic models of air- sea interaction and climatic fluctuation. (Symp.
on the Arctic Heat Budget and Atmospheric Circulation, Lake Arrowhead, Calif., 1966.) Mem.
RM-5233-NSF, The Rand Corp., Santa Monica.
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Reducing the Phase Space: Signal-to-Noise
Analysis and Detection and Attribution8

Some would argue that the most significant part of Hasselmann’s legacy
would be the introduction of the stochastic dimension in the dynamical
and analytical concept of the climate system. The first paper that received
a great deal of international attention was the one in which he introduced
the “stochastic climate model” [38] in 1976 (see Sect. 3.3). Indeed, this first
paper9 (see facsimile in Sect. 3.3) made use of scale separation—a long-term
dynamic, given by a climate variable—under the influence of short-term variations summarised as white (or red) noise. One can see this as a separation of
two parts of the phase space, one defined by long-term fluctuations, and the
remainder as short-term fluctuations. After setting out a few assumptions and
discretisation, the prototype of the concept was encapsulated in an autoregressive first order process, with the conclusion that even in the absence of
any force acting upon the slow dynamics, the system would show variations
on all time scales because of the presence of the white noise of the short-term
variability.
In the 1980s, Hasselmann formulated a more general concept10 of
“Principal Oscillation Patterns” (POPs) in an—again barely comprehensible, but never published—manuscript and asked Hans von Storch to “bring
it to life”. He did so, but only after simplifying or “vulgarising” the concept,
such that a workable version finally emerged, even if the basic idea was
less clear [94]. Hasselmann saved the original concept by introducing a
new term: “Principal Interaction Patterns” (PIPs), which, however, never
became popular—at least so far. His 1988 paper on “Principal Interaction
patterns” [86] (see facsimile below) spelled out the idea that it would be
possible to divide the phase space into two sets, one with a finite number
of dimensions, within which the core of the dynamics would play out. The
basis spanning this space, were the PIPs. The rest, spanned by very many if
not an infinite number of dimensions would contribute to the core dynamics,
but in a kind of slave mode – either independent noise, or noise conditioned
by the state of the PIPs (colloquially referred to as “parametrization”). This
8

Prepared by Hans von Storch incorporating comments by Peter Lemke.
As was the case with several of Hasselmann’s early papers, this one was written in very complicated
manner, and was hardly comprehensible for many people. He would sometimes set out a very clear
version of the then matured concept at a later date. But in case of the stochastic climate model, he
declined to do so, replying that it would be “too simple,” when Hans von Storch suggested that he
should do so in the late 1990s. However, developing a complicated but powerful approach, which
eventually transforms into something perceived as simple, is the hallmark of a genius.
10 I believe that he had always had it in mind, although he had hardy spelled it out explicitly.
9
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concept, of a low-dimensional dynamically active part of the phase space, and
the high-dimensional part essentially operating as (conditional) noise is at the
core of his conceptualization of the stochastic climate system.
Hasselmann had thus introduced a new paradigm,11 certainly worthy of
a Director of a Max-Planck Institute, which enabled an understanding of
climate variability based on a split between signals (related to specific causes)
and background “noise”. But the concept led to another practice in the analysis of climate variability and responses, i.e., the challenge of separating the
two components; to find the relevant signal within the sea of noise. To achieve
this, Hasselmann introduced the “detection and attribution” concept [54],
which involved a 2-step process. First, in the detection-step, the relevant
change is examined to see if it falls within the range of natural variability.
This is done via a conventional statistical hypothesis test. If the result of
the first step is the successful rejection of the null hypothesis “consistent
with unprovoked variability”, then the change is compared to one or several
theories derived from numerical experimentation, theoretical arguments, or
independent statistical analysis in a second step. If a good fit is found, then
the conclusion is drawn that the relevant change can be attributed to the
relevant factor(s). This attribution takes the form of a non-rejection of a nullhypothesis and, as such, represents a weaker argument than the successful
detection. Hasselmann added another level of complexity by suggesting that
one should optimize the potential signal, allowing for an a priori expectation
of a favourable signal-to-noise ratio, but this elegant component was hardly
ever used.
Again, the original paper posed a challenge for the reader, but Hasselmann
wrote an updated version about 15 years later, which was extremely clear and
easy to comprehend [110]. Later still he followed this with a version in which
he employed Bayesian concepts [138].
The concept was used successfully for investigating whether an external
signal, as suggested by climate model simulations, would be detectable in
the observational record of global temperatures, and to attribute the change
11

von Storch, H., J.-S. von Storch, and P. Müller, 2001: Noise in the Climate System—Ubiquitous,
Constitutive and Concealing. In B. Engquist and W. Schmid (eds.) Mathematics Unlimited —2001
and beyond . Part II. Springer Verlag, 1179–1194.
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to human emissions [125,135] since the beginning of industrialization. The
technique was adopted by the IDAG12 group at various corners of the
academic world and eventually became a corner stone in IPCC reports: the
fingerprint of human activity in changing the global climate.
The insight that there is internal variability, i.e., variability unrelated to an
external force, or sometimes simply called “noise” had already been floating
around in scientific circles: in the early 1970s scientists in the USA had
already noticed the omnipresence of internal variability, but not the constructive role played by this noise in the formation of gradual variations and
signals. The need to discriminate between signal and noise when evaluating
the outcome of numerical experiments with global atmospheric models was
introduced in the early 1970s.13 The challenge of detecting a human signal in
the observational record had gradually been addressed by others in the 1980s,
notably by Jerry North,14 Ben Santer, and Tom Wigley.15

12

Pennell, W., T.P. Barnett, K. Hasselmann, W.R. Holland, T. Karl, G.R. North, M.C. MacCracken,
M.E. Moss, G. Pearman, E.M. Rasmusson, B.D. Santer, W.K. Smith, H. von Storch, P. Switzer and
F.W. Zwiers, 1993: The detection of anthropogenic climate change. Proceedings of the Fifth Symposium
on Global Change Studies. Amer. Met. Soc., Jan. 17–22, 1993, Anaheim (California), 21–28 (DOI:
https://doi.org/10.13140/2.1.1970.2567).
IDAG, 2005: Detecting and attributing external influences on the climate system. A review of
recent advances. J. Climate 18, 1291–1314.
13 Chervin, R. M., Gates, W. L. and Schneider, S. H. 1974: The effect of time averaging on the
noise level of climatological statistics generated by atmospheric general circulation models. J. Atmos.
Sci. 31, 2216–2219.
14 North, G., K. Y. Kim, S.S.P. Shen, and J.W. Hardin 1995: Detection of Forced Climate Signals.
Part I: Filter Theory. J. Climate, 8, 401–408.
15 Santer BD, Taylor KE, Penner JE, Wigley TML, Cubasch U, and Jones PD, 1995: Towards the
detection and attribution of an anthropogenic effect on climate. Climate Dynamics, 12: 77–100.
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Climate and Society16

The insight that climate change is not merely a natural science issue, and
its link to policy making and coordinated climate action shaped Klaus
Hasselmann’s interest in socioeconomic modelling and modelling human
decision-making, both in the context of climate action. These modelling
activities resulted in several publications, and also in his active contributions
to recent major research projects.17
Hasselmann was quite skeptical about certain dominant approaches and
paradigms of mainstream economics, arguing that their basic assumptions
do not adequately reflect the ways in which economic stakeholders interact
and shape decision making, and seeing these conceptual shortcomings as a
reason for their limited ability to describe and predict real-world economic
processes—especially when things go worse than usual. For instance, during
the 2008 global economic crisis Hasselmann was highlighting the need for
rethinking certain paradigms of economic modelling in his talks and papers,
as no mainstream models had been able to foresee and predict the coming
crisis.
In particular, Hasselmann was skeptical about computable general equilibrium (CGE) models. His criticism of this was primarily based on two
objections: on one hand, at the conceptual level, he argued that real-world
economic processes were fundamentally out of equilibrium; on the other, he
referred to the technical difficulties involved in calibrating and validating the
model, and questioned the extent to which economic data could effectively
support overly complex multi-regional, multi-sector applied CGE.
Hasselmann also adopted a critical position towards another cornerstone
of mainstream economic modelling, intertemporal optimisation, which is
common to the majority of economic growth models and, accordingly,
broadly used in relation to the economics of climate change and in integrated
assessment models (IAM). From a conceptual perspective, in his opinion,
16

Prepared by Dmitry V. Kovalevsky, with some additions by Hans von Storch.
This includes EU FP7 COMPLEX Project “Knowledge Based Climate Mitigation Systems for a
Low Carbon Economy” (2012–2016, Grant Agreement No. 308601), where models developed by
Klaus Hasselmann and his colleagues following the actor-based system dynamics approach proposed by
Klaus Hasselmann were an essential element of a project model suite for assessing climate mitigation
options.
17
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neither individual nor collective decision making follows the mechanism
that has been translated to the mathematics of intertemporal optimisation
schemes. In addition, following the publication of the influential Stern
Review in 2006, a lively discussion emerged concerning the economics
of climate change particularly in relation to the high sensitivity of IAM
to the value of discount rate, a fundamental parameter of intertemporal
optimisation models, and therefore about the ‘correct’ value of this parameter. Hasselmann also participated in this debate, and it made him even
more concerned about the extent to which the intertemporal optimisation
approach could serve as a solid basis for informing climate action.
Concerns about excessive complexity and the related difficulties of calibration and validation mentioned above with respect to CGE, were also the
reasons for Hasselmann’s mixed feelings towards certain innovative modelling
approaches, such as agent-based modelling (ABM), that have been very
popular since the 1990s. Whilst acknowledging that ABM is conceptually
much more satisfactory than, say, CGE, in the attempt to describe the
decision-making processes of various stakeholders, he questioned whether
a high level of disaggregation of ABMs with their extremely large populations of individual agents is really justified, and whether such strongly
disaggregated models can be reliably supported by the available data.
Given his creativity and independence of mind, Hasselmann followed
his own, original way when it came to modelling the dynamics of coupled
climate-socioeconomic systems for the reasons outlined above. He used the
term actor-based system dynamics modelling to describe his approach to the
construction of socioeconomic models. In essence, his approach involves
describing a socioeconomic system via a dynamic model that includes a
few interacting aggregate actors, pursuing their own, often conflicting, goals.
Mathematically, the system is described by ordinary differential equations,
and stakeholder decision making is also parameterised within this mathematical scheme using actor control strategies. Unlike in CGE, the socioeconomic dynamics are described as fundamentally lacking equilibrium. Unlike
intertemporal optimisation models, this one is mathematically a dynamic
system, and the maximisation of any goal functions is avoided. Unlike in
ABM, there are only a few aggregate stakeholders included in the model,
rather than a very large population of individual actors, which in turn reduces
the dimensionality of the model.
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Some of actor-based system dynamics models developed by Hasselmann
are of moderate complexity, with relatively few variables and parameters.
Some of the simplest models of this kind could, in principle, be designed
to partially allow analytical treatment. Despite the fact that analytical work
carried out using paper and pencil is still very much respected, for example,
in the realm of mainstream economics, Hasselmann sees actor-based system
dynamics modelling as a substantially numerical approach. He developed
these models for simulations and numerical experiments, not for the elegance
of abstract thinking. For Klaus Hasselmann, the narrative told by a model
and the results of ‘what-if ’ simulations are ultimately important, as opposed
to rigorous propositions and their proofs so popular in the realm of mathematical economics.
Another important element of the actor-based system dynamics approach,
to which Hasselmann continuously draws attention in his papers, is a strategy
for developing a hierarchy of model families. A hierarchy should start with
designing the simplest possible root model and this model should be thoroughly explored via simulations to determine its strengths and limitations.
Based on this experience, the complexity of the model can then be increased
by adding new actors and processes. This yields one or several models at the
next level of the hierarchy, after which the model building process is reiterated. However, as Hasselmann stresses, there is no need for such a model tree
to grow infinitely high: the complexity of models should not go beyond the
level at which they are no longer supported by the available data.
Hasselmann’s early thoughts on the topic of coupled climatesocioeconomic modelling are reflected in his 1991 conference paper “How
Well Can We Predict the Climate Crisis? ” [99], a facsimile of which is reproduced below. The term “climate crisis”, which appears in the title, was already
in use when the paper was published but was not at all as widespread as it
currently is: its permanent inclusion in the climate change related lexicon
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came at a much later date. Whilst most of the paper is devoted to the natural
science-related aspects of climate change, the first and the last sections are
particularly relevant to the current topic.
The introductory section calls for the development of a comprehensive
Global Environment and Man (GEM) model and sketches out its conceptual design. He later renamed it “Global Environment and Society” (GES).
It includes a review of the building blocks from which a GES model could
be assembled which are, paradoxically, already available and the yet missing.
In the subsequent parts of the paper, Hasselmann also discusses the required
improvements in some of these building blocks, which are yet to be made.
Another remarkable point in the Introduction is the stress he places on the
interplay between climate and environmental change problems.

Klaus Hasselmann’s GES model
In the concluding section, Hasselmann makes several important points
relating to the development of GEM-type models that have later been
explored in more detail in his own socioeconomic modelling studies, and
that one can now see were (and still are) important points for many other
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researchers in this field. Hasselmann highlights the dynamical and multitime-scale nature of the GEM system, both in its natural science and human
parts. He argues that the inherent uncertainty of all GEM model components
calls for the development of GEM-like models as statistical optimisation
models. Hasselmann reminds us that the development of GEM should not
be seen as “curiosity-driven science”, but rather that its ultimate objective is
to inform climate-related policy making. Finally, he warns that the limits of
our knowledge and the uncertainties inherent in the model that are alluded to
above are not an excuse for postponing co-ordinated climate action or waiting
for a “perfect” model instead.
The GES approach has met with some critical reactions, one of which
involves the question as to whether it would even be possible to define a
“global welfare function”. Another was that the system reduced society, and
the variety of cultures to the choice of a global welfare function, whilst the
determination of policy and measures, conditional upon the welfare function,
would be a matter only for experts. It was argued that the objective determination of the adaptation and of the abatement costs would not be possible,
but that these costs would go through a filter of—possibly interest-led—
experts, modified by a variety of different social constructs, so that society
would not respond to the state of the environment but to the perception of
the state of the environment.18
These comments did not target the concept or mathematical implementation of actor-based system dynamics approach proposed by Hasselmann;
rather, they broadly apply to the overall architecture and design of such
models of the economics of climate change and integrated assessment models,
and therefore, so far remain unanswered by the majority of mainstream
models used in this area.

18 von Storch, H., and N. Stehr, 1997: The case for the social sciences in climate research.—Ambio
26, 66–71.
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Strategy in Climate Modelling at MPI19

As computers became more powerful, comprehensive modelling of the Earth’s
climate system developed rapidly and increasingly came to be considered as
a key tool for gaining a better understanding of the climate system. Progress
had been made in the use of global weather prediction models in particular
at ECMWF, which was established by a number of European member states
in 1979. The parameterisation of many physical and fine scale dynamical
processes requires systematic experimentation in operational daily predictions
to define a well-functioning forecasting model. To use such a well-tested
global model for climate simulation and forecasting and in much longer integration was found to be a most useful and a practical strategy, as many aspects
of the weather forecast model could naturally be adjusted to climate research.
Following discussions between Klaus Hasselmann and ECMWF it was
agreed that this was the approach to be taken. The ECHAM model was than
combined with different ocean models developed at MPI and the University
of Hamburg in such a way as the exchange of energy and momentum fluxes
between atmosphere and oceans could be handled consistently. Different
subsystems, such as that for atmospheric transport and the full carbon cycle
were subsequently added and integrated into the coupled atmospheric-ocean
model.
Thus, from the 1990s onward, the MPI had a comprehensive set of climate
models that constituted a numerical laboratory for all kinds of climate studies
including climate change simulation studies made available for all IPCC
assessments. The system was set up in a systematic and flexible way, which
made all sorts of climate studies possible. It was not only used by scientists
at the MPI and the University of Hamburg but also by a large number of
research groups in Germany as well by associated European groups and by
visiting scientists from all over the world. Important studies to understand
and predict the ENSO phenomenon as well as tropical and extra-tropical
cyclone were carried out successfully. We were happy to learn that the
ECHAM model was found to be one of the most realistic ones in several
evaluation studies, as its results came closest to the observed climate.

19

By Lennart Bengtsson.
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Of particular importance were the diagnostic systems developed by Klaus
Hasselmann and his group, the aim of which was to identify anthropogenic
climate change through a multi-dimensional search for a climate change “fingerprint” in the modelled data sets. This turned out to be a powerful tool for
enabling the detection of climate change as early as the late 1980s. It played
a very important role for the IPCC in its bid to convince the world that
anthropogenic climate change is really happening. Today, 30-years later, the
signal of climate change is obvious for everybody.
One crucial factor in the successful modelling work was the positive,
unbureaucratic, and open atmosphere that was due in large part to Klaus
Hasselmann’s clear mind and stimulating personality.
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Metrons—Particle Physics20

Inspired by his work on interactions between ocean surface waves and other
wave phenomena, which he approached using perturbation theory with the
aid of Feynman diagrams in the 1960s, Klaus Hasselmann went on to
develop a unified deterministic theory of fields and particles thereby realising
Einstein’s dream of a deterministic description of all elementary particles and
their interactions [121, 122, 131, 132]. Quantum theory is regarded only as
a first approximation.
The theory is based on solutions to an extension of Einstein’s vacuum equation with an additional attenuation tensor using solitons or solitary waves,
which he set out in papers published in 1996 and 1997. These solutions
were then verified in computational models.
In his twelve-dimensional theory (four space–time and eight extra dimensions, representing interacting non gravitational wave lengths as well as
electromagnetic, strong, and weak forces.) he takes a classical view of real
particles and their guiding force free waves (de Broglie waves). He sees solutions in which solitons are trapped by waveguides, in accordance with the
theory proposed by Theodor Kaluza and Oskar Klein, as being exemplary.
His theory was rejected by particle physicists. Reactions ranged from polite
smiles to pronounced aggression, as already stated above in the interview
between Hasselmann, Olbers, and von Storch (Sect. 2.1). So, he started
writing a book: The Metron Model: A Classical Unified Theory of Fields and
Particles. We present the first chapter below, which contains the basic theory
and a short description of the following chapters in an overview section.
Chapters 5–8 have not yet been completed. The manuscript can be downloaded in its present state. The model programmes, which are written in
Fortran V, are also available from Susanne Hasselmann.
Maybe someday, when the careers of young physicists no longer depend
on the sheer volume of their publications but rather on their originality,
some young physicist may feel inspired to flesh out and complete the metron
theory: this is the hope of Klaus and Susanne.

20

Prepared by Susanne Hasselmann.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/),
which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s)
and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if
changes were made.
The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the
chapter’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line
to the material. If material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons
license and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds
the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright
holder.

4
Personal Accounts by Colleagues
and Co-workers

During his long career, Klaus Hasselmann has been a boss and teacher but
also a colleague to many people. Therefore, we have asked quite a few of these
people about how they remember their time with him. Specifically, we asked:
•
•
•
•

How did you meet Klaus?
What is the legacy of Klaus’ scientific work in your field?
Is there a personal advice from Klaus that helped you in your career?
How did Klaus’ thinking influence your scientific work?

We left it open to the addressees of our survey as to whether they would
prefer to answer these questions or if they would like to discuss their experience in a different way. The people whom we approached and who gave us a
wealth of answers were:
• Susanne Hasselmann, Klaus’ wife and research partner during his scientific work on ocean waves and particles,
• Dirk Olbers, Jürgen Willebrand, Peter Müller, and Peter Lemke—first
generation of co-workers during the early years of Hasselmann’s move into
the field of climate science,
• A second generation of co-workers at the Max Planck Institute that
included Martin Heimann, Christoph Heinze, Mojib Latif, Hans Graf,
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Gabriele Hegerl, Jin-Song von Storch, Hans von Storch, Patrick Heimbach Jörg Wolff, Ben Santer, Ulrich Cubasch, Achim Stössel, Robert
Sausen, Dmitry V. Kovalevsky, Carola Kauhs,
• Colleagues who shared his interest in ocean waves and remote sensing:
Gerbrand Komen, Luigi Cavaleri, Kristina Katsaros, Peter Janssen, and
Ola M. Johannessen,
• Colleagues, who assisted Hasselmann in constructing the network of
competence: Lennart Bengtsson, Jürgen Sündermann, Klaus Fraedrich,
Udo Simonis, and Hartmut Graßl.
Placing the various characters into these categories is not always perfect;
indeed, in many cases, people would fit in several categories rather than just
one. However, this placing them in these categories is sufficient to provide a
rough overview.
We allow these people to speak their minds in the following sections and,
as the reader will soon learn, discussions with Hasselmann could sometimes
be stormy, but were always honest, and constructive, so that the overarching
conclusion is: respect for a great scientist and a great person.

4.1

Susanne Hasselmann: Klaus—Scientist,
Husband, Father, Grandfather,
Great-Grandfather

We met in 1955 in Hamburg. Klaus had just finished his diploma in physics
and started his Ph.D. work in Göttingen. I was a student of mathematics and
physics in Hamburg. I was fascinated by the intensity with which his mind
constantly worked. Any problem was trivial for him and could be solved in
two or three lines of formulas. He was full of humor and very fond of sports.
All in all, a very attractive young man.
We married in 1957, because a little apartment had been offered to us.
One has to keep in mind that it was only 10 years after the war and Hamburg
had been bombed immensely. So a two room (14 m2 and 16 m2 ) was divine
for us. Within the span of one month, Klaus finished his Ph.D., started a
position as an assistant at the Institute for Shipbuilding in Hamburg, and
got married. Our plan was that I would finish my diploma. However, times
were different then. Only three girls from my school started university after
the High School Exam. Women got married and had children.
Therefore, when our daughter was born, I stayed home. However, I could
take part in Klaus’ work. We were happy. For instance, when he thought he
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had solved the Turbulence Problem, even if the next day showed an error
in the computations. Or after long walks in the park, he announced that he
would have to go one order higher in the computations. And out came the
wave-wave interaction theory.
He was invited to a conference in Easton, Maryland, on wave dynamics
in 1961. There he was able to offer the link that scientists had been looking
for years. So he was invited to several places in the US and was offered jobs.
Meanwhile, I was at home with two little kids, one newborn and the other
with a very bad case of the measles. However, he was so happy on the phone
about the sun and the blooming bougainvillea in California and the lively
science there that I could only prepare myself and the family for years of
packing and travelling. One has to keep in mind that science in Germany at
that time was underdeveloped and the scientific community here was generally old and stuffy. For a young man at that time, gaining entry into a lively
scientific atmosphere was just wonderful.
However, for the children it was not easy, especially for our oldest daughter.
Three and a half years of California, back to Hamburg, then six months
in Cambridge, England, followed by two years in Woods Hole, where the
JONSWAP data were worked on, because there were no efficient computer
facilities in Hamburg.
Much later, we were invited to a party at a friend’s house in Hamburg.
Every guest was asked to introduce him/herself with a picture on a black
board. Klaus drew himself sitting on a rocking chair, smoking a pipe and
flying over the globe. I added myself to the same picture, gripping with one
hand the rocking chair and holding suitcases and three children in the other.
However, to see the first curve of the wave-wave interaction in the
JONSWAP spectrum and seeing Klaus’ theory verified was an experience
that we enjoyed immensely. And taking part in all this was worth the
inconveniences for the family.
His work on the stochastic nonlinear interaction on ocean waves and other
wave phenomena in geophysics in the 1960s, for which he used Feynman
diagrams, led to ideas of a new Elementary Particle theory, which he followed
up with deep interest on the side. However, I saw how much this theory
worked in him. Therefore, when the directorship of the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (really for Climate Research) was offered to him, I
was against accepting the offer. However, he knew that this would give him
complete freedom for research and he accepted the position. For the inauguration he quickly developed a stochastic climate model, which he was able to
present.
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In the mean time I had finished my Mathematics Diploma and was
thinking of my future career. For Klaus it was clear: I would work with
him. I could follow up the wave-wave interaction and develop a global wave
model. However, working at his institute would mean seeing more of him,
which was, of course, a good thing. Money for my salary came from ONR.
It certainly was an experiment for a woman to work in the institute that her
husband was directing. However, the colleagues were very friendly and even
found advantages to this arrangement. For example, if you had any problem
that needed to be conveyed directly to the top, just mention it if Mrs Hasselmann happens to be in the room. Or, people would call me to say that they
had sent Klaus a message weeks earlier and that they needed a response. Etc.
Another question was, how does that work to be his wife and his coworker?
Is she only his programmer? We are different. We complemented one another.
He presented me with a new theory and I did the untying of the knots, which
means that I corrected his mathematics and formed it into something that
could be programmed for the computer. For example, the eight-fold integral
of the nonlinear interactions. To compute one spectrum cost lots of computer
time. The coupling coefficients had to be separated from the integration.
Then the integration had to be reduced to the main contributions, etc.
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If he had a new idea, he asked me to try it out. After that he followed it
up with other coworkers or myself.
The longest and most difficult job was the Metron Theory. It took almost
20 years of my retirement time. It is disappointing, that physicists refused to
even think about it.
The title above was: Klaus, Scientist, husband, father, grandfather and great
grandfather. Therefore, I have to say something about the family. Most people
live a life period first for the family, then profession, then grandchildren and
if they live long enough great grandchildren. When we lived in Hamburg
in the 1950s, Klaus was very close to his daughter. She adored him (today
daddy goes to the institute, tomorrow Meike goes to the institute). In the
evenings, he played a puppet show for her. She had admired him all her
life and became a very successful scientist herself. She was three years old,
when we moved to California in 1961 and was losing him. This was hard,
however understandable from both sides and I had to make the best of it.
When we had almost lost her, Klaus finally made the decision for the family
to move back to Germany. The years to come were travelling years. He tried
his best besides Science to be a father and bravely chauffeured the family every
Saturday from Woods Hole to the New England Conservatory in Boston.
He cuddled with his youngest daughter, enjoyed his son’s musical talent. Best
was when he could have long discussions with his oldest daughter. When
she reached puberty, he managed many occasions with his humor. She was
a little talking waterfall. At one dinner, she asked, “What would you do if
I would not talk to you anymore?” And he answered, “We would take you
to the psychiatrist and ask how we could keep this status.” Everyone laughed
and the situation again was under control. His humor spread in the family
and his fondness of discussion was transferred to his children, too. The older
they became the more he could take part in their lives. And he was happy
when his son, who never was interested in school much, later after becoming
a professional musician, taught himself science to perfection.
It was fun later on to also have professional contact with our children. Our
older daughter told me about her research into gene manipulation in the fight
against AIDS, and I told her we could put this problem in a system of linear
differential equations and compute her free parameters on the computer. We
published two papers together on the topic [163, 164].
And with our younger daughter, who creates exhibits about nature and
the environment, we could work on climate change or on ocean wave
development.
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With music we had a problem. Klaus played the flute. However, he
thought he did not have to practice. The better the children became on their
instruments, the more this became a problem: so they sent him off to practice.
When we had grandchildren, he became a storyteller. He created the character “Little Joe,” an angel, after a Christmas show one year. Little Joe always
wanted to help but somehow managed to completely mess everything he got
involved in. The kids loved it and remembered every subject. Klaus had to
create new stories every time.
In 2021, his real family time is now as a great grandfather. He enjoys those
little ones enormously, and they adore him. They play together for hours.
“Where is grandpa,” are their first words when they come to visit.
It is now 64 years that we have been married. It was not always easy, but
with a husband, a father, a grandfather and great grandfather like Klaus, it
was the richest life one could possibly have dreamt of.

4.2

Dirk Olbers: How to Cook an Ostrich Egg

My first contact with Klaus was in 1968/69 when he dropped into Wolfgang
Kundt’s seminar on statistical physics at the University of Hamburg, which
we attended to find topics for our respective diploma theses. Peter Müller was
in that group as well as Hans Juranek, Hajo Leschke and Arne Richter. As I
remember it, we had all been searching for a couple of years and we were all
well educated in the techniques and concepts of statistical physics but had
no idea what to do with it. Klaus hijacked almost all of Wolfgang’s students,
we all had research topics immediately, and writing our theses took a matter
of months. My topic was on plasma physics because Klaus had a proposal
on interplanetary space physics which, however, was not approved, and so
we (Peter and myself ) were suddenly oceanographers (not real ones, this took
probably more than a decade) working on JONSWAP and all kind of waves.
Our internal wave research began in 1971 at the Sonderforschungsbereich
94, which Klaus had created and of which he was the head spokesman. Of
course, he spoke but our supervisor also vanished immediately to Woods
Hole for two years and the best we could do was to follow him. My time
at WHOI was full of new experiences, work, learning, and enjoyment.
Wednesday dinners at Susanne and Klaus’ home, where we worked on weakinteraction theory and the JONSWAP data, were outstanding (Thursdays at
Bob Long’s). I don’t remember what I actually did for the latter except for
carrying magnetic tapes, punching cards and fitting the spectral shape to the
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data measured at Sylt and the profile of Klaus’ nose. The JONSWAP paper—
which was co-authored by 16 researchers (I am number 13)—is my most
cited paper (having been read over 50,000 times on ResearchGate). Another
vivid memory of that time is the MODE workshop in Boulder. Klaus was
invited, but didn’t go himself, instead sending Peter and myself “to tell the
people what to do”. The people in question were the top theoreticians and
observers in the field of US American ocean science with whom we now
shared student housing for 6 weeks. So, every day one could find two innocent German diploma physicists (my contract with WHOI referred to me
as a “diplomatic physicist”) sitting by the pool with Walter Munk, Henk
Stommel, Pierre Welander, Carl Wunsch, Francis Bretherton, Kirk Bryan,
Peter Rhines, Jim McWilliams, and a dozen famous others. I think that we
didn’t contribute much to MODE but started learning oceanography instead.
Another experiment to which we made a major contribution was IWEX,
the internal wave experiment in the Sargasso Sea, which was originated by
Klaus during his stay at WHOI, and performed by Mel Briscoe and Terry
Joyce of the WHOI in 1973, and then evaluated by Jürgen Willebrand, Peter
and me in Kiel and Hamburg over the following years. Another matter of
note for my career is that the Garrett-Munk model of the internal wave spectrum was first introduced at the WHOI in 1971 in the form of a preprint
and a lecture from Walter, the result of which for me was that I found in it
a foundation and question for my Ph.D. thesis: what is the role of the wave
field in the ocean interior for dynamics and mixing? This a problem that still
keeps me busy even today.
Peter and I had a joint Ph.D. viva in Klaus’ office in Hamburg in 1973
and one of Klaus’ questions was how deep the temperature signal of daily
insolation would go? No idea! We certainly could write down the solution of
the diffusion equation with a delta-function initial condition, but a number,
and from what? The simple dimensional argument later led me to my most
popular exam question (lectures at Bremen University): how long would you
cook an ostrich egg if you knew to cook a hen’s egg?
One of the most influential meetings Klaus took me to was the conference
on oceans and climate in Helsinki in 1975. Manabe ‘s talk on CO2 -doubling
was disturbing, and we thought it was clear to do, we thought. It was my first
contact with the climate problem. The MPI was founded that same year.
In 1979 I went to Kiel to follow Fritz Schott as lecturer in physical
oceanography; it was a move in which Klaus played no part (I think; other
than my later move to AWI in 1985). I was not happy in Kiel; my friend
Jürgen was still in Princeton, and I continued to live in Hamburg for personal
reasons. It was a relief when Klaus called me shortly before I had to take the
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train and offered me a position at the MPI. The negotiation took 3 min, I had
to catch the train. I spent another few years working in Klaus’ sphere of influence and could follow the early development of the MPI. Klaus also advised
me during my habilitation (1981) telling me that “you must be convinced
that you’re right, not the committee”.
Tim Barnett was visiting the MPI around 1984 and brought 14 years
of wind field data over the equatorial Pacific with him. Mojib Latif and
I had the idea of inputting this data into an existing ocean model to see
whether El Niño would pop up. We took the idea to Klaus and were harshly
dismissed. But Ernst reached into his desk drawer and pulled out a couple of
punching cards, an equatorial circulation model—and El Niño did appear,
which launched the career of a promising young scientist.
Most of what I learned from Klaus was communicated in seminars.
Parallel to the statistical physics seminar, we attended the plasma physics
seminar with Gerd Wibberenz in Kiel. Later, in 1970s, when interest had
shifted to oceanography, we had the ‘Hamburg-Kiel-Seminar’ (which our Kiel
colleagues called ‘Kiel-Hamburg-Seminar’). I remember that one time Klaus
was supposed to give a lecture in Kiel but did not appear. He had forgotten
to change trains in Hamburg and ended up at the end of the line terminal—
“Abstellgleis”. Except for this occasion, Klaus dominated the discussion in the
seminars, so much so that we invented the ‘2 min-seminar’ at the MPI: Klaus
was forbidden to say a word during the first two minutes.
An outstanding event for me was the meeting in Rissen to mark Klaus’
60th birthday in 1991 at which he presented his metron model for the first
time. We all saw a glimpse of the great unified theory of physics and the
next Nobel prize. I remember many later boring administrative meetings on
computer resources where Klaus sat scribbling metron equations under the
desk. And then there was Klaus’ 80 birthday celebration in 2011. I tried to
give an overview of the first Hamburg ocean model, a multiregional construction that Klaus had created back in 1981 during a summer school in Alpbach.
Jürgen and I backed up his lectures (Jochem Marotzke and Robert Sausen
were there as students). The idea of the ocean model was to couple the
different ocean regions together (which differed in terms of their physical
properties) to form one dynamical system. Jürgen was to do the western
boundary currents, Peter Lemke the mixed layer, Ernst Maier-Reimer the
ocean interior (boring) and I the equatorial currents (complicated). I went
to Hawaii for a year to carry out local studies and when I returned, Ernst
had already done the whole thing and Klaus had published his work on
oceans and climate [68]—the foundation of the celebrated Hamburg LSG
model—back in 1982, which was an important reference paper for my own
work.
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Jürgen Willebrand, Klaus, and Dirk pondering about ocean dynamics in Alpbach
in 1981
We (Jürgen, Carsten Eden, and I) also finished our book on ocean dynamics
in 2011 and I asked Klaus to write a foreword. “I can’t do that,” he said,
“I don’t know anything about ocean physics”. I had thought I had learned
everything I knew from Klaus! He never liked and rarely gave student lectures.
I think that a counter example (from September 1970) explained all I know
about internal gravity and other waves. The foreword to the book was very
favourable and I well remember celebrating the book’s publishing in 2012
with Susanne and Klaus in our garden in Fischerhude.
The temperature signal has reached 18 m deep (by molecular heat diffusion) since 1973. Who cares? The ostrich egg must be cooked (6 cm/1.5 cm)2
= 16 times as long as the hen’s egg.
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From left: Carsten Eden, Christoph Völker, Klaus, Dirk, Susanne, Peter Lemke,
Christine Klaas, Dieter Wolf-Gladrow and Jürgen 2012 in Fischerhude on occasion of the publication of ‘Ocean Dynamics’, the book by Olbers, Willebrand and
Eden

4.3

Peter Müller

I met Klaus back in 1968/69 when I and Dirk Olbers were working on
our ‘diplom’ thesis in physics at the University of Hamburg. Klaus joined a
weekly seminar on statistical mechanics that his friend and our thesis advisor
Wolfgang Kundt had organized. Klaus shook up the orderly conduct of the
seminar quite a bit with his distinctive interpretation of a scientific discussion,
lots of questions, lots of diversions, but in the end usually some profound
insights. On completion of our diplom thesis Klaus offered us to do a Ph.D.
thesis with him, gladly accepted; he also offered us a well-paid position as
a ‘scientific employee’ that allowed me to rent a one-bedroom apartment
and marry my long-time girl friend. Life in this apartment was cut short
because we joined Klaus and many others at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution on Cape Cod to analyze the JONSWAP data. My task was to
parametrize the spectra, a simple curve-fitting exercise. The year at WHOI
was a transformative and happy time in my life: immersed in an exciting
research program, being exposed to a new culture and the stimulating intellectual life in Woods Hole and Cambridge, being nurtured by weekly dinners
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at Klaus and Susanne’s house; the only problem was Klaus’ German shepherd
Shiva who stubbornly occupied the front passenger seat in the car, but who
would argue with a German shepherd, of his thesis adviser. Despite being
hard pressed to complete the JONSWAP analysis Klaus found the time and
energy to conceive and secure funding for the Internal Wave Experiment
IWEX. Funding for the experiment required a trip to the Applied Physics
Lab at the Johns Hopkins University where it took all of Klaus’ persuasive
skills to get two German grad students (Dirk and me) without passports and
other legal documentation past the security guards. It should be mentioned
that IWEX resulted in many publications, none of them carried Klaus’ name.
This was his gift to us, providing the basic idea (and funding) and let us run
with it. My Ph.D. thesis worked the same way. I got two hand-written pages
from him with some formulas and arrows and some crossed-out parts and
was then on my own. Klaus also managed to made me a co-principal investigator of the then emerging MODE project. I still remember the expression
on Dennis Moore’s face when he realized that this young German scientist
sitting at the table with all the esteemed East-Coast oceanographers had not
gotten his Ph.D. yet.
During this year in Woods Hole I made my way into the scientific world,
with Klaus guidance, help and patronage. I realized that not every scientist
is as gifted as Klaus and not every curve-fitting exercise is a contribution to
a seminal paper. It took me much longer, 25 years to be exact, to realize
that after all that Klaus had done for me, I could do something, whatever
so slightly, for him. So I invited Klaus and Susanne to one of my Hawaiian
Winter workshops, with some ‘relaxation and recreation’ added.
In summary, my rewarding personal and professional life would not have
been possible without Klaus.

4.4

Jürgen-Willebrand: Kiel-Hamburg
Oscillations

The way I came into contact with Klaus was perhaps a bit unusual. In 1970 I
joined the theoretical oceanography department at IfM Kiel headed by Wolfgang Krauss, with a diploma in physics and some initial exposure to ocean
surface waves, a field in which Klaus already was recognized as the leading
authority. Sometime earlier, Klaus and Wolfgang had agreed to intensify the
exchange of information between their departments, by having a scientist
from Hamburg working for half a year in Kiel and then one from Kiel
working in Hamburg. At the time when I arrived, Heinz-Hermann Essen
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from Hamburg was just completing his term in Kiel. However, the scientist who had been designated to work in Hamburg meanwhile had left the
Institute. Now someone from Kiel was “owed” to Klaus’ group, and instead of
strolling to the Institute in Kiel each day I spent the next half year commuting
to the Institute for Theoretical Geophysics at Schlüterstraße, Hamburg. It
was a time when I learned a lot without contributing much.
When in Woods Hole, Klaus had conceived the tri-moored Internal Wave
Experiment which was carried out in 1973 by Briscoe and Joyce at the
WHOI. Together with Fritz Schott, I had just completed an analysis of
internal wave spectra from another experiment and felt well prepared to join
Dirk Olbers and Peter Müller in analysing the IWEX data. We collaborated
very closely over the following two years. Frequent trips between Kiel and
Hamburg were necessary to keep up the communications. At times, the travel
frequency was so high that my director in Kiel concluded that I must have
a girlfriend in Hamburg. In 1976, I was looking for a postdoc position in
the USA and received an offer from the Oceanographic Institution in Woods
Hole. That offer was appealing, because I had maintained close contacts with
the WHOI colleagues during my time at the IWEX, and I knew roughly what
to expect there. Klaus, on the other hand, suggested that working at GFDL
Princeton—a place about which I knew nothing—would be more attractive.
In the end, I took his advice and never regretted it. I came in contact with
large-scale ocean circulation modelling in Princeton and had the opportunity
to work with George Philander and Kirk Bryan. This was also where Bryan
and Manabe developed the first coupled atmosphere–ocean GCMs, which,
among other things, enabled the first 3-d simulations of the effect of a rising
CO2 concentration on climate.
I was again back in Kiel in 1980, holding a tenured position and working
on my habilitation. The process of building a home for my family had just
begun when, quite unexpectedly, Klaus called to ask if I wanted to work in his
group at the MPI? There really could be no question, and after a brief consultation with my family, it was decided that the house plan had to be stopped.
A few truly exciting years at the MPI followed before I finally oscillated back
to Kiel. My interactions with Klaus on many further occasions, such as the
memorable workshop in Alpbach which resulted in Jochem Marotzke getting
involved in oceanography, are nicely described in Dirk Olbers’ contribution
to this volume, and there is no need to add to this here.
When Klaus became the founding director of the MPI in Hamburg, I
recall that in the morning of the opening ceremony (which was attended by
officials and dignitaries), he highlighted the importance of climate change
prediction. In the afternoon (when only scientists were present) he discussed
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his new linear statistical climate model from which it follows that climate
variations are not predictable. Initially, Klaus had been somewhat skeptical
regarding GCMs, which at that time were indeed rather far from representing
ocean–atmosphere dynamics in a valid manner. Over time, of course, GCMbased climate modelling at the MPI has achieved an international level of
excellence. Klaus has been a leading light within our field of science for many
decades. The most amazing thing is that he has also been able to contribute
to a completely different field with his metron model. And last but not least,
the community (and I personally) have also benefitted from his leadership in
national and international climate research programmes.

4.5

Peter Lemke: A Stochastic Decision?

My first encounter with Klaus was indeed of a stochastic nature. It was in
late June 1975, after I had submitted my Diploma Thesis in Theoretical
Solid-State Physics about plasmons in quasi-one-dimensional metals and the
question, why a disordering of the atoms in the metal chain destroyed the
beginning of superconductivity. One evening, I rushed down the stairs of
the Physics building at the University of Hamburg and Wolfgang Kundt was
standing halfway down the stairs talking to a colleague. While passing them,
I overheard one sentence of their conversation: “Klaus Hasselmann is looking
for physicists for climate research.” This sentence stuck in my head the whole
evening, even though I had settled on the idea of becoming a high-school
teacher in mathematics and physics in Hamburg, which I was going to start
on the 1st of August. Klaus was looking for physicists doing climate research
in the newly established Max-Plank-Institut für Meteorologie (MPI-M). This
sounded so interesting that I suddenly could no longer envisage the “secure”
job as a high-school teacher, which I already had in hand. I first went to see
Wolfgang Kundt, then I called Klaus, got an appointment and, following
an interesting discussion on what was expected, i.e., “the application of
stochastic methods to the climate system”, I expressed my strong interest. I
called Klaus again after my final oral exam, and he offered me a job whereby
I could work on my Ph.D. whilst I was also expected to help him to write
research proposals and reports. This took up some of my working time, but
for me it was an excellent learning period on how to write research proposals
with a high probability of obtaining funding.
Yet, the first test in my new job was not of a scientific nature. The official opening of the Institute was scheduled for the 5th of December 1975.
I was responsible for the technical appliances during the opening ceremony
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in the big lecture hall in the basement of the Geomatikum, where the Institute was located. This high-rise university building had just been built, but it
was far from being finished. Nothing really worked perfectly. Each one of us
got stuck in the elevator several times per month. After learning a bit about
stochastic models, the Geomatikum—in my mind—was already displaying
many similarities with some sort of stochastic creature with on–off functions following a random process. Consequently, as a theoretical physicist
with responsibility for the technical infrastructure, I was really worried about
the potential malfunction of all the devices. Fortunately, the lecture hall was
in a deterministic phase during the time of the ceremony. After a deep sigh
of relief, my heart slowed down and I enjoyed the reception afterwards.
Klaus’ attitude with respect to his Ph.D. students was to give them a long
leash provided that they made successful progress by themselves. I handed
a draft of my first paper “Stochastic climate models, part 3. Application to
zonally averaged energy models”1 to Klaus after a year. A few days later he
gave it back to me “with a few editorial remarks”. Needless to say, being
the optimistic student, these remarks were certainly more than just editorial; instead, they provided clear guidance on how the paper should present
the basics, the logic of the model and the results. This was another excellent
learning process for me.
The Institute’s Science Advisory Board met in 1978 and, following my
presentation, Joe Smagorinsky, Director of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory in Princeton, invited me to apply for a Postdoc position in the
Atmosphere–Ocean Programme at Princeton University after finishing my
Ph.D.. Klaus supported my application, which was eventually approved.
He also supported my application for the Woods Hole Summer Study
Programme on Polar Oceanography in 1979. This was a marvellous opportunity to talk to eminent scientists next door in Walsh Cottage, where the
summer programme took place. Knut Aagaard, Kirk Bryan, Adrian Gill, Peter
Killworth, Peter Rhines, Melvin Stern, George Veronis, and Pierre Welander
were sitting in the various rooms ready for an intense discussion. During this
time, I started my work on “A model for the seasonal variation of the mixed
layer in the Arctic Ocean”, supported by many valuable suggestions by Ken
Hunkins, Peter Killworth, and Adrian Gill.
Very early on, Klaus sent me to several international meetings on his
behalf, all of which presented wonderful opportunities to meet with established climate scientists—and for earning a bit of recognition for myself.

1 Lemke, P., 1977: Stochastic climate models. Part 3. Application to zonally averaged energy models.
Tellus 29, 385–392.
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This was the manner in which Klaus provided me with an excellent springboard for my international work in World Climate Research Programme and
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in later years.
After completing my Ph.D. with a dissertation on the “Stochastic dynamic
analysis of polar sea ice variability”, I spent two exciting years at Princeton
University, a personally and scientifically rich period, where Kirk Bryan, Suki
Manabe, Isaac Held and several others from GFDL provided me with valuable guidance. After my return to the MPI-M in 1983, I continued working
towards my habilitation “On the interaction of sea ice with the atmosphere
and ocean”, again accompanied by Klaus’ advice on how to follow the right
path.
Following my habilitation in 1988, Ernst Augstein, a former colleague
at the MPI-M, asked me to apply for an Associated Professorship at the
University of Bremen and the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine
Research, where Dirk Olbers had taken up a professorship a few years earlier.
My application was successful, and my transition to Bremen was planned for
November 1989.
However, in June 1989, Rainer Roth, Professor of Meteorology in
Hannover, had to decline his planned participation in the upcoming Winter
Weddell Gyre Study on board the research icebreaker Polarstern which was
scheduled for the 6th of September to the 30th of October, and I was asked
to replace him as leader of the Hannover Meteorology Group at short notice.
When asked Klaus whether I—a climate modeller still employed at the MPIM—should participate in an Antarctic Winter Expedition, he said: “If I were
you, I wouldn’t think twice. It’s a great opportunity to learn, how observations
are made and how they should be interpreted.”
This expedition marked a transition point for me, in several ways. It
represented a transition from Hamburg to Bremen, from climate modelling
to polar climate observations, from giving lectures occasionally to teaching
regular courses at the University, from concentrating on my own scientific
research to supervising Ph.D. Students. This transition also meant leaving
Klaus’ sphere of influence. I left the MPI-M with rich memories and a
valuable basis of scientific insight provided by Klaus and our colleagues.
Now, while putting these memories to paper, I found myself musing about
what would have happened, had I rushed down the stairs of the physics
building on that June evening in 1975 just a few minutes earlier or later.
What would have been the outcome for me had I not caught the invaluable information which was to determine my scientific career to such a large
degree. Was my decision to join Klaus a living model example of a stochastic
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process? It definitely manifested as a short-term forcing causing a long-term
response involving a memory-term.
This decision was not based on pure chance, but it proved to be an
excellent opportunity which led to an interesting and fulfilling scientific
career.

Klaus was not only the head of our scientific alma mater the MPI-M, but also
the Captain of the Institute’s soccer team (around 1980, Klaus: top row, 3rd from
left; P.L.: bottom row, 2nd from left).2

4.6

Martin Heimann

Encountering Klaus
First time I came across Klaus was in the late 1970s when he gave a seminar
on stochastic climate models at the physics institute of the University of Bern
in Hans Oeschger’s department. The department was very much involved
in reconstructing climate from paleorecords (radiocarbon, isotopes) and was
developing methods to determine past greenhouse gas concentrations from
ice cores. The prevailing paradigm within this community at the time was
2 Susanne Hasselmann commented on the photo: “die Fußballmannschaft war ne lustige Angelegenheit, besonders wenn sie gegen die Hamburger Müllabfuhr (harte Burschen) spielten. Am Anfang,
erinnere ich noch, dass Klaus nach dem Training mit unserem VW Bus zu Hause vorfuhr, dann
passierte erstmal gar nichts, dann ging ganz langsam die Tür auf und ganz langsam kam ein Bein
heraus, dann ganz langsam das andere Bein usw. Er hatte so einen Muskelkater”.
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that variations detected in climate records must be caused by external factors.
I am not sure if Klaus’ intriguing concept of stochastically driven climate
variations were taken very seriously by the departmental scientists. For us
students, however, the concept sounded fascinating even though it lacked
practical implications, as the department’s main research focus was on climate
history and budgeting the global carbon cycle but not climate dynamics.
When I was a postdoc in the USA, I came across some fascinating papers
by Klaus, which were published as book chapters in the late 1970s early ‘80s.
In these, Klaus envisaged the construction of comprehensive earth models in
which biogeochemistry would also play an important role: “…This requires
the development of a detailed climate model, which takes account of the
oceanic circulation at the global level as well as biological and chemical cycles
…” [56]. This visionary research agenda was the critical incentive for me to
apply to the Hamburg group later in 1985.
Working at the MPI for meteorology in the late 1980s and early 1990s
was a fantastic experience. Klaus’ style of running the Institute was much
more inspiring, relaxed, and friendly than anything I had experienced before,
even in other Max-Planck-Institutes. As a “biogeochemical” outsider I could
profit greatly from the frontier Earth System science analysis methods and
modelling tools developed by my colleagues and could sometimes apply them
successfully to my own work.
Beyond science, life on the 17th and 12th floors of the Geomatikum and
later in the “Pavilion” (Klaus: “we don’t call this a barrack”) was also a lot
of fun. Annual highlights included retreats in Salzau, summer excursions,
and the Christmas party. And of course, the seminars within the Institute,
especially after 1989.
After Perestroika, a seemingly endless stream of eminent Russian turbulence theory scientists visited the MPI for Meteorology to present their
research to Klaus. Whilst turbulence theory in the west had already moved
to explicit large-scale computer-based numerical modelling, our Russian
colleagues still used pencil and paper to calculate smart second, third or
higher order turbulence closure schemes. These visits led to very tough
seminar experiences. Typically, Klaus would round up the entire Institute
department staff in the seminar room at 11am. There we were exposed
for up to two hours, well into lunch time, to huge stacks of tightly handwritten transparencies full of equations, often with Cyrillic letters, presented
by researchers who were usually not very fluent in English. And all of this
related to a topic, that I didn’t understand at all. Once, halfway through, a
slide had accidentally been copied on paper instead of a transparency. Klaus
immediately offered to go to the copying machine to make a transparency.
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While we waited, we heard his footsteps from the ceiling of the seminar room
in the pavilion where he had his office. Then Klaus came back and gave the
transparency to the presenter. But he also brought a thick stack of proposal
documents, which he started to read during the second half of the presentation. Nevertheless, in the questions and answering section, Klaus jumped up
and posed several sharp Belgrano questions. An amazing feat in multitasking.
What is the legacy of Klaus’ scientific work in our field?
Prior to the mid-1980s, the global carbon cycle had been viewed in Earth
System science as just a series of passively connected reservoirs. It had been
thought that any atmospheric carbon dioxide variation would simply be
damped by the redistribution of carbon among these reservoirs. The concept
of potentially significant carbon cycle—climate feedbacks was still in its
infancy. When the first greenhouse gas concentration records of the last glacial
cycle from ice cores became available, this view changed dramatically. One
tool used to understand the interplay between climate and biogeochemistry
are Earth System models that describe both spheres in spatial and temporal
detail in a coupled, physically consistent way. Klaus’ research agenda from
the late 1970s outlined the way forward for the development of such coupled
models. And indeed, Klaus’ team in Hamburg took the lead: Ernst MaierReimer built the very first dynamic three-dimensional ocean carbon cycle
model coupled to a global ocean general circulation model. For the land
side Klaus fostered a collaboration with Gerd Esser, a former student of
Helmuth Lieth of the University of Osnabrück, yielding the first spatially
resolved global terrestrial biosphere model for carbon cycle studies. Unfortunately, however, this model was in many ways too simple to be coupled
into a global climate model in a meaningful way. Eventually, despite these
pioneering achievements, it took another decade until the very first coupled
global carbon cycle climate model was ultimately realised by a group working
at the Hadley Centre.
A personal lesson from Klaus that helped me in my career
During my time in Hamburg, I learned two important things from Klaus,
which were very helpful when I got into a driving seat later in Jena:
Decide. Klaus was very fast in deciding, mostly on the spot. For example,
he offered me a job right after I gave a presentation as an unknown postdoc
visiting the institute in 1984. And when I referred back to this offer in a letter
in the following year, I received an answer with a prepared contract within
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3 working days (which is completely impossible these days, even for a MaxPlanck director). Whether right or wrong, Klaus made a decision. In the rare
instance when one perhaps had a better alternative, one could challenge the
decision and Klaus would be open to revisions. But any alternative really had
to be convincing.
The tropical greenhouse. Klaus mentioned once that he envisages the Institute and its inhabitants as a tropical greenhouse full of fast-growing plants,
and his own role was the gardener, who simply has to put some fertiliser here,
some water there, and perhaps cut a branch or two over there. But the plants
are allowed to flourish themselves. This metaphor reflects nicely the inspiring
and very free environment we scientists experienced in order to pursue our
ideas.

Hamburg, 1990

4.7

Christoph Heinze

A personal memory of Klaus
After completing my diploma in oceanography, I enquired at the Max Planck
Institute of Meteorology about potential Ph.D. opportunities. I was invited
to an interview with Klaus Hasselmann.
It was a very pleasant and thorough interview at the end of which Klaus
told me that I could start if I would like to. I was pleasantly surprised. He also
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told me that I would be free to knock on the doors of all MPI-researchers to
find out more about what it would be like to work at the MPI. Open doors,
total trust, and freedom—I found all of that extremely attractive.
What is the legacy of Klaus’ scientific work in my field?
In terms of marine biogeochemistry in a climate context, Klaus Hasselmann promoted research on all aspects of ocean carbon cycling of relevance
to shaping and changing the Earth’s climate. The fruitful collaboration
between Klaus and Ernst Maier-Reimer resulted in the first global simulation of the inorganic and organic carbon cycles including a simple prognostic
atmospheric reservoir. Ernst and Klaus’ respective publication in 1987 [84]
includes all key features of modern marine Earth system modelling. It nicely
lays out the importance of inorganic carbon chemistry and transport with
the ocean currents for uptake of anthropogenic carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. At the same time, the publication documents the fact that an
ocean model based solely on the inorganic carbon cycle can never be validated against oceanic measurements because the internal structures of carbon
and alkalinity (in contrast to the carbon uptake) are dominated by the organic
(i.e., biologically driven) carbon cycle. Therefore, biological processes had also
been included in the model to show that it worked. The 1987 paper also
covers the relationship between different carbon dioxide emission scenarios,
the corresponding uptake by the oceans, and the atmospheric retention over
time. Thus the paper anticipates the issue illustrated lateron by the IPCC
SRES, RCP, and SSP scenarios and related projections: reducing carbon
dioxide emissions effectively helps the ocean to buffer the excess carbon
dioxide whilst strong peak emissions of carbon dioxide lead to high atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations because ocean mixing is kinetically
incapable of buffering the emissions to a sufficient degree.
Enabling and furthering the development of the Hamburg ocean carbon
cycle model (HAMOCC) still influences modern Earth system models
with their inclusion of an interactive carbon cycle to provide quantitatively
adequate climate projections. Among other things, the development of the
ocean carbon cycle model was possible because of the visionary development
of a fast physical prognostic ocean water mass model known as the dynamical Large Scale Geostrophic ocean general circulation model (the “LSG”). In
the late 1980s and early 1990s this model was among the very few (if not
the only one) dynamical ocean grid point models that could be integrated
into full quasi-equilibrium models over at least 2000 years of model time.
Combining LSG and HAMOCC was an unbeatable model combination
at the time because they allowed drift-free extremely long-term integrations
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whilst rendering the key features of ocean physics and biogeochemistry in an
astonishingly good way. This modelling work was far ahead of its time.
Personal advice from Klaus that helped me in my career
Klaus gave me a lot of advice throughout my time as a Ph.D. student and
researcher. For my Ph.D. studies, Klaus had a fantastic idea on how to
combine paleoclimatic archives and the results of sensitivity studies with
the HAMOCC model on parameter changes and resulting marine tracer
changes as well the related shift in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration
to arrive at an estimate of the maximum likelihood for the various hypotheses
for what caused the glacial drawdown of atmospheric carbon dioxide. This
advice—laid out on a piece of paper in the lobby of a conference that we
attended—proved to be a true treasure and a cornerstone for my further
Ph.D. work.
How did Klaus’ thinking influence my scientific work?
In addition to thinking more in a multivariate and probabilistic way rather
than in terms of simple cause-effect relationships, a general attitude towards
scientific collaboration comes to mind. I remember the glass cuboid on Klaus’
desk that documented an award he received for unselfish collaboration. I
thought: “well, this is a really nice award and is characteristic of Klaus’ way
of handling the scientific process”. Creating something together with others
without focusing on one’s own losses or gains—that helps one to focus on
the good, true, and beautiful aspects of scientific work, especially when things
may sometimes get difficult in the course of one’s daily work.

4.8

Mojib Latif

A personal memory of Klaus
Klaus supported me throughout my career, and I could not be more grateful
to him. For example, he thoroughly edited the first draft of my early research
papers, and that is how I learned to write scientific papers. Klaus also taught
me how to write grant proposals, which also helped me a lot during my
later scientific career. Most importantly, however, from the very beginning
when I was still a graduate student, he always took great care of me, knowing
that I had serious health problems. Klaus even contacted a doctor and made
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an appointment for me, which demonstrates how much he cared about my
health. Suffice it to say that Klaus was my mentor in every respect.
What is the legacy of Klaus’ scientific work in your field?
To me, the explanation of climate variability based on the concept of
the stochastic climate model is the most important scientific achievement
Klaus ever made in my field of climate variability. When published in the
mid-1970s, the stochastic climate model revolutionised the field of climate
variability. The stochastic climate model provides an elegant framework in
which climate variability, which is one of the salient features of the climate,
can be understood through the interactions between climate subsystems
exhibiting vastly different internal timescales. The stochastic climate model
concept can be applied to climate variability over a wide range of timescales,
from seasonal to multimillennial. Nowadays, complex Earth system models
can be integrated for many millennia to investigate such things as the
climate-system dynamics during and after the last ice age. These models,
which, among other things, include interactive ice sheet dynamics very
much support the stochastic nature of climate variability on timescales up
to the multimillennial. In comparison to the spectra obtained from standard
climate models (simulating the atmosphere–ocean-sea ice system), the spectra
obtained from the Earth system models are much “redder”, i.e., the variability
keeps increasing beyond centennial timescales.
Personal advice from Klaus that helped me in my career
Good work prevails. Colleagues will recognise and acknowledge high-quality
research.
How did Klaus’ thinking influence your scientific work?
I try to understand climate variability and climate predictability from a
stochastic perspective. Klaus also taught me to put things into a wider
context.

4.9

Hans Graf

This is a very personal view of what happened two to three decades ago. Since
I never kept a diary, some of the details may be less accurate than a historian
might hope for.
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My first encounter with Klaus was during a seminar talk I gave in the
spring of 1987 at the University of Hamburg as a guest speaker from behind
the Iron Curtain (that was already beginning to show signs of rust). I
had been researching processes that could potentially result in the El Niño
phenomenon. Because of the lack of data available to me at Humboldt
University in East Berlin, the talk was based on conceptual ideas and
hypotheses. Shortly after I began to elaborate on my ideas, Klaus, who was
sitting centre front, seemingly started to nod off. “That’s it …”, I thought “…
it’s boring.” But, to my surprise, after I finished my talk and was basking in
some polite desk-knocking, Klaus’ hand rose, and he began to bombard me
with detailed questions. He understood what I had meant in my doggerel
English. And, most importantly, he was supportive and to my very great
surprise and satisfaction, invited me to accept a fixed-term five-year position with MPI whenever it suited me. Although I was not able (or allowed)
to accept his invitation right away, it strengthened my backbone and let
me grow a few centimetres. I finally came back to this offer in 1990 after
two extended visits to the Max-Planck-Institute for Meteorology in 1988
and 1989. By that time it was possible for me to move to Hamburg with
my family: Germany had finally been re-united. Meanwhile I had incorporated Klaus’ PIP and POP concepts into my research and was studying
the interaction between tropospheric and stratospheric circulation, a process
that would later become very important for the interpretation of continental
winter warming following major volcanic eruptions.
When I began my five-year contract in January 1991, Klaus initially
suggested that I might be interested in enabling the then active climate model
ECHAM2 to be used for paleoclimate studies. This was always typical of his
manner—to make suggestions rather than issuing orders.
External events soon put an end to my coding efforts. First, the media
reacted to the burning oil wells in Kuwait during the Gulf war with stories of
global apocalyptic consequences similar to a nuclear winter. We had long and
controversial discussions about these rather extreme visions in the tearoom
in which I stated that the relevant effects would only be local during the
winter due to the prevailing very strong inversion layer over the Middle East.
Klaus joined in and at the end of the day he suggested an effort involving
the whole Institute. I received his long leather whip. All work on the climate
was put on hold for several weeks, at least for a dozen or so people, and a
paper was written and readily accepted and published in Nature in which it
was proposed that the effects from the soot belching oil wells would only be
local. We did not include the summer simulations. This was my first in-depth
contact with aerosol science.
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When Mt. Pinatubo erupted in June 1991, I asked Klaus if he would be in
favour of a study of the effects of the massive volcanic eruption. He suggested
writing a proposal to BMBF (the Federal Ministry of Education and Science),
which was accepted within two months. I received my first funding for a
project of my own, which marked the start of my scientific independence. I
also got my own research group.
About a year later, when our research into Pinatubo was well under way,
Klaus called me into his office where he talked to me about his wish to include
atmospheric chemistry in climate research. It seemed to me that our institute should mark its leading role as the MPI for Chemistry became quite
strong in atmospheric research. Finally, Klaus offered me a permanent position on the proviso that I would concentrate on atmospheric chemistry. A
PERMANENT POSITION at MPI-M! Since I had no idea of chemistry
beyond what I had learned at school, I asked for a day to consider the offer,
which he allowed me, saying that: “You can do anything if you are intelligent!”. The next day I suggested concentrating on aerosols as a combination
of physics and chemistry, which would give me more confidence. I guess that
was an intelligent idea. Klaus accepted my proposal, and I began my period
of aerosol research, which culminated in the BMBF-funded National Aerosol
Research Programme, which eventually resulted in many invaluable contacts
including a very close collaboration with the MPI for Chemistry in Mainz.
The last great piece of advice that Klaus gave me in 2002 was to accept
the offer to take on a newly installed Chair and Professorship on Environmental Systems Analysis at the University of Cambridge. He dismissed my
reservations about missing links and the lack of climate research activity
at Cambridge pointing out that: “Once you’re there, you’ll be able to do
whatever you want!”.
He was right … again.

4.10 Gabriele Hegerl: Der Alte
I first met Klaus when I came to Hamburg for a job interview as postdoc—
I was clearly considered slightly unusual by Hans von Storch and Klaus,
and not only because of my very strong Bavarian accent. Klaus found my
interest in climate, my weird Ph.D. topic and my language amusing and they
hired me to work on a hugely exciting topic, namely the detection of climate
change. I followed in Ben Santer’s very large footsteps, and worked directly
with Klaus and Hans, or rather mostly with Hans at first, as Klaus was too
busy and may also have been considered too intimidating. His input also
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needed translation for a climate science novice like me. It was interesting to
see what a huge presence Klaus was within the MPI at that time, and probably even now! The only other time I encountered this level of admiration
was when I went out with the Munich philharmonic players after a concert
and noticed how they spoke about their then conductor. In both cases, it
had to do with people’s admiration for someone who had mastered his field
and was able to do things we could only dream of. For us, he was the boss,
the guru, the man who sets the topics, mentors our work, sees the flaw in
our scientific arguments but also has some amazing ideas how to fix them,
the decision maker, the person who knows where to go. Presenting results
in front of Klaus at the annual retreat in Salzau was an amazing opportunity
but also quite terrifying. If there was any flaw in one’s work—and surely there
was bound to be—then Klaus would be sure to spot it. Everybody had seen
him happily dozing through seminars only to wake up and ask THE QUESTION—the one question that really picked on the deep issue somewhere
in that problem, the unjustified assumption, the pedestrian approach, or the
core of the problem. I know very few scientists who are able to do this—to
spot the big issue and latch onto it –so Klaus is a rare and truly outstanding
scientist. It was no wonder that the survivors of this opportunity and ordeal
would take part in a lot of relaxing activities after the Salzau presentations.
Klaus has very much shaped the field of climate science, and the two pieces
of his work that I admire most are his stochastic climate models [38] and
signal detection methods [54, 110, 129]. His work is still frequently cited,
and his way of thinking about the problem has shaped the field. We no longer
search for a deterministic response that can be linked very simply to chains
of argument. Instead, we look for the climate system integrating weather
phenomena and other noise and resonating in response. This has also worked
for me in relation to the role of volcanic activity in the last millennium, where
short sharp shocks lead to low frequency variability such as the Little Ice Age.
Of course, I am very partial to signal detection—Klaus’ 1979 paper [54] was
the first to set out a framework for how to achieve this and, whilst the idea
has been reshaped by the community, it has survived and his relevant papers
still cited frequently. By the way, my Ph.D. student has recently rediscovered
principal oscillation patterns [86] and Klaus’ arguments against discounting
future damage to the climate in integrated assessment modelling has taught
us how to think about climate change and the benefit of mitigation. But, I
still find stochastic climate models the most beautiful of all Klaus’ ideas.
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Post meeting relaxation with some beverages (with Ernst Maier-Reimer and Joerg
Wolff )

While Klaus tucks into his reward
In addition to teaching me a lot about climate science, Klaus also taught
me three essential practical things: the first is that it is worth spending a
lot of time polishing papers and getting them just right. I will never forget
that long evening when I needed to submit our attribution paper [135] prior
to leaving on some trip or other. I thought it was ready. Klaus thought it
wasn’t. So, throughout the day I got lots of scribbled corrections handed
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down from the upper floor pavilion to my office. At around 9 pm he ordered
pizza and handed over the final corrections. I completed the paper, printed
it, and boxed it into a courier box (those were the days). Of course, his
corrections were almost illegible but if I didn’t manage to decipher them this
time, they would come back exactly the same the next time. Very predictable!
Even more challenges in reading his handwriting arose when he faxed equations from Sylt. We once had a debate about how to optimise the fingerprint
in practice—it’s quite hard to decipher faxed scribbled equations and when
successful, this is followed by the even harder task of understanding them.
Klaus taught me two other practical things:
To do important things really well. It is fine to focus on the thing one is
most dedicated to and to put less effort into less important things. I keep
repeating this to myself as a mantra—you want to do research to perfection
in midterm project reports or committee reports is not needed.
Research and life are full of opportunities. There is no need to continue
doggedly with what one is currently doing. If the topic in question is too busy
and the good stuff has already been published then move on and look for new
questions. Try something crazy. Don’t get stuck on the same thing. I try to do
that too and sometimes it works. Following Klaus’ advice, at least sometimes,
has opened up many really interesting research opportunities. And his optimism also extends to politics: people, he says, will understand that climate
change is important and that it needs to be addressed. We will solve this. I
certainly hope we do and that the future proves him right!

4.11 Jin-Song von Storch
I belong to the younger generation and got to know Klaus as a generous
director interested in science and only in science, although it took me some
time to realise this. I started my Ph.D. at the MPI with Hans in 1987,
working on predicting ENSO using POPs, and had little idea about Klaus.
I remember that at some point I needed to talk to him. I went to see him
and was nervous, but found only Elsa Radmann: “Mr. Hasselmann is in a
meeting”, she snapped. So that was my early impression of Klaus; a director
who is not easily reachable.
Like many young scientists, I was keen to present my results. My problem
at that time was that I was unsure about how to get Klaus’ attention. There
were so many great scientists at the Institute such as Mojib who became
famous within the TOGA community overnight. And some of them, such
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as Hans, have always been loud. So, the only way for me to get Klaus’ attention was to give a talk. But most talks did not go well, because Klaus usually
started asking questions after two minutes and then dominated the entire
discussion. One needs to do something about it. I discovered he likes sweets
so, when it was my turn again to give a talk, I brought a box of Toffiffee. I
was able to keep him busy chewing, but not for too long.
I learned more about Klaus from elder colleagues such as Peter Müller and
Dirk Olbers. Actually, I (as a meteorologist) learned physical oceanography
from Peter and Dirk (more precisely from their books). I was struck by the
rigor and the precision of their theories, both in terms of the fundamental
equations and the various approximations derived from these equations. I
had a hunch that the way Peter and Dirk work very probably had something
to do with their mentor, Klaus. Peter described his experience after he left
Klaus’ group. He was surprised to learn that Klaus was an exception: when
you leave the MPI, you get to know normal people.
The most unforgettable picture I got of Klaus was the one I formed of
him at the colloquium held on his 60th birthday shortly after completing my
Ph.D. The colloquium was attended by some world-renowned people and
Klaus gave his famous talk on his metron theory. Like many others, I didn’t
understand a word of it, but I do remember him saying: “you can ask me,
but you cannot stop me”. I witnessed a real scientist talking!

4.12 Hans Von Storch
Encountering Klaus
When I first got into the field of meteorology as a recently graduated mathematician working in the Günter Fischer group, I worked 2 floors below
Klaus in the Geomatikum. I was aware that there was a Max-Planck Institute—two friends of mine had done their Ph.D. studies there—but I had
no real idea about what they did, and who Klaus was. I didn’t meet him
until about 1982 or ‘83, when Klaus organised what we foot soldiers called
the “Lütjenseer Wendeparteitag”, to which our university group was invited.
That was because Klaus had determined that the work being carried out at
his Institute had matured to the point that quasi-realistic modelling capacity
had to be installed at the MPI, and that our group, in particular Erich
Roeckner and Ulrich Schlese, would be useful for this purpose. I had to
give a talk, and I decided to talk about the statistical comparison of ensembles of model simulations and went on to discuss non-parametric methods.
Klaus did not like it and tried to teach me the significance of red and white
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noise about which I had no idea. He was probably right, but I didn’t want
to accept that. It all ended in an unconstructive heated debate. Later Ernst
Maier-Reimer comforted me with a good beer. I got my “habilitation” the
following year, thanks to Günter Fischer, who then suggested to Klaus that
he should hire me. When we met for a chat, I referred to our “discussion”
in Lütjensee, but Klaus just waved it away as irrelevant. I found out that he
had also had a similar experience, when Reimar Lüst offered him the MPI.
Lüst had attended Klaus’ now infamous presentation at the Atlantic Hotel, at
which he overlayed so many slides on the overhead projector that the screen
was just black—an event that Klaus remembers with a certain amount of
embarrassment.
I was hired and entered a new scientific world. Eventually I read Jenkins &
Watts, learned about red and white noise, about detection and attribution and
all that, wrote the book “Statistical Analysis in Climate Science” with Francis
Zwiers, and had many more beers with the unforgotten and much missed
Ernst Maier-Reimer. What a privilege!
As for Klaus himself, he was always generous, mostly charming and
humorous, but strict and impatient when it came to the science. One
problem is that his pronunciation is often difficult to understand—but now
I know why: his speech is often not a communication to others, but rather
the sound that accompanies his thinking. Whenever he mumbles, then he is
still doing his intellectual analysis.
What is the legacy of Klaus’ scientific work in your field?
Klaus contributed to many scientific challenges, but I only grasped, and
perhaps incompletely, his achievements in the field of stochastic framing of
the climate system, in ocean wave modelling, and in linking climate and
society. Whilst the first two have obviously been enormously successful, I do
have certain reservations about the latter.
The really significant part was his statistical thinking, the concept later
encapsulated in the concept of “Principal Interaction Patterns”, according to
which the full phase space of a system is divided into two parts, a small, low
dimensional part, where the key dynamics takes place, and the remainder
with very high dimensions, which is mostly a slave of the first part and
feeds back into the dynamical core through conditional statistical models
(commonly named parametrisations). This concept was already encapsulated in his first strike—the stochastic climate model, which predicted that
long-term variations would emerge in the climate system, without a forcing
acting on these time scales: “smoke without fire”. This “noise” was not just
a nuisance when it comes to identifying the dynamics and interlinkages
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but was a generic part of the dynamics. His second strike in 1979 was the
discrimination between this unavoidable unprovoked variability, the noise,
and any signal reflecting the presence of external forcing. The detection-andattribution concept developed from this, which justified the assertion that the
ongoing emissions of greenhouse gases is changing the climate of Earth. His
strike 3a was the formulation of the Principal Interaction Patterns in 1988.
He had already developed an early version, which he named Principal Oscillation Patterns, which he asked me to breathe practical life into. I did so—but
at the cost of simplification, of vulgarisation. He invented PIPs in response
to this. This was his strike 3b. His first two achievements changed climate
science and the role it plays in the global economy and policy making. As an
abstract concept, the third shaped my thinking.
Klaus attempted to expand these ides to include society as a component
within the climate system. However, the basic assumption, namely the persistent existence of a low-dimensional subspace with a dominant dynamic, is
questionable in relation to societal dynamics. I do not believe that such a
subspace could exist for a sufficiently long time and think that it would be
conditioned by a variety of inhomogeneous cultural configurations.
How did Klaus’ thinking influence your scientific work?
His thinking guided me—in conceptualising the climate system in the spirit
of PIPs, with the detection and attribution being carried out in an appropriate low dimensional subspace of dominant dynamics. He convinced me
that noise is ubiquitous in the climate system, on global and regional scales, in
the atmosphere and the ocean. My latest research interest was, and continues
to be, the emergence of such (hydrodynamical) noise in marginal seas and its
scale-dependency.
His thinking also influenced me to ask whatever and whoever: why? Where
is the evidence? What are the hidden tacit assumptions?
What piece of personal advice from Klaus has helped you in your career?
The only piece of advice I remember is “don’t worry, when time is ripe, a door
will open for you. When you are good at something, and it is of interest, an
opportunity for an application or for a job will emerge”. I now give this same
advice to my own Ph.D. students and co-workers. It works.
Whilst not taking the form of explicit advice, his management approach
has informed my own. Never look for finance planning details (Hinzpeter’s
dogma in this context: “Eine Zahl ist keine Zahl”) but base your decision
solely on a consideration of the relevance for the work and the issue, whilst
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keeping the personal implications in mind; decide immediately in most cases.
In and of itself, increasing the number of co-workers and of the influx of
money is not a legitimate goal when it comes to running a research institute.

4.13 Patrick Heimbach: Interactions with Klaus’
Sphere of Influence
It was Spring 1993; I had recently completed my Dipl. Phys. in Bonn and was
keen to change my subject of study to climate research. A first application for
a Ph.D. position at the University of Hamburg had failed, leaving me deeply
disappointed. This was the backdrop for my interview at the MPI, where I
first met Klaus and Susanne. At the end of a day’s visit, Klaus explained to
me that there was no current opening in the climate dynamics division, but
that they were looking for a student in the “Seegangsgruppe”. I didn’t quite
know what that was all about, but immediately accepted the offer nonetheless, having been deeply impressed by the person and the interactions I had
had just on that day. Two initial personal lessons I learned were: (i) more
often than not it is good to follow your instincts; (ii) sometimes an initial
rejection opens the door to a much brighter sequel.
Thus, in the summer of 1993 I began work in remote sensing and
modelling of ocean surface waves. The context was the recent launch of the
first European Remote Sensing satellite ERS-1, which opened up the prospect
of being able to observe ocean surface waves on a global, quasi-routine basis,
and the ability to perform detailed validation of the third generation Wave
Model (WAM). One specific scientific question concerned swell propagation
over long distances, and the process of dissipation. The fact that we were
picking up a classic field experiment that had been conducted by Walter
Munk and colleagues—including Klaus—in the early 1960s, following swell
propagation across the Pacific along a great circle [18], but now using remote
sensing, offered me a wide range perspective for studying the problem as well
as giving me an insight into Klaus’ early work.3
More happy surprises awaited me soon after starting my work: within days
of starting my job, a group of researchers from the USA visited the MPI,
and Klaus invited me along to their meetings, despite my almost complete
ignorance of the subject. Within months, I took my first trip to Utrecht
(KNMI) to celebrate the publication of the now classic book on Dynamics
3

There is a beautiful, 30-min documentary about the experiment, which I regard as a must-watch
when teaching about ocean surface waves, narrated by Walter Munk, and in which Klaus has several
brief appearances: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MX5cKoOm6Pk.
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and Modelling of Ocean Waves [244]. These are but a few examples of Klaus’
trust in people and his ability to develop the deep sense of community that
makes research teams successful.
More lessons were learnt along the way, e.g., (iii) that what I had studied in
theoretical physics about particles and fields could also be applied in oceanography, as pioneered by Klaus, and (iv) that—arguably—ocean wave research
provides the basic training for climate science (“Seegang, die Grundschule der
Klimaforschung”); at least this was one (of several) way(s) in which the small
“Seegangsgruppe” justified its raison d’être within a large climate research
institute, sometimes in a slightly tongue-in-cheek manner. Nevertheless, the
current renewed interest in the subject provides some vindication (e.g., Villa
Bôas et al. 2019).4
I was the third “Rheinländer” in the small group, next to Renate Brokopf
and Georg Barzel. Renate’s cookie box (always filled with “Prinzenrolle”)
ensured that we’d get regular visits from Klaus. Over the years I would come
to represent the group in a variety of project meetings and symposia—earning
me the title of “Reisedoktorand” (the travelling doctoral candidate).5
The time came for me to produce scientific results. “Schon sehr schön”
is what I would get to hear a lot. “Very nice for a start” might be a
precise translation, but an accurate one would emphasise the fact that lots of
work remained to be done. Those words are telling of Klaus’ deeply human
approach to mentoring. Always encouraging, setting a positive tone, but
just as clearly conveying to the mentee the many ways in which the work
he or she presented remained insufficient. Frequently overwhelmed by the
deep insights of the mentor, the mentee would walk away from a meeting,
wondering how he or she could ever move beyond “Schon sehr schön”. What
may have saved me was the privilege of being exposed to a rich spectacle of
perspectives that Klaus weaved together into a complex story of the climate
system, from its physical machinations to its societal interactions.
It is difficult to choose among the many lasting impacts that Klaus has
had on the field. Others who have contributed to this volume have provided
accounts in the context of surface wave modelling and remote sensing (and
see a recent review by Klaus himself [176]), so I will highlight work not done
by Klaus himself, but which he had the vision and foresight to support, and
which would prove important to my work as a postdoc with Carl Wunsch
4 Bôas, A. B. V., et al. (2019). Integrated Observations of Global Surface Winds, Currents, and
Waves: Requirements and Challenges for the Next Decade. Frontiers in Marine Science, 6 , 2219–2234.
https://doi.org/10.3389/fmars.2019.00425.
5 Among the noteworthy places and people that left an impact on me were encounters with Bertrand
Chapron and Harald Krogstad at Ifremer, and David Halpern at the World Expo’98 in Lisbon,
Portugal.
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at MIT. This was about developing a software tool, initially developed at
the MPI by Ralf Giering and Thomas Kaminski and later matured at MIT,
that could “differentiate” a model code, i.e., generate code that represents
the derivative of some model output with respect to some inputs by means of
“automatic differentiation”.6 This tool would prove essential in NASA’s ocean
data assimilation consortium “Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the
Ocean” (ECCO), which now has a 20-year legacy, involving various former
and present members of the MPIMet (Marotzke et al. 1999, Stammer et al.
2002, Heimbach et al. 2019).7
My personal, deep, and lasting impression is that of an extraordinary individual, not only intellectually, but as a human-being, generous, caring, free
of allures, and with a rich sense of humour. The latter shines through in this
concluding anecdote: it is the story of an elderly man who appeared regularly
in the halls of the Geomatikum with a pamphlet in which he claimed to have
proven that Pi is a rational number. At one point, Klaus mused (with a subtle
ironical smile) that it might be best for him to join this old man to distribute
his own work on the metron model.

4.14 Jörg Wolff: The Shortbread Biscuit
There was a conference in Hawaii, which I really wanted to take part in. To
get permission, I grabbed a shortbread biscuit, put it on a small plate, and
went straight to Klaus’ office. Elsa Radmann allowed me to enter and I told
Klaus that this would be an attempt of bribery. He looked longingly at the
shortbread. I presented my case, he accepted, and ate the biscuit.

6 Giering, R., & Kaminski, T. (1998). Recipes for adjoint code construction. ACM Trans Math Softw,
24 (4), 437–474. https://doi.org/10.1145/293686.293695.
7 Marotzke, J., Giering, R., Zhang, K. Q., Stammer, D., Hill, C., & Lee, T. (1999). Construction of
the adjoint MIT ocean general circulation model and application to Atlantic heat transport sensitivity.
Journal of Geophysical Research, 104 (29), 529–548. https://doi.org/10.1029/1999jc900236.
Stammer, D., Wunsch, C., Giering, R., Eckert, C., Heimbach, P., Marotzke, J., Adcroft, A., Hill,
C. N., & Marshall, J. (2002). Global ocean circulation during 1992–1997, estimated from ocean
observations and a general circulation model. Journal of Geophysical Research, 107 (C9), 3118–1–27.
https://doi.org/10.1029/2001jc000888.
Heimbach, P., Fukumori, I., Hill, C. N., Ponte, R. M., Stammer, D., Wunsch, et al. (2019).
Putting It All Together: Adding Value to the Global Ocean and Climate Observing Systems With
Complete Self-Consistent Ocean State and Parameter Estimates. Frontiers in Marine Science, 6 , 769–
10. https://doi.org/10.3389/fmars.2019.0005.
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4.15 Ben Santer: A Road Trip with Klaus
One of my favorite personal memories of Klaus was traveling with him to
a meeting of the International Detection and Attribution Group (IDAG) in
Boulder in the early 1990s. At that time, Klaus was working on the draft
of what would later become his seminal 1997 paper on fingerprint detection
[129]. When we boarded the international flight to Denver, Klaus informed
one of the flight attendants that we were engaged in important scientific
research. Were a pair of quiet seats available in business class?
I’ve never had much luck with polite requests for free upgrades to business class, but Klaus was successful. My “lesson learned” was that it helps to
travel with someone who conveys—even to those who do not know him—an
impression of quiet authority, of distinction, of being “außergewöhnlich”.8
And Klaus is “außergewöhnlich”. I’ve never met anyone like him. The
essays in this book will surely attest to the extraordinary contributions Klaus
has made to many different areas of climate science. Stochastic climate
models. PIPs and POPs. Optimal detection of anthropogenic signals. Elucidation of the cold start effect. Development of ocean wave models. Exploration of the economic impacts of climate change. The list of contributions
is long and illustrious, each highlighting Klaus’s unique ability to see the
complex climate system from a novel and interesting perspective.
While such vision and scientific brilliance is “außergewöhnlich”, it is
the pairing of vision and brilliance with very human qualities—humility,
and deep curiosity about the world and people around him—that is truly
extraordinary.
Back to our flight to Denver. Klaus worked on the Climate Dynamics
paper, passed me a draft version, and asked for my comments. I felt that it
would be impolite to read a magazine or fall asleep. If your boss is changing
the world of anthropogenic signal detection on a flight from Germany to
Denver, you don’t fall asleep. You pay attention.
During the meeting of the IDAG group at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), Klaus provided the scientific direction for the
group’s efforts to identify a human-caused warming signal. He reminded us of
the power of patterns. As he had written back in his famous 1979 paper [54],
“It is necessary to regard the signal and noise fields as multi-dimensional vector
quantities and the significance analysis should accordingly be carried out with
respect to this multivariate statistical field, rather than in terms of individual gridpoint statistics.” Or put simply: Look at patterns, not at individual grid-points.

8

Langenscheidt’s translation of “außergewöhnlich” is “extraordinary, exceptional, outstanding”.
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Pattern analysis provides you with the power to discriminate between natural
internal variability and the forced response to human-caused greenhouse gas
increases.
It was a key insight, and it provided a “statistical roadmap for hundreds
of climate change detection and attribution studies”—studies which ultimately identified human-caused fingerprints in many different independently
monitored climate variables.9
After the conclusion of our IDAG meeting in Boulder, Klaus and I had a
free afternoon before our return flight to Germany. Why not go for a drive
to the Rockies?
What a marvelous experience that was! In Hamburg, given the sheer
number of scientists, students, and visitors wanting to see him (and the tight
control of his schedule exercised by Frau Radmann), it was difficult to get a
few hours of uninterrupted hours of “Hasselmann time.” I had that privilege
now.
So we drove to Estes Park, the gateway to Rocky Mountain National Park.
I recall how good it felt—after hours in airplanes and in a meeting room—to
get out and stretch our legs in Estes Park, and to take in the grandeur of the
Rockies. And I remember Klaus’s humanity. He was genuinely interested in
me as a human being, and not just as a scientist. A drive that might have
been anxiety-inducing and intimidating for a young post-doc instead became
a few truly memorable hours—the opportunity for a fascinating conversation
about life and science.
Klaus Hasselmann has accomplished many great things in his scientific
career. He published ground-breaking research. He led an institute that
became a world-leading research center for climate modeling. He helped the
world understand that humans are not merely innocent bystanders in the
climate system—human activities are actively changing Earth’s climate. But
in addition to all of these great achievements, he had a “discernible influence”
on the lives of generations of colleagues and students. That contribution will
be just as enduring as all of his contributions to climate science.

9 Santer, B.D., C. Bonfils, Q. Fu, J.C. Fyfe, G.C. Hegerl, C. Mears, J.F. Painter, S. Po-Chedley,
F.J. Wentz, M.D. Zelinka, and C.-Z. Zou, 2019: Celebrating the anniversary of three key events in
climate. Nature Climate Change, 9, 180–182. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-019-0424-x.
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4.16 Ulrich Cubasch: How a Postdoc Became
an IPCC Convening Lead Author
My first encounter with Klaus Hasselmann was at ECMWF in Reading,
where I was working on the development of the next generation of the
forecasting model. My colleagues mentioned to me that he (they had given
him the nickname “The Kaiser”) would be coming to Reading for about a
fortnight to do research. I was of course curious to meet the scientist with
such a nimbus, and I seized the opportunity to have a brief conversation
with him. Later I contacted him about the possibility of doing a Ph.D.
in Hamburg. It turned out that, unlike the University of Reading, it was
possible to do obtain a Ph.D. from the University of Hamburg without
being enrolled. Due to the different curriculum structures at UK and German
universities, being enrolled would have meant that I would have had to spend
a lot of time attending Ph.D.-courses, which merely repeated what I had
learned for my German Diploma. Prof. Günter Fischer agreed to supervise
the thesis as an official representative of the University of Hamburg jointly
with Klaus Hasselmann, and Hans von Storch did the some of the coaching.
ECMWF did not mind this set up, as long as it did not interfere with my
normal work. At a later stage, its support became stronger, as the thesis dealt
with performing extended range predictions using ensemble techniques. It
was anticipated that this methodology had the potential to extend weather
forecasting for a longer period.
I was later invited by Klaus Hasselmann to join his group as a postdoc.
I found the topic of climate science more interesting than the continued
attempt to improve weather forecasts, which was the main focus of ECMWF.
Some of its member states insisted that that should be its only goal. I was keen
to get my teeth into coupling an atmosphere model, something I was familiar
with through my work at ECMWF, with a comprehensive ocean model. At
that time, only the University of Oregon had accomplished it and published
results, but GFDL and NCAR were already performing test runs.
One day, it must have been in late 1988, Klaus Hasselmann came into my
office and asked me if I would volunteer to fly to Princeton in his place for a
meeting between groups working on coupled ocean–atmosphere modelling.
He told me that they were planning a comparison between various examples of this type of model. My job would be to represent the Institute and
its research (to fly the flag). I went there, keen to meet all of my colleagues
working on this task. It turned out that it was a high-profile international
meeting which had been set up in preparation for the first IPCC-report by
working group 1. At that time, I (and maybe also Klaus Hasselmann) had
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not really been aware of the importance of this workshop, so I was a bit
surprised by the lion’s den atmosphere created by some of my high-profile
colleagues. As they had been expecting Klaus Hasselmann, not some little
known postdoc, it was a bit of a challenge for me to convince the attendant
US- and UK-dominated science community that there was also pertinent
research been performed in Germany. As the IPCC strives to achieve an
internationally balanced membership, they eventually embraced our effort.
Our Institute was selected to compile one of the chapters of the IPCCreport, which dealt with the coupled model comparison. Perhaps feeling a
bit snubbed by Klaus Hasselmann’s absence, Michael Schlesinger suggested
that I should be the author of this chapter. He pointed out that Klaus would
probably be too busy to deal with the humble task of comparing models
and data. They also assigned Robert Cess, a seasoned scientist with a lot of
experience in how to integrate the various scientists’ attitudes, as a co-author.
I tried to involve Klaus in the IPCC-activities and discussions when I
returned to Hamburg, as considerable rivalries had emerged between the
institutes which had been asked to contribute to the comparison. From time
to time I approached him for comments or suggestions, particularly when
there were conflicts. Knowing the characters of many of the persons involved,
he advised me “to keep my head down” and to play an integrative role. During
this time, he focused on creating results that would improve the IPCC report.
With the MPI being part of the authors team, it was assured that his and
the MPI’s and University of Hamburg’s scientific works would be cited and
recognised by the international community.
Due to the IPCC’s high international profile, more and more institutions
and nations became interested. The IPCC grew larger and larger. To fend off
the numerous external attacks by special interest groups, it became increasingly formalistic. Nowadays the author of a chapter is selected in an elaborate
procedure, where I as a postdoc would not stand a chance. The IPCCs activities (and all of the people who contributed to its success) were honoured with
the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007.
Having been drawn into the IPCC in an early phase of my career, it has
influenced my research ever since. I had the fortune to be selected as author
and coordinator in all of the following reports. These activities brought me
into contract with the international science community, the EU funding
agencies, and several German government bodies. I had the opportunity to
travel around the world, as the IPCC spreads its meetings around the globe
to demonstrate its international character.
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In summary, I am grateful that Klaus Hasselmann enabled me to obtain
a Ph.D. and that his confidence in delegating tasks to his staff provided me
with a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that shaped my entire career.

4.17 Achim Stössel: From Seaman to Professor
Thanks to Klaus Hasselmann
Klaus is the most important person to whom I owe my scientific career, which
has extended all the way to a tenured professorship. I never imagined any of
that when I was still with the merchant navy some 40 years ago, staring brainlessly out to sea from the navigation bridge of a freighter as a nautical officer
on watch. I well remember my first encounter with Klaus in his office at the
MPI-M where he justifiably worried about my grades (not a C-candidate,
but also not a straight A-candidate), and how he was initially reluctant to
accept me as a Ph.D. student. I heard (maybe just a rumour) that Susanne
had somehow convinced him of the benefits of having a seaman on board
in his institute. I also recall Klaus trying to convince me to work on windgenerated waves rather than sea ice, presumably because of the 4 years of
seagoing experience I had by then. At some point much later (I believe it
was during one of the Salzau meetings), we even argued about the climate
relevance of surface gravity waves versus sea ice.
Anyway, after Klaus and Peter Lemke had decided that I would work on sea
ice, I remember coming up with the suggestion to first test Bill Hibler’s new
viscous-plastic rheology sea-ice model in the Baltic Sea, as this was a region
with a dense observational network, which meant that we would readily be
able to evaluate the realism of the model simulation. Klaus’ response was that
the size of the Baltic Sea corresponds to just 2 grid cells of the T21 model, so I
was to apply the sea-ice model to the Southern Ocean around Antarctica, for
which good forcing and verification data was of course much more difficult
to obtain. Peter, Breck Owens, and I nevertheless cranked out a convincing
paper, and I eventually defended my dissertation on this topic in December
1990.
By then in my mid-30s, I was confronted with what to do next. With
our first child underway, I didn’t want to jump from one 3-year project to
the next. I recall approaching Klaus one day asking about the possibility of
continuing to work at MPI-M as a research scientist. That meeting was rather
short: he first asked me about my age, then about the number of publications
I had. After hearing my response, he said that he would grant me another
6 months. That was a clear message. I nevertheless stayed on for 3.5 years as
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a postdoc because of an SFB project for which I obtained funding, but it was
clear to me that I would need to look for a more permanent job elsewhere. I
therefore submitted some 15 applications for such positions, was interviewed
for 3, and was accepted for 1, and that was undoubtedly because of Klaus
(recommendation letter) and the fact that I did my doctoral and postdoc
research at the MPI-M. Not only that, even when deciding on whether or
not to offer me a tenured position, I learned later that my current employers
had asked Klaus for a recommendation letter. To sum it all up, I am most
grateful and lucky that Klaus accepted me into his Institute back then, and
that he continued supporting me all the way to my current position, in spite
of my former non-scientific career.

4.18 Robert Sausen: Interactions with Klaus
Hasselmann
I first met Klaus Hasselmann when I was a Ph.D. student during a summer
school organised by the Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volkes in Alpbach. I
was so impressed by his ideas on climate change and the methods he used that
I applied for a postdoc position at his Institute and was grateful for the opportunity to start work there in 1982. Once there, I initially found it difficult to
understand Klaus’s concise way of presenting his ideas as did the other postdocs and Ph.D. students in his group at the MPI for Meteorology. Luckily,
we were helped by the “ZKs”, the “Zwischenkapazitäten” (the clever minds
in between), Jürgen Willebrand and Dirk Olbers. They were already experienced colleagues, both when it came to the science and to understanding
Klaus. So, they translated his ideas into a language that a postdoc or a Ph.D.
student was able to understand, and, in this way, we learnt a lot.
Following my training phase, Klaus pushed me in the direction of studying
averting the initial drift in coupled atmosphere–ocean models. I came up
with the idea of “flux correction”, whereby a better name would have been
“anomaly flux coupling”. The method was quite successful, but also controversial. The first time I presented it to an international audience was at the
Erice summer school in 1986. The discussion after my short presentation was
rather heated, mainly among the lecturers at the summer school, with the
Europeans in favour of my ideas and the Americans opposing them. Nevertheless, I, the young scientist, felt fairly safe because I knew that Klaus was
protecting me.
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I had a similar experience a few years later in 1990 or 1991, when I
told a journalist that climate change met with little interest among policymakers, as the effects of climate change would be felt much later than the
legislative period. A high-ranking officer of the German ministry of research
complained to Klaus about what I had said. And Klaus simply answered that
I told the truth. Klaus taught me to be frank about unpleasant results and
news.
I highly appreciated the inspiring and supportive environment that Klaus
created at his Institute.

4.19 Dmitry V. Kovalevsky
How did you meet Klaus?
My research collaboration with Klaus began in 2007. Klaus introduced me to
socioeconomic modelling related to climate mitigation, and this completely
changed my subsequent trajectory in academia. All this began when I was
introduced to Klaus at a conference in Berlin in late 2007. Since then, I am
indebted to Klaus for all his kind, invaluable, continuous support throughout
my career. With the aid of his support with many issues, the socioeconomic research group was established at the Nansen Centre in St. Petersburg
(NIERSC)10 where I was working at that time, and I became the leader of
this newly formed group. Klaus provided very active support for the activities of our group and collaborated with us enthusiastically. We developed the
models together and published co-authored papers. Thanks to Klaus, we were
invited to consortia concerned with a number of major research proposals,
and Klaus himself was also a very active contributor to the proposal writing
process. As examples of our joint project activities, I would refer to two major
EU FP7 projects during the past decade, COMPLEX11 and EuRuCAS,12
in the course of which our group at NIERSC collaborated very actively
with both Klaus and other project participants on the implementation of
the project. Klaus travelled to St. Petersburg several times to present keynote
talks at workshops and colloquia organised by our group at NIERSC, and to
attend meetings that were important to the group.
During my two research visits to the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M) in 2015, Klaus kindly offered to let me use his desk in the
10

Nansen International Environmental and Remote Sensing Centre (NIERSC), St. Petersburg, Russia.
EU FP7 COMPLEX, Project No. 308601 “Knowledge Based Climate Mitigation Systems for a
Low Carbon Economy” (2012–2016).
12 EU FP7 EuRuCAS, Project No. 295068 “European-Russian Centre for Cooperation in the Arctic
and Sub-Arctic Environmental and Climate Research” (2012–2015).
11
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Emeriti office of MPI-M (the other Emeriti desk in the office was for Prof.
Lennart Bengtsson). Klaus and Susanne kindly invited me, and following my
marriage, my family to stay with them and/or visit them in Munich, Glückstadt, on Sylt, and more recently in Hamburg, and we are always welcomed
with the warmest hospitality. Another of our unforgettable experiences was
when Klaus and Susanne invited us to attend a choir performance in which
they were singing. Klaus is always sharing so many interesting stories with us
about his life and career, about his family and relatives, and about his travels
all over the world.
What is the legacy of Klaus’ scientific work in your field?
With what field should I begin? My research career is connected to several
areas in which Klaus was very active, including theoretical physics, oceanography and—as mentioned, thanks to Klaus personally—transdisciplinary
modelling for climate mitigation. It is the latter area in which his ideas and
contributions have shaped my own thinking and research activities to the
largest extent.
Has any personal advice from Klaus helped you in your career?
Klaus gave me a lot of invaluable advice on various topics during our
lengthy collaboration, and I could gratefully provide many examples here.
For instance, he gave me some comprehensive technical advice relating to IT
under very non-trivial circumstances, which continues to help me a lot in
my research until the present day. That was in 2008 when we had recently
begun our collaboration with Klaus on socioeconomic modelling, and I had
to master a specialised software programme that Klaus was systematically
using for developing his models (to avoid accusations of hidden advertising,
I shall refrain from naming this excellent software package here). To help
me learn as quickly as possible, Klaus kindly gave me a personal training
course in the most wonderful and hospitable environment one could ever
imagine: Klaus and Susanne kindly invited me to stay with them on Sylt. For
several days I sat with Klaus over a laptop, whilst he used all his pedagogical
talent to teach me step-by-step how to use the various features and options
of the programme. In a spirit of full disclosure, I should add that after these
intense lessons there were wonderful walks with Klaus and Susanne along
the seashore and in other beautiful places in Sylt. Having benefited from this
personal IT training from a famous scientist, I am still actively using the
knowledge and skills I acquired.
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How did Klaus’ thinking influence your scientific work?
The impact of our nearly 15-year-long collaboration with Klaus on my
research activities and, more broadly, on my way of thinking and problem
solving, has been enormous. I am very much obliged to Klaus for so many
new and inspiring ideas and for the new methods and tools with which he
made me familiar. Had it not been for those years of learning from Klaus as
well as communicating and collaborating with him, my own mental model
of the world would currently have looked completely different.

4.20 Carola Kauhs: A Non-Scientific View
on Professor Klaus Hasselmann
from the Institute’s Librarian
I have known Mr. Hasselmann for 38 years now, and he has accompanied
me throughout my entire active professional life. As a librarian who had just
completed her degree, I started working at the Max-Planck-Institute in 1983
as the successor to Mrs. Grimminger, whom Mr. Hasselmann had lured away
from his own father in 1975 to build up the joint library at the MPI-M and
the university institutes of meteorology and geophysics. Mrs. Grimminger
had a very special way of dealing with the Managing Director and was able
to convince him with her arguments. Lucky me.
Years later, I learned from my library colleagues that the Managing Directors at the MPG Institutes changed regularly. But at our Institute, we had
the same Managing Director for years: Mr. Hasselmann. I couldn’t understand why my colleagues were so excited about a special event known as the
“Scientific Advisory Board”. Either we didn’t have anything like that at the
Institute or it always completely passed me by.
On behalf of the works council, I sometimes had to make Klaus Hasselmann aware of various things. In those days, it was still possible to hold the
works meeting in a medium-sized seminar room in the “MPI-Pavilion”. Mr.
Hasselmann would sit in the front row, face-to-face with the works council
members. When a proposal was made to approve educational leave for scientists at the MPI-M to take additional English classes, a firm, non-evasive look
was sufficient to give the Director to understand that the proposal was denied
on the grounds that scientists at the MPI know enough English and don’t
need educational leave for that.
I didn’t see Mr. Hasselmann that often during his active time at the
Institute. One day, a group of architects were strolling through the library
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discussing expansion plans for the computer centre on the same floor using
the library space. No information about these plans had reached me in
advance, so I was quite annoyed with this procedure and tried to confront
the Director, but all I got from his assistant Ms. Radmann was the information: “He won’t be back at the Institute for two days”. So, I initially vented
my anger at the Director of the computer centre. Two days later, however, I
had the opportunity to talk to Mr. Hasselmann. Still full of indignation, I
entered his office and was welcomed by a smiling gentleman saying: “I must
have been lucky that I wasn’t in the office two days ago”. This charmingly
took the wind out of my sails. We were then able to clarify the matter (almost)
peacefully. The library was saved, but for very different reasons.
The first scientific lecture I heard from Klaus Hasselmann was slightly
disappointing. As I naturally couldn’t understand much of the content, I
focused on his presentation style and waited for a gripping performance by
a professor. It was still in the days of projectors with acetate slides that had
to be changed by hand. Professor Hasselmann replaced his slides so quickly
that the audience must have felt dizzy. His flow of speech was similarly rapid
and unclear. Did he actually speak English or German? Even some of the
scientists probably had difficulties in following the lecture.
Following his retirement and with advances in the electronic supply of
literature, I would occasionally receive emails with requests for a given article
in PDF format. I was glad to be able to send the requested texts quickly. The
full texts were often sent as breakfast reading to Sylt, to Glückstadt or other
places. Prior to digitisation however, one request reached me scribbled on a
beer mat after he had attended a conference. He was obviously in the “service
of science” at all times.
At some point during the first years, he promised me that he would never
donate his special print collection to the library. It would be useless for others
and is organized in a rather personal manner. That calmed me down considerably, as the days of special print collections seemed to be over. But now in
2021, with its help, I was actually able to verify a few analogue sources for
the bibliography of this book. They could not be found using current digital
research tools. So, in the end, the collection was very helpful after all.
I have never regretted spending all of my working years at the Institute
of which Professor Hasselmann is the founding director, and even now I am
always pleased when an email from him is waiting in the mailbox in the
morning.
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4.21 Gerbrand Komen
Memories
I first encountered Klaus in 1978 in Kiel, where he gave a lecture at a GATE
symposium. I was late and had missed the introduction. I expected a typical
German accent. So when I heard Klaus my first reaction was: this cannot be
him. But it was.
A year later Willem de Voogt and I travelled to Hamburg to meet Klaus
to discuss our joining the Sea Wave Modeling Project (SWAMP), an intercomparison project that Klaus had started. I vividly remember a subsequent
meeting with other SWAMP-participants in the periphery of a wave conference in 1981 in Miami in which Klaus and Susanne both took part. They
invited us to their hotel room, where we discussed progress whilst eating
dinner from fast food boxes.
After I had presented our wave modelling work at the Miami conference
Klaus invited me to spend a summer in Hamburg, which I did in 1983. That
summer was quite remarkable. It was great working with Klaus and Susanne
(see below), it was equally great to experience their wonderful hospitality. It
was not so easy to find suitable accommodation for me and my family (wife
+ 2 kids). But then Klaus and Susanne let us stay with them in Kayhude, for
several weeks. And when my family had returned to Holland they let me join
them in their choir, the Altonaer Singakademie, for the weekly rehearsals and
for a special concert trip. A black suit was obligatory, but I didn’t have one
with me. Fortunately, Klaus had a spare one, his wedding suit, which fitted
me nicely. Highlights were performances in Mölln and Lübeck.
I have many precious memories of our frequent interactions during the
15 years or so following that summer. Too many to list, but a few come to
the fore.
In 1985 we were at ECMWF with a team to set up the first version of our
wave model. One of the staff members invited Klaus to an evening session of
his bell ringing group. Klaus took all of us with him. The world of change
ringing opened up for us.
The Wave Modelling (WAM) group held annual meetings, in different
places. We worked hard, but often the local organiser would arrange a halfday trip, so we could relax and discuss waves in an informal setting. In 1993
we met at Sylt, the very place at which the JONSWAP-experiment was carried
out in 1969. I remember our trip by boat to Hallig Hooge as having been
most pleasurable.
Klaus was always very busy. Much of our work was done during travel
or during leisure time outside official meetings. We would sit together for
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discussions in places like the Wiener Stadtpark, or during concert breaks (I
remember a performance of La Traviata, in Estonian, in Tallinn). Once we
met in Copenhagen, in the lobby of his hotel, after he had given a lecture at
an important climate meeting. He listened patiently to me and took his time.
After we finished discussing ocean waves, I suggested we should relax over
dinner, but Klaus declined. He was still full of energy, and wanted to work
on his Metron Theory, a unified deterministic theory of fields and particles.
In 1993 I visited Luigi Cavaleri in Venice to work with him on the completion of our monograph on ocean waves. We worked through the weekends
in an otherwise empty Palazzo Papadopoli, eating lunch from Luigi’s desk in
his office on the top floor and listening to Italian opera music in the background. There was a lot we needed to discuss with Klaus, but it was not easy
to get hold of him, as he always had many commitments. However, we found
out that he didn’t mind us calling him on Sundays. So we had lengthy phone
calls with him on Sunday mornings whilst looking out over the sunlit roofs
of Venice.
Impact on my thinking
Before I met Klaus I had studied his work on the origin of slow climate
variations. Klaus had used an analogy with Brownian motion to show that
white noise can generate red noise in any system with different time scales.
This is an important result because it means that there can be slow variations
in the climate system without a cause.
When I actually worked with Klaus I was particularly inspired by his way
of writing papers, proposals and minutes and the way in which he led meetings. Also influential was his vision on the development of an integrated wind
and wave data assimilation system.
Impact on my career
Jan Sanders of my institute had developed GONO, a numerical model for
predicting ocean waves in the North Sea. In 1978 I was charged with the
further development. By taking part in SWAMP we were able to connect with
the international wave modelling community. This was most stimulating and
very fruitful.
My visit in Hamburg in 1983 allowed me to combine the best of my own
institute’s wave expertise with theoretical and numerical work carried out by
Klaus and Susanne. We simulated fetch-limited growth, to see under which
conditions a stationary solution can be reached. Comparing the result with
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observations allowed us to determine an unknown constant in the dissipation
source term. The resulting parametrization is still widely used.
In 1984 Klaus established the international wave modelling group
(WAM), and he asked me to chair the group. That kept me busy for the
next 10 years or so.

Dynamics and Modelling of Ocean Waves, G.J. Komen, L. Cavaleri, M.
Donelan, K. Hasselmann, S. Hasselmann and P.A.E.M. Janssen, Plenum Press,
New York & London, 532 pp, 1994
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with Wave modelling Group, Sintra, Portugal, 1992

Presentation of the WAM book in De Bilt, 1994. Standing, from left: Klaus
Hasselmann, Gerbrand Komen, Susanne Hasselmann, Luigi Cavaleri. Kneeling:
Peter Janssen und Mark Donelan.
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Klaus’ legacy in ocean waves
Klaus’ fundamental work on the energy balance equation, non-linear wavewave interaction and wave dissipation in the 1960s helped provide the
foundations for modern wave prediction. He then realised his ambitions
by mobilising the international wave modelling community in a long
sequence of projects: JONSWAP, MARSEN, SWAMP, NORSWAM, WAM,
ECAWOM, resulting in the availability of routine wave observations from
space, the development of a third-generation ocean wave model and its
implementation in the forecasting system of ECMWF. The model and its
descendants now run in many centres worldwide. Our knowledge was consolidated in a multi-authored monograph: Dynamics and Modelling of Ocean
Waves (1994), which is still used as standard reference text for wind driven
ocean (surface) waves.

4.22 Luigi Cavaleri: Writing the WAM Book
I was pleasantly surprised and thrilled when Gerbrand Komen approached
me inviting to be a co-author of the planned WAM book [244]. I was not
even a co-author of the already well known WAM paper; I was dealing mainly
with practical problems and wave measurements in the sea, working, in a way,
at the opposite end of Klaus et al., who, with the exception of Mark Donelan,
were good (actually extremely good) in terms of their thinking and computer
expertise, but who had little experience of a real stormy sea. At the end of
the adventure (because an adventure it was), this turned out to be a good
combination, joining the ones I considered as descending from the sky, and
myself climbing my way up with a lot of effort. Of course, Klaus was the
master mind behind it all with Gerbrand acting as the front man, working
hard to overcome all the practical difficulties, dealing with the bureaucratic
and personal aspects of each co-author.
It is amazing how frustrating it can be spending weeks or months writing
and assembling a supposedly eloquent chapter only to see it scratched,
cancelled, modified, or scribbled over by someone else. On the wings of my
enthusiasm, I was running fast, collecting contributions, and seeing what I
considered as “my chapter” growing more and more with what were nice
pieces of work. At the end (but wait!, it was not the end) I ended up with
more than 100 tightly written pages with a lot of figures summarising all
the practical problems and successes associated with the direct application of
wave modelling. I packaged it all up and sent it proudly to Gerbrand and
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Klaus, and left Venice with my young daughter for our house in the mountains to spend a well-deserved Easter vacation there. It was Easter Sunday,
and I had finished cooking our special lunch (I was obviously in very good
mood) and ready to enjoy it with my daughter when the phone rang: it was
Klaus. I was only able to say a single word: “Luigi?”, “yes”, and then the
storm began. My chapter was a disaster, the worst thing he had ever seen,
a completely useless work, everything had to be done again, it had been a
stupid mistake to involve me in this task, I had spoiled all the efforts by the
other co-authors, the organisation of the chapter was a mess etc. This went
on one-way for 17 min. Klaus must have been extremely angry, and I was
speechless. Without my having said another word, the phone was slammed
down, and I saw the expression of my daughter staring at me with curious
eyes.
I sat at the table looking blankly at the food, my mind running wildly from
the chapter to Klaus. A few minutes later the phone rang again, and it was
Gerbrand to whom Klaus had reported a “perhaps aggressive call” to Luigi.
We talked, two-ways this time, for ten minutes, Gerbrand acting as the wise
man of the group, soothing me, explaining what Klaus really meant, that it
was not a major issue, that with a bit of effort we could achieve a beautiful
(even for Klaus) result. At the end I forced myself to have some food, and
then my young daughter and I went for a relaxing walk in the snow. Indeed,
and in due course (not so long) things did settle, and the rearranged material
ended up as this chapter of the WAM book.
As a matter of fact, apart from the pleasure and satisfaction of contributing
to such a solid piece of scientific literature, the story had also a pleasant and
musical ending. The book was officially presented at KNMI, in De Bilt, in
the Netherlands. Authors, friends, colleagues, and others came together there,
and each of the authors gave a short presentation of his or her contribution.
I decided to do something different. Some weeks before, shuffling CDs in
a music shop, I realised a remarkable fact and I bought a few CDs. To the
amazement of the audience at the presentation at KNMI I did not talk about
the work done or how important are waves in the ocean world. I shaped
my presentation by illustrating the parallel between waves and music, and
how Susanne, a valid pianist, had been the real inspiration to Klaus for the
name WAM: because (and I switched on a tape recorder playing “Eine kleine
Nachtmusik”) the true meaning of WAM was Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
and with the music playing I distributed the Mozart CDs to my co-authors.
Turning back to the WAM-book and in particular to this chapter , of
course, Klaus’s criticism (conveyed in a different form) was correct, and the
final product was much improved. It was also a lesson for life. When one has
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a specific target in mind, one should always aim for the best result, without
unnecessary compromises. There can be fights, discussions, and clashing
opinions. However, if these are done honestly and always in the name of the
best science, and if people are open-minded, they will ultimately strengthen
mutual friendships and respect and the final result will be better.
Many years later, when Klaus and Susanne were in Venice for one of our
meetings, we had dinner at a restaurant together with a group of friends and
colleagues. My daughter, now grown up, was there as well, sitting at my side,
with Klaus and Susanne in front of us on the other side of the table. She
remembered that Easter well and when I explained to her who the person in
front of her was, she stared at him, and a smiling Klaus said, “that’s the best
way to become friends”.
Of course, he was right again. I still shuffle through the WAM book with
pleasure, remembering the effort, but mainly the, often non-linear, interactions that resulted in that product. Klaus is a great friend, and I hope to host
Susanne and Klaus in Venice again and to enjoy an opera or a concert together
at our beautiful “La Fenice” theatre, born again, as was science, better than
before, from the ashes of a momentary decline.

4.23 Kristina Katsaros
I first met Klaus in 1972, when I was sent to his Institute as a postdoc by
Joost Businger, whose group I had joined at the University of Washington
after completing my Ph.D. Klaus had invited us to a planning meeting for a
JONSWAP 2 experiment. I had brought my two and a half year old daughter
along as I was planning to continue on to Sweden to see my mother, and
Dieter and Hedi Hasselmann arranged for a babysitter. We were going to
borrow an elegant 3-D sonic anemometer from Risø, Denmark and measure
the momentum flux from a tripod tower in the North Sea, while others were
measuring the wavefield in great detail.
The headquarters for the experiment was on the island of Sylt. Two young
German Scientists, Jürgen Müller-Glewe and Eggert Clauss, were measuring
similar properties of the air from the same tower. They were. We sailed off on
the old Gauss research vessel, to install equipment—it was all very exciting for
me and the other young scientists such as a graduate student named Thomas
Hauf. The first problem we encountered was that the holes in our mounting
plate did not match those of the tower’s top plate, which had finally arrived,
so we had to go back to the island to make adjustments. Finally, a bit late,
we installed our equipment, but all the safety measures, such as buoys to
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secure distance between tripos and the attending ship had not been arranged
as there had been too little time. Just as we were gathering data, a storm came
up and caused our attending ship drift, which broke my expensive Danish
cable (our technician was on the tower at the time). Others, with their fancy
wave devices, had arrays on the bottom of the sea, which were also completely
destroyed, which ended the experiment.
Some days later we—i.e., about 20 of us—met in the conference room at
University of Hamburg in a rather gloomy mood. Finally, being the Polyanna
I am by nature, I raised my voice and said: “Klaus, it may not have been much
of an experiment, but it sure was a nice experience”. I got a lot of laughs,
and jokes are usually not one of my strong points. I think Klaus was glad
for the relief—he was already a celebrated theoretician, but the experimental
difficulties had been too great this time.
Somehow, I think Klaus had an appreciation for my situation, often being
the only woman in a gathering. I had been raised in Sweden where the
natural sciences are emphasised in high school, so I hadn’t realised that I was
something of an oddity elsewhere. Klaus could see that scientific inquiry was
important to me, although I think he also knew my limitations. He was definitely supportive over the years—I don’t know how often he wrote letters
proposing me for a promotion or an award. I was invited to join the Marine
Remote Sensing (MARSEN) experiment organised by Klaus the late 1970s
and we were quite successful in measuring wind stress and wave field. I coauthored a paper with a graduate student and another one on sea surface
temperature (SST) measured by aircraft and ships with several colleagues,
notably Armando Fiuza of Portugal and the German aircraft research group.
Space-based remote sensing of SST was becoming a matter of routine, but
our results of varying SST in the German Bight were new at the time.13
Much later, in 1992, I had taken on a new position at IFREMER, France,
where we were handling scatterometer and Synthetic Aperture Radar data
from the European Earth Research Satellite-1 (ERS-1). Klaus had been
involved in the planning and was very anxious to get his hands on some
data. So, I was in a good position to get him a tape of Synthetic Aperture
Radar data.
About 9 months after my arrival, I wanted to convene a workshop to
advance progress on these new data sources. My new colleagues thought it
was too soon, but Klaus would be coming to the meeting, and it certainly
added some shine to the planning and probably to my prestige and inspired
everyone to work extra hard to be ready. Many colleagues from the USA also
13

Katsaros, K.B., A. Fiuza, F. Sousa, and V. Amann: Sea Surface Temperature Patterns and Air-Sea
Fluxes in the German Bight during MARSEN 1979, Phase 1. J. Geophys Res. 88, 9871–9882, 1983.
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attended, as they were starved for new data of this sort. It was a great and
wonderful help to me in this management job and led to some great collaborations and results. I’m sure my bosses in Paris were impressed. It was a great
start to my 5 years at IFREMER.
I have hugely enjoyed this long friendship and support by Klaus and
Susanne Hasselmann, who both always made me feel at home, even inviting
me to lunch with them in the office (Susanne was good at keeping our Klaus
well fed and healthy!). Their kindness has been very valuable, even if it often
came to me from a great distance, as my main place of work was at University of Washington. Klaus’ support was one of the aspects of my career that I
really treasure. I consider him to have been an important mentor because he
took me seriously and understood me.

4.24 Peter A.E.M. Janssen: Klaus F.
Hasselmann—A Giant in Ocean Science
It is well-known that Klaus has had a considerable influence on several developments in various fields of science. I will focus on the field with which
I am most familiar, namely that of ocean gravity waves, and I will show
that his work has had far-reaching consequences not only for oceanographic
applications but also for other fields in which non-linear phenomena play a
role.
The history of ocean waves started in the early part of the nineteenth
century with the contributions of Poisson and Cauchy who solved the linear
initial value problem. This was followed by Stokes who obtained a series
expansion for a single finite amplitude gravity wave where the nonlinear
dispersion relation was obtained by means of the first application of the
renormalisation method. In fact, Stokes renormalised acceleration of gravity
to remove secular behaviour which assured convergence of the solution. At
the end of the nineteenth century Korteweg and de Vries (KdV) derived solitary wave solutions of permanent shape for shallow water from the famous
KdV equation and later, in the 1960’s, it was shown by means of the inverse
scattering transformation that these solitary waves were in fact stable entities,
which were dubbed solitons. For a while, it was fairly quiet at the water wave
front until Sverdrup and Munk, stimulated by the practical need for sea state
information for landing operations during the second world war, developed
the first ocean wave forecasting system.
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Then, in the 1950’s, a considerable acceleration of the pace of ocean
wave research development occurred through the insightful work of LonguetHiggins (Gaussian statistics), Pierson (introduction of the wave spectrum),
Miles (wind input) and Phillips (resonant four wave interaction). Until then,
most researchers had viewed ocean waves as essentially linear, but this view
began to be challenged in Klaus Hasselmann’s seminal work on the statistical theory of four-wave interactions. A number of important insights were
put forward: a key role was played by the action density spectrum, the resonant four-wave interactions gave rise to irreversible changes in the spectrum,
picking up energy and momentum provided by the wind from the region
around twice the peak frequency and transferring it to higher and lower
frequencies in such a way that the resonant transfer resulted in a downshift
of the wave spectrum whilst the entropy of the wave system increased at
the same time. This important work not only stimulated developments in
oceanography but also in other fields of physics such as plasma physics where
resonant three- and four-wave interactions have played an important role in
trying to understand how to contain a plasma sufficiently long to enable the
occurrence of nuclear fusion.
Returning to oceanography, all these new insights caused quite a commotion in a field which was notoriously conservative. These researchers not
only required a lot of convincing, but there was clearly a need for collecting
observations and studying experimental results in the light of the findings
from nonlinear resonant interactions. But such tasks required a considerable
amount of effort and expertise so it made sense to set up collaborations. One
of the first collaborations resulted in the famous JONSWAP campaign which
gave a tremendous boost to ocean wave forecasting.
At the same time, a new development emerged that had the potential
to improve our knowledge on ocean waves and air-sea interaction: Satellite
Oceanography. Klaus has played an important stimulating role in the development of a number of satellite instruments, such as Altimeters, which could
determine wind speed and significant wave height, whilst the wave spectrum
could be observed using the SAR. A novelty and major asset of the new generation of (European) Remote Sensing Satellites such as ERS-1, ERS-2,… was
that it would be able to collect this data on a global scale providing an important stimulus for global wave modelling. This was one of the main reasons for
the formation of the WAM group which would set up the software of a new
third generation wave model based on the ’correct’ physics and Klaus and
Susanne played a key role in the development of the WAM model. I really
admired the way that Klaus was able to convince two very diverse communities to collaborate. He would tell the Satellite people with a broad smile
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that it was important to use the products of the wave modellers to improve
the satellite observations, and would convince the wave modellers to assimilate the satellite products to improve the wave forecasts. At this early stage
of development, both satellite products and ocean wave forecasts were of a
fairly low quality so the overall impression this made was of a man lifting
himself out of the swamp by his own bootstraps. But this type of interaction
worked (!) and over the years it resulted in greatly improved wind and wave
products from satellites and ocean wave forecasts. Over the past 25 years one
day forecasts, error significant wave height, and wind speed has reduced by a
factor of two. Satellite products have improved by a similar amount.
Finally, ocean wave forecasting results are quite sensitive to the quality of
the surface wind fields, although ocean wave modellers tend not to emphasise this aspect of the wave forecasting problem. Klaus and Gerbrand Komen,
therefore, approached the ECMWF, which was at the forefront of weather
forecasting, and there has been a very active group of people responsible
for the development of the WAM model and the data assimilation software
since the mid-eighties. The wave model became part of the ECMWF’s operational suite and a considerable amount of attention was paid to improving
the quality of the surface winds. Since 1998 there has been a two-way interaction between wind and waves, which benefited wave height forecast results,
surface winds, and geopotential height.
At times, Klaus and I also had some heated debates on esoteric fundamental issues in physics such as the corpuscular nature of light and matter
(Klaus has an elegant explanation for this) and the role of the ’arrow-of-time’
in statistical mechanics and irreversibility. The concept of an arrow-of-time
has been made most popular by Prigogine and it indicates that entropy
increases when going forward in time. This asymmetry gives rise to particular problems when one considers only resonant wave-wave interactions, but
problems may be removed by introducing non-resonant interactions. This
realisation suggested a mechanism for the generation of one-dimensional
freak waves.
From this sketch of Klaus’s work from my perspective it is clear that
Klaus has played a pivotal role in the development of a reliable, high-quality
ocean wave forecasting system. His efforts on the nonlinear transfer have also
triggered numerous developments in other fields of physics.
I remember the many interactions I have had with Klaus with great pleasure. Most of them were rather formal, mainly because he was always working
one way or the other. One exception was a discussion I had with him and
Susanne at their home about our favourite football teams, in particular about
the Dutch football eleven which in the seventies and eighties were famous for
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their attractive, elegant play and for their innovative tactics (’total’ football)
that stimulated football all over the world. If I remember correctly, Klaus
favoured Holland to win the 1974 world cup!

4.25 Ola M. Johannessen
I got to know Klaus in 1979 when we both used the JPL SAR flown
in NASA CV-990 jet where Klaus used it in the international Maritime
Remote Sensing Experiment, MARSEN, in the North Sea in October 1979
and I used it in September in the Norwegian Remote Sensing Experiment,
NORSEX 79, in the ice edge region North of Svalbard. After these two major
international remote sensing experiments, we began to develop the MIZEX
programme as a follow up to the NORSEX 79 project, based on a workshop
held at Voss in Norway in October 1980. Klaus was very helpful in getting
the German Polar community involved in the MIZEX Programme which was
headed by Professor Gotthilf Hempel, Director of the new Alfred Wegener
Institute for Polar and Marine Research, which was founded in Bremerhaven
in 1980. Professor Hempel agreed that their large new Icebreaker “Polarstern”
could take part in the programme. When I held a Chair at the Naval Post
Graduate School in Monterey in 1982, I spent a lot of my time drafting the
research plan for the Marginal Ice Zone Experiment, which was scheduled the
summers of 1983 and 1984, of course with a lot of input from my colleagues
based on several earlier workshops. The research plan had to be approved by
the MIZEX coordination committee of which Klaus was a member. He was
very critical of the draft plan and restructured it, to the great benefit of the
programme.
Actually, this MIZEX research plan was later reviewed by a group of
eminent US scientists chaired by Professor Richard M. Goody at Harvard
University in a meeting in Washington. I was very nervous about presenting
it, but fortunately, by chance, Klaus was in Washington that day and took
part in the review meeting. He basically told this eminent committee to relax
and mentioned the fact that he himself had had some bad experiences with
the pilot Wave Experiment, JONSWAP in 1968 (he called it a disaster) before
the main experiment had been carried out successfully in 1969. Therefore,
he argued, it would be a good idea to do the MIZEX 83 pilot project to
sort problems out before the main summer experiment in 1984, which was
a huge undertaking which included 7 ships, 8 remote sensing aircraft, 4 helicopters, and over 200 scientists and technicians. Thanks to Klaus’ presence
and support during this meeting, the review of the MIZEX Programme went
well.
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After the MIZEX 84 project, I collaborated with Klaus on many occasions.
At the Nansen Center we started to become interested in global warming
modelling in the 1990s, so I contacted Klaus for help. We were invited to
come to his Institute to discuss this and Klaus was very generous as usual.
We ended up of going home with a tape containing one of the Max Planck
global ocean models for one of our Ph.D. students to implement on our
computer. Klaus was also one of the panel members at the student’s viva. So,
thanks to Klaus, the Nansen Center in Bergen became involved in the field
of global modelling.
Both Klaus and I knew Walter Munk very well. Walter had pioneered the
field of Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC), which was used
to measure average temperatures on the basin scale. It has already been shown
in 1995 that acoustic transmission across the Arctic Ocean was feasible. This
inspired Klaus and me to launch the Acoustic Monitoring of the Ocean
Climate in the Arctic modelling project to project what could happen up to
2050 using the Max-Planck ocean model as input for several acoustic models.
The result was that acoustic monitoring could be a very useful method to be
used in future for monitoring the basin scale temperature in the Arctic Ocean
[153]. This is actually now underway in a joint observation programme
between the Nansen Center and Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
In 2004, our team, which included Klaus, published the fact in Tellus that
most of the Ice in the Arctic Ocean would melt during summertime under a
doubling of the CO2 , probably before the end of 2100 with much less effect
in the winter. This assertion was based on findings made with the Max Planck
ECHAM4 global coupled model [158]. This paper led to a lot of subsequent
papers about the future of Arctic sea ice.
The European Climate Forum was founded in 2001 with Klaus and Carlo
Jaeger as Co-Chairmen. Fortunately, Klaus invited me to be one of the
founding members. As a result of the many meetings and workshops, I was
able to widen my perspective and knowledge of climate impacts. A group
headed by Klaus of which I was a member published the important paper
“The Challenge of Long-Term Climate Change” [155] in Science, which
included projections up to the year 3000. Few papers take in such a long-term
perspective.
Klaus and Susanna visited us several times at the Nansen Centers in Bergen
and St. Petersburg. In the course of several Nansen Lectures, he introduced us
to the important topic of the climate-economy and he launched a programme
on this topic with D. Kovalevsky at the Nansen Center in St. Petersburg.
Klaus is my hero in science as well as a very good friend.
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4.26 Lennart Bengtsson
I became director of the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts) in 1981 after having been involved with the Centre right
from its early planning phase. Part of the Centre’s remit was to make some
of its computer resources available to atmospheric scientists from its member
states. Preference was given to projects that were beneficial in terms of the
scientific and operational objectives of the ECMWF.
One of my ambitions as director was to try to widen the somewhat
limited objectives of the ECMWF to weather predictions in the range 4–
10 days. Such ambitions included extending the predictions and to add
interesting new products of value for users. Scientifically, I was fascinated
by the possibility of using comprehensive models to understand the Earth´s
climate system and using all possible ways of doing this as an additional
task. This was a time when the Global Weather Experiment had just been
completed successfully and a serious research effort was launched to gain a
better understanding of the climate system. I was initially not particularly
interested in climate change issues as I considered this was a bit premature
as the models and data were in my view not yet good enough for use in
this context. However, there was now a global observation system in operation, methods for assimilating and analysing global data as well as ever
more powerful computers that made it possible to undertake realistic climate
simulation studies.
Klaus Hasselmann was the head of a European group that regularly visited
the ECMWF to develop a forecasting system for wave prediction. To predict
the state of the sea and in particular waves was an important task for the
meteorological marine services. They had put simple systems into operation
that used empirical relations coupled to surface wind speed. The strategy
adopted by Klaus’ group was to develop a comprehensive approach including
the full spectrum of sea waves including the non-linear interaction between
the waves. I found this to be a splendid idea that would fit perfectly into
a potentially operational task for the ECMWF. This required considerable
political efforts as there were certain member states that strongly believed
that wave prediction was the task of the individual meteorological services
and not a European agency. However, with the support of Klaus and some
other leading European scientists, wave prediction based upon Klaus’ ideas
has now been an important operational task for the ECMWF for many years
and some members of Klaus’ group later ‘went on to join the ECMWF.
Another area in which I had the great pleasure of collaborating with Klaus
was at the European Space Agency, ESA, and in the planning of ENVISAT, a
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major initiative concerning a satellite system devoted to both weather prediction and climate research and monitoring. Klaus and I were members of the
planning group for ENVISAT so I had the pleasure of seeing Klaus in action.
That was all to my liking. ENVISAT was a complex and very ambitious
project, and it took many years before it was finally launched in 2002 almost
two decades after the early planning phase. ENVISAT provided very important data for weather prediction and climate monitoring which are crucial in
monitoring climate change processes.
After a few years as Director at the ECMWF I proposed a long-term
strategy to broaden our objective to include extending weather forecasts
beyond the medium range as well as a major extension of model-based experimentation and systematic monitoring of the Earth´s climate system. I invited
a number of leading scientists including Klaus Hasselmann to provide advice
on such a strategy. However, the ECMWF Council was not very pleased,
as they had not expected such a wide-ranging initiative. The fact that I had
produced a plan in colour was seen as being additionally questionable. I was
asked to repeat the exercise with help of the Centre’s scientific and technical committees and this time in black and white. I realised that even as
a director of an international organisation one’s initiatives were still subject
to certain limits. Had Klaus been a member of the ECMWF Council I might
have succeeded at the first attempt. In the end, and after some years of hard
work, I got the strategic plan more or less through. However, I also realised
that I would probably fit better in a truly scientific environment. During the
whole process I had formed a close friendship with Klaus. A few years later
he proposed me as a co-director at the Max Planck Institute in Hamburg,
which was later approved by the Max Planck Society. I later accepted the offer,
which led to a long and very creative collaboration with Klaus with whom I
had discussions almost on a daily basis throughout my time in Hamburg.
After many years involvement in operational weather prediction, I was really
glad to be back in a true scientific environment once again. I am particularly
grateful for the fine scientific collaboration with Klaus over a very long period
of time.

4.27 Jürgen Sündermann: Klaus
Hasselmann—Colleague and Friend
It was around 1966, when Klaus was thirty-five and I seven years younger,
that I first became aware of this rising star in the field of (geo)physics. In a
lecture on the large-scale propagation of wind waves in the Pacific given by
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Walter Munk in the Auditorium Maximum of the University of Hamburg, he
mentioned the significant contribution made by a certain Klaus H. in a recent
ocean experiment. That same year I took part in the 2nd Oceanographic
World Congress in Moscow and heard an excellent talk given by Klaus as
Invited Speaker. A short time later, Klaus, who had relocated to Hamburg by
then, was invited to give a general lecture to a public audience at the hotel
“Atlantic”. This performance wasn’t quite as successful, but Klaus was well
able to withstand this “baptism of fire” and went on to become the founding
director of the new Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI). We became
acquainted with each other. As a young assistant in the Institute of Oceanography at the University of Hamburg, I attended his lectures on sea waves and
appreciated his inspiring habilitation lecture—a kind of quantum theory in
hydrodynamics—among an audience of skeptical classical physicists.
During the following years and decades, he played a significant role in
the development and growth of both theoretical and experimental ocean
and climate research in Hamburg. This was based on his scientific creativity
and on the interdisciplinary collaboration that he inspired and fostered. He
was instrumental in overcoming the limitations of the old-fashioned traditional university and in motivating young people from the fields of physics,
chemistry, biology, and engineering to work together on new projects. He
introduced research structures which integrated the already existing high
scientific and logistic potential in Hamburg. He was a key initiator of newly
developing model systems for climate simulation and large interdisciplinary
field experiments in the North Sea such as JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave
Project) and FLEX (Fladen Ground Experiment)—to name some highlights.
I was appointed as director of the University of Hamburg‘s Institute
of Oceanography in 1978. Together with Klaus and his MPI colleagues
Hans Hinzpeter and Hartmut Graßl—forming what we called the “Gang
of Four”—the opportunity arose to greatly strengthen the profile of marine
and climate research in Hamburg. Important milestones were the long-term
and well-financed Special Research Units (Sonderforschungsbereiche) of the
German Research Foundation, the acquisition of the research vessel “Valdivia”, the foundation of the German Climate Computing Center (DKRZ),
the setting-up of new permanent research units at the university such as “Biogeochemistry” and “Sustainability and Global Change”, the foundation of
the Climate Service Center Germany, and the establishment of two climaterelated Max Planck Research Schools. The next logical step was the formation
of a joint research structure: the Center of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
(ZMAW), which included a new common building for the University Institute of Oceanography and the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology. This
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success was essentially based on the common conception of research priorities
and their practical realisation. We exchanged scientists between the institutes, united our libraries, and designed a joint logo and a common email
address. To emphasise and accelerate our efforts to concentrate the working
groups from both institutes in a new building, Klaus and I even arranged an
appointment with the mayor of Hamburg in the Town Hall. We finally got
the present joint residence.

North Sea studies, Sylt 2013
Our scientific work together certainly gained from a warm personal understanding and from social events such football competitions and carnival
parties. Last, but not least, our private cycle tours and concert visits together
with our wives, should be mentioned. Yes, the professional and private
friendship with Klaus has certainly enriched my life.
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4.28 Klaus Fraedrich: The 1976 Paper
on Stochastic Climate Models
“When the institute (MPI-M) was created, I had two goals. One was
understanding the origin of the natural variability of climate. This was not
understood at all, but was clearly a key issue if we wished to distinguish
between natural climate variability and human made climate change. I had
just developed my stochastic model of climate variability, so I could build on
that work as a starting point “ (see Interview in Section IIa):
… while Joseph Egger (Munich) employed Hasselmann’s Brownian
motion analogue to a low-order large scale atmospheric circulation model
(1981), which is based on the Jule Charney multiple equilibrium theory of
blocking (1979),
… and I (Berlin) incorporated this stochastic noise Ansatz to a loworder climate model (1979) to introduce catastrophes (now: tipping points)
and resilience. Both, Jule Charney and I, after participating in the 1975
IIASA-workshop ‘Analysis and Computation of Equilibria and Regions of
Stability’ (H.R. Grümm, Editor), have applied this workshop’s new ideas on
dynamics in chemistry, climatology, ecology, and economics to their own
fields of interest at that time.
This archive photo (below) may also document the fast spread of Klaus
Hasselmann’s novel approach within the German meteorological community
outside of Hamburg. And here it is acknowledged by a private toast on his
inspiring idea at the 1978 Berlin international conference on ‘Man’s Impact
on Climate’.
As to the second goal it appears that Klaus has come closer to achieving
it: “We needed a good coupled atmosphere–ocean model, but we had no
global ocean circulation model of comparable quality to the available global
atmospheric circulation models.” He introduced this goal in Berlin, setting it
out as a conceptual sketch, which has since entered lecture notes introducing
the climate prediction and the predictability problem in classes. A seamless prediction which, in those days, has not yet occurred on the horizon, is
included here simply by broadening the band width spanning the prognosticdeterministic climate models. Those are just two of the so many highlights
of Klaus Hasselmann’s achievements, which have stimulated not only us but
also a large number of our colleagues to follow various initiatives; and they
motivated us to continue on the arduous and cumbersome pursuit of our
own goals. These, after all, are open ended.
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A toast with Klaus Hasselmann on his landmark 1976-paper

Natural time scales of the climate system and the time-scale band width
associated with prognostic-deterministic models.
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4.29 Udo Simonis: Klaus, the PIK and Me
The reunification of Germany led to a number of significant scientific innovations accompanied by active collaboration and growing friendship among the
scientists involved. In early 1991, the Federal Ministry of Research decided to
establish an institute for climate research in Brandenburg under the auspices
of the Leibniz Society. The concept for this had been developed by environmentally conscious ministry officials. It was then reviewed by the Science
Council in July and—with a significantly reduced scope—recommended for
implementation.
The first meeting of a ten-member founding committee (the later Board
of Trustees) was held in October 1991, and included Klaus Hasselmann,
Director of the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology Hamburg (MPI) and
Udo E. Simonis, Director of the International Institute for Environment and
Society of the Berlin Social Science Center (WZB). Some issues were quickly
agreed upon: Hasselmann was chosen as chairman of the committee, the residence of the new institute was to be the city of Potsdam, and the special
location was to be the Telegraphenberg, which is significant in the history
of science. A longer, controversial debate began about other questions: What
should the special task of the new institute be, what should it be called, and
who should be its director?
The MPI was generally considered the incarnation of environmental
knowledge and first address for everything related to climate. Klaus, too, was
basically of the opinion that he already knew everything about the climate
problem, only that more knowledge needed to be generated about the consequences of climate change for the economy, society, and nature. So, there
couldn’t just be another traditional institute for climate research; it had to
carry out climate impact research, and concern itself with climate policy.
At that time, I had no real idea of the dramatic situation regarding the
climate, but I did have some experience with the difficulties of formulating and substantiating consistent international environmental policy: I had
coined the term “Weltumweltpolitik” (for world environmental policy) at the
WZB. Everybody knows that a person less experienced in the field in question can really annoy the expert in the field, but only a few are aware that he
can also animate the expert to learn to think differently. I only had to adjust
to the relatively precise natural sciences, but Klaus had to get involved with
the diverse, occasionally diffuse social sciences. It became a mutual learning
process characterised by an increasing respect for one another and a growing
genuine friendship.
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This learning process had been facilitated when a ten-member “International Scientific Advisory Board (SAB)” was appointed in February 1994,
and I became—and remained for eight years—its chairman. The SAB met
frequently and usually drafted very detailed minutes, which the PIK Board of
Trustees then had to discuss. A recurring dictum appeared in many of these
advisory board minutes: the call for a good balance between the natural and
social sciences and interactions between the respective practitioners carried
out in good faith.
This permanent demand was based on the insight of the American geographer Gilbert F. White, who had formulated it in anticipation of the
Anthropocene era as follows: “The future of the globe’s interlocking natural
and social systems might depend more on human behaviour than on the
further investigation of natural processes.“ Another postulate was also repeatedly called for by the SAB on suitable occasions: “Your work should be
theoretically demanding, empirically relevant, and done at the right time”.
Whilst the realisation of the second postulate can be considered to have
been accomplished well at the PIK, the first one is a task that remains
outstanding. However, much work has been and is being done to address
this issue. In addition to important natural scientists, significant social scientists were invited to the institute; in addition to the training of young natural
scientists, young social scientists were actively promoted; in addition to men,
a particularly large number of women were recruited and, what may well be
the most important thing, everyone learned to collaborate constructively and
to communicate effectively.
In 1992, the year of its founding, the PIK had just 39 employees, 8 of
them in the administration; in 2012, twenty years later, the ratio was 340 to
11—a significant indicator of the institute’s successful development, but also
of efficiency of the institute’s administration.
After these 20 years, however, our relationship was by no means at an end.
When one’s years of membership in the board of trustees and in the advisory
board were over, there was first a proper farewell party with the appointment as “Honorary member of the PIK”. This immediately gave rise to a new
idea: when it was time for Klaus and Udo to leave, we needed more external
supporters, because a successful institute not only has internal friends, but
also external enviers and opponents.
According to German law, seven members are needed to establish an association; they were quickly at hand and so the “Association of Friends and
Supporters of the PIK” was founded in 2002. I was elected chairman and
Klaus was elected vice-chairman of the association. In the following years, we
regularly held annual meetings, organised numerous award ceremonies for
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institute staff and ran events to increase public empathy for the institute. We
transferred the chairmanship of the association into other hands in 2016.
For both Klaus and me, the following years were years of reflection and
relaxation, but also and especially of joy at the birth and development of
a “common child” that had become known worldwide in a relatively short
period of time—the “Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK)”.

4.30 Hartmut Graßl: Klaus Hasselmann
as Creator of Science Infrastructure
Scientists should not only create new knowledge leading to the well-being of
humankind, but should also help to improve the conditions to create new
knowledge. In order to achieve that we need to convince politicians to invest
in science infrastructure. Here I report about only two out of many of Klaus
Hasselmann’s initiatives to enhance the infrastructure for science, because I
could directly observe it. Finally, I mention a science highlight to which the
entire Max Planck Institute for Meteorology contributed.
The German Climate Computing Centre
When the Federal Research Ministry’s expert panel on “Basic Climatological Research” (Sachverständigenkreis Klimatologische Grundlagenforschung)
met in Bonn in 1987, the head of unit for climate, Dr. Irmhild
Tannhäuser, approached Klaus Hasselmann prior to the start of the meeting
with a surprising message: “Herr Hasselmann, I have found 18 Million
Deutschmarks in the Marine Technology budget line earmarked for this year,
which cannot be spent this year. Now you could start your long-desired
climate computing centre in Hamburg”. As chairman of this expert panel
I proposed to Klaus to add an item to our agenda called “Discussion about
a German Climate Computing Centre”. When discussing this agenda item
two out of eight members of the panel, from southern Germany, argued for
the installation at their research centres. After a long and partly controversial debate I asked for a voting (having realized that a majority for Hamburg
is probable), which then went positive for Hamburg. Hence, a small expert
panel at the Ministry for Research and Technology has decided to bring this
major infrastructure element as close as possible to the MPI for Meteorology
institute. Klaus has determined the fate of both institutions at least until the
end of 1999, when he had to retire. The expert panel on Basic Climatological Research became—after an initiative of the Bavarian Prime Minister
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Franz Josef Strauß in the second chamber of our parliament (Bundesrat) in
November 1987—in 1988 the Scientific Advisory Council on Climate of
the German Federal Government. We became also members of this council.
Klaus’ next initiative for new research infrastructure followed soon.
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK)
This Advisory Council to the Federal German Government recommended,
following Klaus’ repeated wish in its meetings in 1988 and 1989: Establishment of an Institute for Climate Impact Research in Germany. Klaus’ main
argument has been: Natural science based climate research has reached a high
international level in Germany, but we need an internationally competitive
climate impact research institution as well, which also should answer socioeconomic research questions related to anthropogenic climate change. The
Federal Government accepted the council’s recommendation benevolently.
When the Berlin wall fell, it became obvious that an institute for climate
impact research had to be established in east Germany. In January 1992 the
PIK started with its founding director Hans Joachim Schellnhuber.
At the end of my report on joint activities with Klaus Hasselmann I
remember a scientific activity of all groups at the MPI for Meteorology,
which had as its basis the coupled climate model development in Klaus
Hasselmann’s group.
Climate change as a consequence of a war
During a meeting in Bonn in early 1991 the federal research minister
Riesenhuber approached me and proposed: The Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology in Hamburg should assess the climate consequences of the
burning oil wells in Kuwait after the attack by Iraq. Our institute, equipped
with the only coupled atmosphere/ocean-model in Europe, at that time,
would be worldwide the only one to perform these calculations, because it is
forbidden to publish such model results for our colleagues in the USA during
the Gulf war. Back in Hamburg I learned that Klaus had also been asked
and in three weeks the coupled model results were ready to be submitted to
Nature [97]. Klaus Hasselmann’s coworker Mojib Latif had the task to ask
daily all participants in all three departments of the institute about progress
and problems. For example, in my group we had a simple but serious calculation error in the amount of solar radiation absorbed by soot (black carbon).
The key model result: There is only a small regional cooling around Kuwait
and the soot is mostly wet deposited in Asian mountain ranges and East
Africa. After all the “doomsday” messages by other groups in the media the
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echo to our results in the public was modest. Later we learned that the model
results had even overestimated the observed cooling at the surface. However,
the exaggerated climate change estimates caused by the fires published in the
media by other scientists fell silent.
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See also https://pure.mpg.de/cone/persons/resource/persons37172?lang=en.

5.1

Curriculum Vita

25 October 1931: Born in Hamburg.
1934: Emigrated to England with family.
1936–1949: Elementary and Grammar School (High School) in Welwyn
Garden City, Herts., England.
July 1949: Final High School Exam (Cambridge Higher School Certificate).
August 1949: Return to Hamburg with family.
September 1949–April 1950: Practical course in Mechanical Engineering,
Menck und Hambrock, Hamburg.
May 1950–July 1955: Study of Physics and Mathematics at the University of
Hamburg.
November 1952: Pre-Diplom Exam.
July 1955: Diplom Exam (Diplom thesis on Turbulence, advisor: Professor
K. Wieghardt).
November 1955–July 1957: Study of Physics and Fluid Dynamics at the
University of Göttingen and the Max-Planck-Institute of Fluid Dynamics.
July 1957: Ph.D., University of Göttingen (Professor W. Tollmien).
August 1957: Marriage to Susanne Barthe.
August 1957–October 1961: Research Assistant to Professor K. Wieghardt at
the Institute of Naval Architecture at the University of Hamburg.
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October 1961–October 1964: Assistant, then Associate Professor at the
Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics and Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, University of California, La Jolla, USA.
February 1963: Habilitation in Hamburg.
November 1964–November 1966: Lecturer at the University of Hamburg.
November 1966–February 1969: Professor at the University of Hamburg
(leave of absence September 1967–February 1968).
September 1967–February 1968: Visiting Fellow, University College,
Cambridge University.
February 1969–September 1972: Department Director and Professor at the
University of Hamburg (leave of absence, July 1970–July 1972).
July 1970–July 1972: Doherty Professor, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Mass., USA.
September 1972–January 1975: Full Professor for Theoretical Geophysics,
Managing Director, Institute of Geophysics at the University of Hamburg.
February 1975–November 1999: Director of the Max-Planck-Institute of
Meteorology, Hamburg.
January 1988–November 1999: Scientific Director at the German Climate
Computer Centre, Hamburg.
November 1999: Emeritus.

5.2
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Most of the full texts are available through the publication repository of the
Max-Planck-Society (MPG.PuRe) via: https://pure.mpg.de/cone/persons/res
ource/persons37172.
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